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Introduction 
Hans Hedlund 

Some 15 years ago the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies arranged 
two seminars, one in Uppsala and one in Nairobi, where researchers and 
administrators discussed cooperative development in Africa, particularly in 
East Africa after independence.' Many papers and discussions were critical 
of the development of both service cooperatives and producers' coopera- 
tives, and both were regarded as ineffective and alien institutions in the 
African context. Other participants were decisively positive to cooperative 
development. Those representing the cooperative movement and ministries 
often placed themselves in opposition to the more theoretical and negative 
research contributions. 

During the seventies, research on cooperative development in Africa con- 
tracted. This decreasing interest resulted from the failure of many coopera- 
tives, especially of the well-known production cooperatives or from the dif- 
ficulties encountered by the Ujamaa-institutions in Tanzania. The less spec- 
tacular forms like rural service cooperatives or credit and savings coopera- 
tives did not attract the same research initiatives and interest as their sister 
organizations despite the fact that rural service cooperatives have played a 
considerable economic, social and political role in many African countries. 

During the eighties, social research on cooperative development has been 
revitalized. Research has not only been focused on cooperative development 
in newly independent nations such as Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Cooper- 
ative development and thus research interest, has also been revitalized in 
such countries as Tanzania or in those countries where new ideological di- 
mensions have shaped cooperative institution building, as for example 
Ghana and the Sudan. 

This development has been closely followed by researchers from the Co- 
operative Research Project at Lund University and from the Scandinavian 
Institute of African Studies in Uppsala. We thought it pertinent to arrange a 
seminar where representatives from different disciplines, from different re- 
gions and with different experiences were able to come together to discuss 
major patterns and events and methodological development within African 
cooperative structures during the last fifteen years. How has cooperative re- 
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search, institutional change and rural development in Africa interacted and 
changed during these fifteen years? 

The Swedish Co-operative Centre in Stockholm - a non-governmental 
organization and the official aid institution of the Swedish cooperative 
movement - provided a generous financial contribution and this enabled the 
Scandinavian Institute of African Studies to arrange the seminar on "Co- 
operatives Revisited" in Africa. Twenty-four researchers were invited and 
sixteen papers were presented and discussed. The Swedish Co-operative 
Centre (SCC) as well as the Norwegian and Danish government aid organi- 
zations were represented. Researchers from the following African countries 
participated: Egypt, Sudan, Ghana, Tanzania, Guinea Bissau, Ethiopia and 
Zimbabwe. 

Many of the subjects brought up in the seminar papers and the subsequent 
discussions had also been discussed in the two previous seminars arranged 
by the Institute. Other issues and analytical angles were new. But even those 
subjects which had seemed old-fashioned or out-dated were given new ana- 
lytical perspective when compared with the two previous seminars. I will 
briefly go through some of the more important similarities and differences 
between the two former seminar occasions and point out some of the main 
traits, as reflected in this seminar, in the development of analysis and think- 
ing about cooperative development in Africa during the last fifteen years. 

One of the more important subjects, not explicitly discussed at this semi- 
nar, was the question of whether cooperative development and structures in 
Africa should be regarded as an institution alien from traditional society; a 
subject persistently discussed in the two previous seminars. For the partici- 
pants in this seminar, it was obvious that the cooperative structure in Africa 
had developed its own tradition in its own right and which was socially and 
economically integrated, both locally and centrally, in many national devel- 
opment efforts. This tradition is derived from a wide and varied process. It 
contains a large variety of different and sometimes contradictory cooperative 
forms and institutions, a tradition of both diversity and unity. But it is also a 
tradition fashioned by considerable fluctuations in cooperative institutions 
and functions, varying degrees of success which are always difficult to de- 
termine (institutions versus members), and a tradition circumscribed by the 
degrees and levels of state control and of national rhetoric. 

One of the main issues which made this seminar different from the two 
previous ones was the problematization and the new complexity given to a 
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number of concepts, which had previously been seen as relatively self-evi- 
dent or less problematic. The concept of development, which formerly had 
been a relatively simple analytical concept, was problematized and ques- 
tioned both implicitly and explicitly by several participants. Instead of dis- 
cussing development and development contradictions in Marxist or neo- 
Marxist terms, several participants ventured into a discussion about relations 
between material, economic and cultural change. The discussion showed 
that there is, at the present time, a lively interest in the reformulation of de- 
velopment aims and institutions that take account of these concepts. It seems 
that the new problematic view on development and change has dramatically 
limited the somewhat inflated former expectations on the economic and so- 
cial possibilities of cooperative institutions. Cooperative development is not 
a magic means of change; instead it follows and reflects national develop- 
ment for good and for bad. The cooperative structure is not a short-cut to 
progress. Cooperative institutions are unlikely to have a positive effect, nei- 
ther institutionally nor for their members, in a poor social and economic en- 
vironment and where there is a highly centralized policy and implementation 
procedure. Cooperative structures probably have few advantages compared 
to other modes of organization. 

The relationship between the state and cooperative structures was an issue 
which was often raised at the seminar. All participants identified a common 
ambition by most African states of wishing to control cooperative develop- 
ment, both centrally and locally. At the two previous seminars many partici- 
pants expressed a positive attitude towards the state and its role in develop- 
ing the newly independent African nations. Today many observers and ana- 
lysts of development are skeptical both about the real and manifest intentions 
of the state and its control of cooperative institutions. The over-increasing 
state bureaucracy, and its circumscriptions imposed on cooperative institu- 
tions is an important manifestation of this eagerness for control. The nega- 
tive correlation between an increasingly powerful state bureaucracy and its 
control of cooperative institutions, and its effects on local production and 
efficiency in unions and primary cooperative societies, have not discouraged 
the increasing control and bureaucratic involvement of the state. 

All seminar participants agreed on the hypothesis that any cooperative 
structure, regardless of functions and location, was unlikely to be able to 
remove itself from direct state control. Thus, a certain measure of state con- 
trol was accepted as a political necessity. A representative of an aid organi- 
zation even pleaded for substantial state control as a necessary balance to 
destructive local forces. Other participants were more concerned with the 
question of the potentially creative roles which the state could play towards 
cooperative institutions. Control, intervention, steering, support were some 
of the distinctions made for conceptualizing the relationship between the 
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state and the different levels in the cooperative hierarchy. It was concluded 
that direct state control is unlikely to facilitate a creative environment in the 
local community or in a local cooperative institution. 

The views of the participants on the relationship between the state and 
cooperative institutions reflected a varied and multifaceted approach to anal- 
ysis. However, these variations and differences converged into a visible, 
though not particularly formalized, paradigm. The following issues, raised 
during the seminar, reflect this paradigm of limiting state expansionism and 
control. 

In many African nations it seems as if the state gives more rhetorical im- 
portance to cooperative institutions than any real economic support. The 
poorest rural groups are rarely served by or offered membership in local co- 
operative societies. State control pressurizes the cooperatives to focus on 
other population categories. How many local cooperatives are in fact initi- 
ated by the state in conjunction with the more prosperous peasantry? Re- 
gardless of these factors, conventional cooperative societies seem to thrive 
under conditions of economic expansion regardless of bureaucratic 
intervention, a hypothesis which if true certainly limits the potential of 
cooperatives as a development tool in itself. 

Several participants thought that governments often want cooperative in- 
stitutions to carry out services and functions free of charge, a position that 
perhaps could be described as the surplus extraction of the institutions and 
the farmers. Even though the cooperatives are potential political forces and 
no government or ruling party is likely to allow "complete" autonomy for the 
cooperative structure, there are opportunity costs for government interven- 
tion both in economic and political terms. State administrations always seem 
to have problems in striking a balance between business and political con- 
trol. Cooperative failures are often repeatedly blamed on the local population 
and not on the nature of state intervention. This situation may reflect the ob- 
scure rationale behind state support for cooperative development, which may 
fluctuate and incorporate such ambitions as economic development, political 
control, ideological development and national integration, with the estab- 
lishment of classical centre-periphery linkages which allow the state to be 
responsible only for the centralized network. 

Variations in the rationale behind cooperative development and the appar- 
ent lack of structures or institutions for accumulating experience about 
cooperative development, have led to considerable variations in state atti- 
tudes to cooperative institutions. This situation may account for the re- 
occurring changes in many African countries regarding cooperative policies 
and state expectations of cooperative institutions. In many counties, gov- 
ernment programmes for local cooperative institutions are continuously de- 
signed, a situation which hinders economic and democratic efficiency. Being 
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expected to fulfil a large number of functions, which varied over time, also 
has had a negative effect on local cooperatives attempts to attract the poorer 
and more vulnerable rural population. 

Many participants thought it necessary for local cooperative societies to 
be allowed, by the state, to develop a sound economic structure on their own 
conditions. It was argued that cooperative law must be formulated in such a 
way that it does not suffocate but strengthen local members' participation 
and economic alternatives. This is necessary in order for local cooperative 
societies to develop a certain amount of autonomy. However, the majority 
agreed that economically strong cooperative societies and movements would 
always be regarded as a possible threat to the state. Today in Africa no state 
seems to tolerate an autonomous and strong cooperative movement. Several 
participants felt that a national cooperative structure will always have diffi- 
culties in gaining autonomy as long as it is mainly preoccupied with export 
or  political^^ crops, because the state's economic dependency upon these 
crops is of such a high magnitude. Political crops are rarely produced by the 
poorer rural population. The emphatic concentration on these crops by the 
state does not provide an incentive to incorporate the poorer segments into 
the cooperative structure, but it does provide an incentive for the state con- 
trol of cooperatives. Powerful state control may even reduce a cooperative 
national "movement", into a mere government agency with little support 
from the members. 

Since the two earlier seminars on cooperative development the attitudes 
and understanding of aid have changed considerably. This change was also 
reflected in the discussions on aid at the seminar. At the two previous semi- 
nars aid was discussed as a relatively unproblematic phenomenon. In the 
current seminar the discussion on cooperative aid created very mixed reac- 
tions, particularly on the issue of whether aid assistants were able to pene- 
trate local cooperative societies and help their members in a creative way. In 
several instances the participants discussed whether or not aid assistants re- 
inforced the cooperative structure's dependency on states which had ineffi- 
cient production policies and a limited interest in the distribution of wealth or 
little ambition to direct resources to the poorer strata. Several participants 
claimed that the complexities inherent in different aid programmes must be 
taken into account so aid could be channelled to members and farmers, with 
the aim of avoiding an unintentional strengthening of the state's technocratic 
administration. If members do not gain economic advantages from the local 
cooperative society, no aid can possibly create participation and awareness 
among them. This necessary relationship may be as easily neglected as rela- 
tions between form and content in conventional aid activities. Ignorance of 
local conditions, a narrow time perspective, limited involvement of mem- 



bers, the support of bureaucratic superstructures, have all contributed 
strongly to a limited impact for cooperative aid. 

The discussions on producers' cooperatives, i.e. cooperative societies 
where members farm their land collectively, developed into a heated debate 
at the seminar, as had been the case at the two previous ones. One could de- 
tect an interesting division between relatively positive African researchers, 
and critical European participants. Despite the fact that producers' coopera- 
tives, wherever they exist, are a relatively small part of the cooperative 
structure and in terms of membership, the producers' cooperatives tend to 
become extremely important in the political and ideological debates sur- 
rounding rural and cooperative development. The projects' most striking 
contribution today is that producers' cooperatives tend to embrace the poor- 
est of the rural population, while at the same time they seem to receive very 
few government resources. Both of these factors have contributed to their 
limited level of production. Certain producers' cooperatives have received 
aid from non-government organizations but most aid organizations tend to 
choose other less controversial recipients. History has shown, however, that 
producers' cooperatives have had considerable difficulties in meeting the 
state's expectations put on their particular institutions. 

One important issue which was not discussed at the previous two semi- 
nars, but which was brought up at this seminar occasion was the position of 
women in cooperative development. The economic and social conditions for 
women have often been directly disadvantageous in the male-focused coop- 
erative structure. Cooperative by-laws in a number of instances have indi- 
rectly prevented women from membership and created barriers for their ac- 
tive participation as well as hindering the pursuit of economic profit by 
women. Few resources such as extension or credit have reached the women 
members of households. Conventional societies seem to have contributed 
towards an improvement in the position of women and their possibilities for 
gaining an economic profit and a genuine democratic influence. In an inter- 
esting contribution, one author argued that producers' cooperatives, at least 
in Ethiopia, may have provided important improvements and new economic 
options for both single women and female-headed households. 

It could be claimed that this seminar, similar to the previous two, con- 
centrated its discussions mainly on cooperative institutional forms and con- 
tent instead of more directly addressing the constraints and issues expressed 
by cooperative members. Though participants underlined the necessity for 
democratic, voluntary and profit generating cooperatives for members, we 
still discussed concepts such as "functional" cooperatives without empha- 
sizing the economic and social consequences for their members and espe- 
cially for the non-members. In fact, one relevant aspect of the success of a 
cooperative ought to be its capacity to develop and reproduce equality and 
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democratic leadership. The question of productivity versus distribution was 
implicit in these discussions for many participants but regarded as a con- 
structive opposition by others. Today, when many regions of Africa face 
serious constraints in agricultural production, both for domestic consump- 
tion and export, it is of greater seriousness if this conflict is regarded by 
governments, as another reason for increasing their control of cooperative 
institutions, while further lacking interest in the rural poor. 

The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund are arguing for in- 
creased privatization. The policies of these two institutions have had a 
unique impact on most African countries. This development will further in- 
crease the pressure on cooperative development and the concept of coopera- 
tive viability. We might in fact be facing a decisive milestone in the political 
and economical development of Africa. Will the increasing pressure for pri- 
vatization strengthen cooperative development and the emergence of sponta- 
neous local cooperative societies? Will the wave of privatization strengthen 
or weaken state-controlled cooperative societies? The seminar participants 
agreed unanimously that the strengthening and the provision of improved 
local participation was a vital prerequisite for the improved economic devel- 
opment of local cooperative societies. 

Widstrand, C. G.,  (d.)-1970, Co-operatives and Rural Development in East Africa. The 
Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, Uppsala; Widstrand, C. G.,  (d.) 1972, 
African Co-operatives and Efficiency. The Scandinavian Institute of African 
Studies, Uppsala. 





A Cooperative Revisited 
Hans Hedlund 

INTRODUCTION 

In this essay I will address the main topic of this seminar, namely the time 
aspect as a crucial factor in understanding social and organizational change. 
In this essay we emphasize the necessity of long-term studies in order to 
improve our understanding of change in a cooperative structure, local or 
national, as institutions of transmission between different social and 
economic levels. 

The contributions presented on cooperative development at the seminar 
arranged by the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies in 1970, were all 
of a highly analytical standard.1 However, the studies reflected three im- 
portant aspects which had emerged among the research community engaged 
in cooperative studies in Africa. Most studies were to a large extent 
synchronic and they lacked a comprehensive historical approach on their 
respective topics. Secondly, several of the contributions were mainly pre- 
occupied with one or two social levels, and as a result, often restricted their 
analysis to the state and the cooperative society. Thirdly, an aspect also 
emphasized by the Nairobi cooperative ~emina r ,~  a conflict had emerged 
between researchers and planistrators (planners, civil servants,  bureaucrat^)^ 
against African cooperative development. A tradition of immutability had 
developed which only allowed for either an acceptance or a rejection of 
cooperatives in Africa and in the rest of the developing world. By mixing 
different cooperative structures and institutions rather freely, as Widstrand 
observed: many set out to show that cooperatives were either good or bad. 
This dichotomy between those for and those against cooperative 
development was particularly explicit regarding the success or failure of 
producers cooperatives. These conflicts often manifested a politically and 
ideologically radical approach to national development, as expressed by 
different states: Tanzania and Zambia being the most conspicuous cases. 

The binary opposition between those for or against is still prevalent 
among Africanists. An example of this situation can be seen in a recent study 
on classes and change in rural Kenya, where the cooperative structure has 
played such an important role.5 From 1932 up to 1980 not less than some 
2,500 agricultural marketing societies have been registered in Kenya, with a 
current membership of 1.6 million members and a turnover of some 2.3 
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billion Kenya shillings.6 The author of the study does not even mention the 
decisive role that the cooperative structures have had in Kenyan rural 
development. Equally one-dimensional is a recently published book on co- 
operative institutions in K e n ~ a . ~  In this study no links, except ideological, 
are recognized between local and national social and economic forces. The 
approach to cooperative development as an isolated organizational process, 
is still a dominating mode of analysis among planistrators (the author of the 
last volume is indeed a leading personality in the Kenyan cooperative 
structure). The ideological split which this situation exemplifies is also 
found among both representatives of different social sciences and of differ- 
ent ideologies. To reduce it to simple categories: populists and neo-marxists 
are for rural cooperatives, while hard-core development economists often 
display a tendency against cooperative development. 

One of the disbelievers in cooperative development in rural Africa has 
been Goran HydCn. He has argued against cooperative structures because 
they represent an alien institution and an impractible 'blue-print' approach 
towards rural Africa, and that 'the economy of affection' among the African 
peasantry is an effective blockage against cooperative and market oriented 
expansion.8 HydCn's arguments have been adopted by a number of 
participants in the current debate on rural development. The essence of the 
argument is that cooperatives cannot function effectively in an African 
context and instead, it is private enterprises and local entrepreneurs that will 
generate rural social and economic development. 

These arguments have not, however, remained unopposed. This paper is 
not primarily a critique of HydCn's arguments, its purpose is rather to shed 
greater light on cooperative analysis. Some of the empirial data that HydCn 
has used in his approach towards cooperatives and rural development had 
emanated from his and Edward Karanja's field work of almost twenty years 
ago in Central Province, Kenya. HydCn and Karanja studied two co- 
operative societies.9 Kibirigwi Farmers' Cooperative Society was one of the 
two. At that time Kibirigwi was considered an ineffective cooperative, 
archetypical of a malfunctioning cooperative society. When I visited the 
Kibirigwi Society some 20 years later, for periods of intensive fieldwork, 
the cooperative had developed into one of the most efficient cooperative 
societies in the region and for that matter, in the country. 

In this essay I want to focus on some issues within the debate on coop- 
erative development in Africa, which the Kibirigwi case particularly seems 
to emphasize. I want to show that the polarity of analysis which reduces a 
cooperative society to being viewed as 'good' or 'bad' is not sufficient, but 
that, instead, we should regard a cooperative society as a fluctuating, open 
and totally integrated social and economic system. Kibirigwi illustrates the 
necessity of analyzing fluctuations and changing functions, taking place on 
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different social and economic levels, in order to understand the position of a 
local cooperative society. I will also argue for the necessity to 'understand' 
the members'/participants7 own views in time and change so as to gain a 
necessary comparative perspective on such generally accepted foci as 
cooperative efficiency and economic impact. 

This paper is based on material from the Kibirigwi Society and is divided 
into three sections. The first section deals with the Kibirigwi situation 20 
years ago and some of the conclusions drawn in the study by Goran HydCn 
and Edward Karanja. The second section describes the current situation in 
the Kibirigwi Farmers' Cooperative Society and the experiences of the 
members. In the third section, I present some indications as to how these 
changes have been brought about and how different categories in the 
cooperative society and the administration understand cooperative change 
and development. 

KIBIRIGWI COOPERATIVE SOCIETY - 20 YEARS AGO 

Kibirigwi Coffee Society was established by a Government initiative during 
the mid-fifties, together with a land privatization campaign by the state 
among the peasants of Central Province in Kenya. To neutralize the effects 
of the Mau-Mau war, a Government campaign was initiated to increase 
coffee production among peasant farmers in the Province. Formal land ad- 
judication had ended by 1961 in the Kibirigwi area. By that time the differ- 
ent clan councils of the area had allocated land to all the families. The 
Government had activated the clans (mbari) to become the main social units 
in the adjudication process. Kibirigwi was, like many other areas, the scene 
of endless disputes about land between families and also between in- 
dividuals. HydCn and Karanja noted several disputes over land and coffee 
trees in Kibirigwi. At the end of the sixties, coffee trees were still being up- 
rooted. 

Despite the increasing number of coffee farmers during the sixties in 
Central Province, coffee production among peasant farmers never reached 
the levels projected by the authorities. According to Government reports, the 
disappointing rate of expansion during the sixties was due to the fact that too 
many small-scale farmers had begun to produce the complicated coffee crop. 
These farmers were not able to care properly for their coffee farms. 

From 1962 coffee berry disease rapidly infected large coffee areas, in- 
cluding Kibirigwi. Some coffee farmers had more than 50 percent of their 
crop destroyed. The relation between cause and effect, linking the outbreak 
of coffee disease to a low labour input by small-scale coffee farmers is not 



clear. The authorities, however, blamed laziness amongst farmers for low 
production and the lack of preventive care against the coffee berry disease. 

Coffee disease was not the only problem faced by small-scale farmers. 
The prices for Arabica coffee, which dominated and still dominates pro- 
duction in Kenya, were low during the sixties. Export prices were on aver- 
age lower during the sixties than they had been during the fifties, despite 
higher costs of production. In 1967, export prices were even lower than 
during the early sixties. As low world market prices hit the producers one 
year after their crop had been harvested and locally sold (because of ap- 
proximately one year's delay in payments), the prices paid to the farmers 
were consequently at their lowest point precisely when HydCn and Karanja 
carried out their study of Kibirigwi. This fact is of considerable importance 
for our historical knowledge of the Kibirigwi cooperative. 

A few years before the HydCnIKaranja study, the Cooperative Depart- 
ment in Nairobi had decided that a tolerable level of efficiency of an indi- 
vidual coffee society in Kenya would be if it paid 80 percent of its sales 
prices to its members. In Kibirigwi, these payments were on average 56 
percent in 1968. The variations from one year to another seem to have been 
considerable. The year before, 69 percent had been paid back to the mem- 
bers. 

In 1967, the Kibirigwi cooperative had some 2.000 members and a turn 
over of 2 million shillings. The Society owned four coffee factories for the 
processing of coffee. Two additional factories had been started the same 
year. The society had some 35 permanent employees. 

According to HydCn and Karanja, the Kibirigwi cooperative reflected 
many of the problems experienced by cooperative marketing societies in 
Kenya. These general constraints were all located in the low 'efficiency' 
ascribed to the Kibirigwi society. A limited number of service functions and 
the restricted possibilities for expansion, either because of competition from 
private interests or through state regulations, contributed to this lack of 
efficiency. Other reasons were low salaries, low promotion potentials for the 
personnel employed by the societies, the high turnover and transfer rate of 
the personnel and the lack of qualified staff. Other equally negative factors, 
according to the authors, were the unqualified committee members and a 
general lack of experience of cooperative norms and values among 
committee members, who relied too much on Government to solve their 
problems. The cooperative had started a shop and a small poultry and egg 
production. None of these had met with any success. 

The Kibirigwi Society had what HydCn and Karanja called an insufficient 
degree of executive capacity. The authors were very negative regarding the 
potentials of the cooperative to make 'relevant' economic decisions, and its 
potential to generate genuine development and change in Kibirigwi. The 
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Society lacked both perspectives and a problem-solving capacity. The 
committee was mainly engaged in routine work and the cooperative lacked 
what was called creative talents. The development process was considered to 
be further hampered by the Government's ready-made models and tech- 
niques which cooperative leaders had to follow. The authors in fact com- 
pared the Kibirigwi cooperative with a remote control missile, without a will 
of its own. 

Local businessmen tried to infiltrate the Society and the committee in 
order to gain additional economic and political power. A number of dubious 
decisions had been made by the Society's committee, obviously influenced 
by interests outside the cooperative structure and the needs of its members. 
The authors particularly noted what they called the lack of loyalty among 
both committee members and ordinary members towards their cooperative. 
In fact the cooperative was ruptured by repetitive conflicts between different 
local interests, often emanating from competition between political leaders 
from different sub-locations within the cooperative. Members of the 
committee did not seem to be elected because of their technical knowledge or 
administrative experience but instead because they were political 
representatives for their respective area. These political mandates further 
strengthened the committee members' already considerable local political and 
economic power, which made it possible for the committee to use illegal 
economic pressure on members and even to embezzle money and 
misappropriate other resources from the cooperative. These and other 
negative circumstances encouraged both general members and committee 
members to enter into political conflicts and this meant that 'irrelevant' 
factors were taken into consideration when trying to deal with cooperative 
problems. 

Despite their general doubts about the Kibirigwi cooperative most 
members considered membership to the Society necessary, not only for 
improving their own economic situation but also for deriving a social ac- 
ceptance from the Kibirigwi society. According to HydCn and Karanja, the 
majority seems to have passively accepted the cooperative in Kibirigwi. 
Many members seem to have argued, however, that the cooperative was the 
only possible market organization for their coffee. But most members seem 
to have regarded the cooperative as a means of gaining personal economic 
advantages. The cooperative was expected to generate income and devel- 
opment only for its members but the members were not prepared to con- 
tribute anything to the Society. This implied, according to HydCn and 
Karanja, that its members did not feel a 'real' cooperative spirit, nor did they 
share a common perspective. Lack of active participation was interpreted as 
a sign that the ordinary members were not engaged in the cooperative. The 
organization was run by a small group of active members, which perhaps 
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emphasizes the fact that the Kibirigwi cooperative lacked a clear goal and 
strategy for its members. 

HydCn and Karanja considered that marketing cooperatives in Kenya, 
such as the Kibirigwi cooperative, did not function particularly well. They 
argued that as long as the cooperatives had only limited functions, such as 
the handling of coffee in the case of Kibirigwi, the ordinary farmer would 
not engage himself in the activities of a cooperative society. Even more 
important, the low level of economic and organizational development in the 
Kibirigwi cooperative was to a large extent considered a result of the fact 
that commercial farming was a secondary activity for the farmers in 
Kibirigwi. It was essential for a successful cooperative development, the 
authors concluded, that commercial farming among small-scale farmers was 
understood as something more than just a necessary subsidiary activity to 
pay for school fees, taxes or for consumption goods. Kibirigwi society was 
simply not sufficiently developed to sustain a modern economic institution 
like a cooperative society. 

The authors were, however, surprised by the fact that many members of 
the Kibirigwi cooperative - despite all the negative aspects - expressed a 
positive attitude towards the cooperative and its activities. The authors, 
though somewhat surprised, pointed out that the members themselves 
seemed to regard the cooperative as an important and even necessary in- 
stitution in their society. What was it then that made the members view their 
cooperative in such a positive way despite the low prices, internal conflicts 
and the inefficiency that HydCn and Karanja found? Was it simply that the 
authors justs had a too great expectation of how a cooperative society would 
function? Did they underestimate the cooperative as an arena for social and 
economic conflicts, from different levels and social categories of the society, 
as has been suggested by Apthorpe in a review of the shortcomings in many 
analyses of cooperative development? The authors offered two possible 
reasons for this positive attitude among the members. One was that the 
negative pre-independence background contrasted sharply with the general 
development of the rural areas after independence, and that the cooperative 
was generally associated with a positive historical development. Another 
possibility was that the members simply did not appreciate the relative 
negative economic inefficiency of their cooperative because of a lack of 
comparative experiences. 

Perhaps there were other factors which influenced the attitude or the 
members towards their cooperative? Conceivably the members understood 
perfectly well the importance of the cooperative for individuals and the 
Kibirigwi community? One possibility is that members had a clear concep- 
tion of the market alternatives available for the community. Perhaps they 
interpreted the problems within the cooperative from a different historical 
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perspective or they had developed different views on their ability to par- 
ticipate and control the local development process? 

It is not possible to reconstruct the situation that had developed over the 
last twenty years in the Kibirigwi society and its coffee cooperative. This is 
not our ambition. Instead, we believe that by analyzing the present situation 
in the Kibirigwi cooperative and comparing the views of different members 
we can develop a better understanding of how members themselves per- 
ceived the cooperative then, and how they now understand the forces which 
developed this 'poor' cooperative society into a more efficient cooperative 
structure. 

THE KIBIRIGWI COOPERATIVE TODAY 

The Kibirigwi cooperative is situated in an economically expanding peasant 
area in the Central Province. The main road between Nairobi and Nyeri runs 
through the Kibirigwi area, and the area also has a number of district roads. 
Several smaller towns, with a number of service institutions, lie within a 
short distance from the cooperative headquarters. Several trading centres and 
open markets in the area add to the prosperous impression. 

The centre of Kibirigwi and the Kibirigwi Cooperative Society is situated 
within the plateau area of Kirinyaga District. The district is divided into three 
distinct ecological zones: the highlands, the plateau area, and the lowland. 
The lowland is dry, poor and contains few coffee growers. The cooperative 
has shown little interest in expanding its activities in this area. Most 
members of the cooperative live on the plateau and in the highlands. In fact, 
almost every household in these two ecological zones grows coffee and are 
consequently members of the cooperative society. In order to be a member 
you must own land and grow coffee on that land. Both the plateau and 
highlands have a very high population density (up to 250 individuals per 
square kilometre). All available land is cultivated and the family holdings are 
generally small, from some three hectares on average on the plateau to less 
than two hectares per household in the highlands. This intensive agriculture 
includes a considerable amount of terracing in the Kibirigwi area and it is 
still mainly worked by hoe and knife. Even steep hills are planted with 
coffee trees, bananas or fodder crops for the enclosed livestock. There is a 
continuous process of land accumulation and as a result a small landless 
proletariat has emerged around Kibirigwi centre. There is a conspicuous 
shortage of land. 

A considerable part of the affluency of Kibirigwi is derived from coffee 
incomes. The boom of 1976-77, when coffee prices rocketed, enabled many 



people to invest in business and transportation and also to improve their 
houses. It also encouraged a considerable expansion in coffee production. In 
the highlands where food crop production has always been limited by 
climatic conditions, several farmers intensified their coffee production, 
sometimes shifting from tea production, which is the other main crop be- 
sides coffee. On the plateau, every land-owning household grows coffee. 
Among these households coffee production is supplemented with bananas, 
maize, beans, potatoes, fruit trees and vegetables. Coffee is, however, the 
main source of income for most households in Kibirigwi. Today, many 
households claim that their income from coffee is exceeding the meagre in- 
comes of those employed as manual labourers in the cities. The demand for 
seasonal labour in the Kibirigwi area has increased. Seasonal labourers are 
migrating to Kibirigwi from other areas during the coffee harvest period of 
October to December. 

The Kibirigwi cooperative society has today nearly 5,000 members. The 
overwhelming majority of members are men, mainly because the men are 
often registered as the formal owners of land belonging to a household. All 
coffee growers must be registered members of the coffee cooperative in or- 
der to receive permission to grow coffee and sell their coffee to the coop- 
erative which is the only permitted buyer of coffee in the area. This is a 
monopoly regulation which has been enforced since the coffee cooperative 
was created and which has had a considerable impact on the cooperative's 
importance as an arena for local social and economic forces. 

The organization of the cooperative is divided into five administrative 
'activities'. The first one is the central administration, responsible for 
members' accounts, credits and all central transactions. The second activity 
is the sale and distribution of agricultural implements, chemicals, fertilizer, 
etc, which are supplied by the district cooperative union to the central ad- 
ministration and then distributed to the individual coffee factories. The third 
activity is the buying of macadamia nuts, the production of which was 
initiated by the cooperative administration in Nairobi, but so far it has shown 
little success. The fourth activity is the three coffee nurseries which are 
barely able to meet the constantly increasing demand for coffee trees among 
the society members. Finally, the cooperative is divided into five 
comparatively independent coffee factories, with their own administration 
and book-keeping. Each factory is responsible for the handling and pro- 
cessing of the coffee belonging to their factory members. 

The five coffee factories constitute well defined economic units. They 
have their own members, they cover well defined areas and they also have 
their own elected representatives in the cooperative society committee. Each 
factory has one or two representatives in the committee. Since 1981, the 
Society's committee has shown a remarkable continuity. With the exception 
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of the most recent and smallest coffee factory, which has given its members 
the lowest prices in comparison with the other factories, the representatives 
of the coffee factories have been re-elected virtually unopposed. 

Each coffee factory has its own machinery, register, stores, etc. It has its 
own buying days, on average three times a week. Each factory has ten 
permanent workers. In order to save money during the main season, factory 
members have decided that a certain number of work-days are set aside as 
communal labour. Each household, regardless of their particular circum- 
stances, must send during the peak season one representative twice or three 
times a week for 'communal' work at the factory without any economic 
remuneration. Each coffee factory has also established a field committee, 
consisting of five elected members from the area. These members, together 
with the local extension worker, visits the factory members in order to in- 
spect the farm and also to give advice regarding coffee husbandry. If this 
advice is not followed, the committee has the authority to temporarily stop a 
member from delivering his coffee to the factory. The rationale behind this 
rule is that low quality reduces the payment for everybody. 

The coffee volume handled by the cooperative during the 1983-84 season 
was some 4.8 million kgs. During the 1984-85 season the total quantity had 
increased to 5.3 million kgs. The turnover of the Kibirigwi cooperative had 
increased from some 35 million shillings during the 1983-84 season to some 
40 million shillings for the 1984-85 season. However, coffee payments to 
members varied considerably from one factory to another, depending on the 
management, coffee quality, etc. During the 1984-85 season, payments 
varied from a factory average of 4.30 shillings for a kilo of clean coffee 
(cherry) to the highest factory average of 5.80 shillings for a kilo of clean 
coffee. The latter payment was in fact the highest average price paid by any 
coffee factory in the district during that season. 

Members are not immediately paid when they deliver their coffee to their 
respective factory. Instead, the quantity and grade are noted in their 
respective production cards. Payments to members are made through the 
union and this involves a complex system which connects such traditional 
institutions as the Coffee Board and the Kenya Planters' Cooperative Union 
in Nairobi. The payments are made to the individual members approximately 
one year after the delivery of their coffee. It is paid in six instalments, a 
system which has created considerable antipathy and also imposed economic 
constraints on the constituent members as it is difficult for them to know the 
exact time when payments are made. The payment system has particularly 
meant that poorer members are very dependent on the cooperative in terms 
of access to advance payments and credits, which are needed in order to 
neutralize the effects of the irregular payments. 
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The payment procedure is part of the responsibilities of the district co- 
operative union. A large number of economic transactions tie the Kibirigwi 
cooperative to this union. The union is responsible for the local cooperative 
banking system, for different credit systems and for supplying necessary 
agricultural inputs to the cooperative. All economic transactions in the co- 
operative must, in fact, be agreed on by the union management. All checks 
issued by the society have to be signed by the union manager. A mutual 
distrust has, however, long existed between the society and its union. The 
current payment system, the monopoly on implement supply and control, 
together with occasional mismanagement in the union management has not 
improved this relationship. 

Transactions and administrative routines of the cooperative are also 
closely controlled by the district representatives for the Ministry of Coop- 
erative Development. The District Cooperative Officer controls in effect the 
budget and all investments made by the cooperative. He also signs and 
scrutinizes local payments. He or his representative is supposed to partici- 
pate in all committee meetings to 'guide' the cooperative committee mem- 
bers. 

The Kibirigwi cooperative has initiated a number of development projects 
designed to improve the economy of the cooperative. The Society has 
participated in a local electrification project, the aim of which is to provide 
electricity to all coffee factories in the cooperative and possibly also to in- 
dividual households in the Kibirigwi area. Each member household has 
contributed 600 shillings to this scheme. The cooperative is also a share- 
holder in a separate housing cooperative. Together with three other local 
rural cooperative societies, this housing cooperative owns an office block in 
Nairobi and a plot of land at the district headquarters. But the Kibirigwi 
cooperative has also acquired its own land in the area for the future con- 
struction of two new coffee factories. It has also recently built a petrol sta- 
tion in Kibirigwi in order to reduce its dependency on the union, and has 
also initiated the construction of a bridge between the cooperative head- 
quarters and the Kibirigwi service centre. The committee has med to im- 
prove efficiency at factory level. New scales have been bought and proce- 
dures such as communal labour days have been introduced with the aim of 
improving the capacity and the prices paid to its members. 

THE BAD AND THE GOOD TIMES - THE SAME TRADITION 

Today the Kibirigwi Cooperative Society is fully integrated into the eco- 
nomic and cultural life of Kibirigwi society. The cooperative has created its 
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own tradition; a tradition which has both positive and negative influences on 
the creation of present day Kibirigwi society. Like most other cooperative 
societies in rural Kenya, the Kibirigwi society was initiated by the 
Government as a new, even alien, economic organization for the society. 
Gradually it has been integrated into, and influenced, its local social envi- 
ronment. Today, the Kibirigwi cooperative is regarded by everyone in the 
community as both a natural and necessary part of their economic and social 
life. 

An important reflection of this integration is that a concept of time and 
change has emerged in the community, based on the economic and social 
development of the local cooperative. It is a time dimension, conceived as a 
binary opposition, which simply divides the 25 year of cooperative de- 
velopment into two poles, the bad times - Kibirigwi yari thinu - and the 
good times - Kibirigwi ni iuyete. This time 'division' is clearly perceived, 
both by the authorities and leaders in Kibirigwi as well as by ordinary 
members of the Kibirigwi community. This cultural perception of time is 
authentic to the extent that it includes a number of well documented events. 
But at the same time it is a simplified, mythical and rhetorical conception, 
which is often utilized during meetings and discussions, in order to empha- 
size and justify one's own arguments. 

It is difficult to know when the bad times started in Kibirigwi. But they 
ended at the end of the sixties, more precisely 1969-70, when the good 
times started. The bad times consisted of a great number of negative social 
and economic issues, ascribed to the Kibirigwi cooperative and its impact on 
the local community. In fact, the bad times are associated with all the 
features and traits that today are regarded as negative and destructive for the 
community and the cooperative. The bad times in Kibirigwi are associated 
with ignorance and corruption. Corrupt politicians, businessmen and civil 
servants then dominated the cooperative committee and worked only for 
their own selfish ends. 'Politics', a concept which in Kibirigwi is associated 
with selfishness, corruption, and avarice, dominated the committee work. 
The committee members were often voted out of office after only one year 
and there was thus no continuity in the work of the committee. The 
discontinuity hindered the development of a sense of responsibility and 
genuine commitment among committee members and ordinary members. 
Nobody advised or supported the rights and responsibilities of the 
committee or those of the members. The credit system was chaotic. It was 
difficult to receive credit and credit repayment was poor. Corrupt employees 
within the cooperative and alien secretary managers recruited from distant 
areas all contributed to the constant clashes between the committee and the 
Society employees. Poorly conceived development projects, which all 
collapsed within a short period of time, compounded the problems. 
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The yearly electoral campaigns for committee memberships were char- 
acterized by violent clashes. Open conflict and violence prevailed between 
ordinary members regarding favours from committee members. Political 
disputes and open competition between the different areas within the coop- 
erative were common. One result of these conflicts, as many members today 
see it, was the degeneration of the society's equipment, particularly in the 
coffee factories where machinery maintenance was neglected. Despite its 
relatively few members, the cooperative and the community could not create 
an identity or engender a creative attitude among its members towards the 
cooperative. The coffee factories, which, at the time, had no independent 
economic structure, had also failed to create a sense of belonging or of 
responsibility among the cooperative members towards their respective 
factory. 

Ordinary members had little influence on the running of the society and 
could do little to change the low efficiency that the society showed in han- 
dling the members' coffee. The prices paid on the world market and those 
paid to the members in Kibirigwi were low. The prices paid to the members 
also varied considerably, but they were always lower than the central Coffee 
Board stipulation that 80 percent of the money should be paid back to the 
Society. The low and fluctuating coffee prices discouraged many pro- 
ducers/members from investing in labour and resources for their coffee 
production or in the cooperative society. Few members seemed to have 
trusted the economic capacity of the cooperative, particularly the highlanders 
who had fewer opportunities to convert their production from coffee to other 
crops. Still, despite an official ban, several highlanders uprooted their coffee 
trees and started to grow tea, with the aim of reducing their dependence on 
the Kibirigwi Society. Members in other ecological areas looked for 
alternative crops to replace their coffee. 

The bad times ended in 1970. Among the members, the concrete 'rite de 
passage' was a Government inquiry into the affairs of the Kibirigwi coop- 
erative. This inquiry had a considerable impact given the positive view of the 
older members in Kibirigwi towards the role and control functions of the 
state towards the cooperative movement. In fact both the Kibirigwi society 
and the district union have had state inquiries regarding their state of affairs. 
Both these inquiries have been regarded by the majority of the Kibirigwi 
members as a necessary and positive control by Government. 

The conception of the good times is clear among the members in 
Kibirigwi. The wealthier members tend to emphasize positive developments, 
such as the lack of conflict within the society, much more vigorously than 
the poorer members. These argued, instead, that certain conflicts do indeed 
still persist within the society, particularly between the more wealthy and the 
poorer members. Both categories agreed, however, that they all are 
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benefitting from the good times now being experienced in Kibirigwi. But 
there have also been exceptions to the smooth running of the affairs during 
the good times period. During 1978-80 a local businessman was elected as 
the Society's chairman and mismanagement and nepotism characterized his 
period in office. This parenthesis of growing mismanagement ended when a 
new chairman and many new members of the committee were elected. 

The absence of open, reoccuning conflict between leaders and their 
followers is one important aspect of the good times. Today the election 
campaigns for committee membership are smooth. Perhaps as a conse- 
quence of this development, rumour-mongering and accusations of illdeeds 
have generally been reduced in the Kibirigwi Society. It is only in connec- 
tion with the notorious official political elections, when for a few hectic 
weeks politicians and their followers mobilize all their political support, that 
serious animosity emerges within Kibirigwi society and the cooperative. But 
since the 1982 declaration by President Moi, which banned civil servants 
and full time politicians from election or campaigning for committee 
membership, tensions related to KANU campaigns have been further 
reduced. Unfortunately, in 1986 a number of strong politicians persuaded 
the President to withdraw this decree. 

Since the beginning of the good times, the committee and particularly the 
important position as chairman, has showed considerable continuity. This 
continuity has engendered a high degree of confidence by members in the 
work of the committee. This mutual confidence has increased the knowledge 
and the experience of the individual committee members. As committee 
members no longer feel threatened that they will be voted out of office after 
only one year, committee work has been made more open. Individual 
committee members have been encouraged to promote information and 
education about the committee's work, cooperative by-laws, business 
transactions, etc. An increasing flow of information has greatly contributed 
towards expanding the knowledge possessed by ordinary members about 
current cooperative affairs, and also it has made it easier for them to question 
and control the transactions of the cooperative and the committee. The 
continuity of the committee and the chairman also seems to be one of the 
factors that has reduced corruption and nepotism among cooperative leaders 
in Kibirigwi. It has also provided the committee with increased knowledge 
and capacity in its dealings with the state and the union. For example, 
against the will of the union management, the committee has employed a 
Society manager who actually comes from and grows his own coffee in 
Kibirigwi. 

An important structural prerequisite for Kibirigwi's good times is the 
administrative independence that each of the five coffee factories possesses 
within the cooperative. The cooperative society, as such, is rather abstract 



for most members. It is only concrete at the factory level, where factory 
members share a common interest in the effective management and running 
of the coffee factory. The members of a group belonging and delivering to 
one coffee factory know each other comparatively well. At frequent informal 
meetings in the factory, the members are able to influence their committee 
members and also to actively participate in the running of the factory. Local 
factory projects and initiatives are thoroughly discussed among the factory 
members. Direct relations at the factory makes it easier for members to 
control the work of the factory committee member. He is regarded today 
only as a representative for his factory and its members in the committee 
work. None of the committee members are given a general political mandate. 
Within the informal atmosphere prevailing at the factories, women - who 
are often in majority in the meetings - are also able to voice their opinions 
regarding different factory matters. 

The opportunities that ordinary members have to influence the manage- 
ment at factory level, and through their factory representatives the man- 
agement of the cooperative, is one of the major reasons that members prefer 
the cooperative structure to handle their coffee instead of other alternative 
market organizations. The only two conceivable alternatives for the coffee 
market are either the parastatal tea organization or private companies with a 
concession to buy coffee. But contrary to the Kibirigwi cooperative, the tea 
authorities (Kenya Tea Development Authority) are little influenced by their 
tea producers. It is perceived as a heavy, centralized, organization where 
members are subject to a structure which they cannot influence. Even if tea 
is currently well paid, the organization has shown little flexibility in terms of 
members' participation. The second market alternative, the private business 
coffee market, is regarded by the Kibirigwi coffee producers as a dangerous 
alternative. Businessmen, large or small, have poor credentials in Kibirigwi. 
Business is associated with unlimited greed and hunger for profit, with few 
opportunities for influence by the ordinary man. Business and politics go 
hand in hand. Both are regarded by the cooperative and the society as 
destructive forces but profitable for those involved. 

Neither the tea authorities nor private businessmen provide crop advances 
and credit to coffee producers to the extent that the Kibirigwi cooperative is 
able to. In fact, the crop advances which the cooperative is giving to its 
members is contrary to Government regulations, but they have emerged 
together with the official cooperative credit scheme into one of the most 
important aspects of the Kibirigwi cooperative. 

Both credit and crop advances are used by the majority of the 4,500 
members. The crop advances are mainly used by poor members to pay 
school fees and unexpected bills or salaries for their seasonal labourers in 
time. It is only the poorer members of the cooperative who utilize the crop 
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advances in order to neutralize the negative effects of the payout system. 
Cooperative credit, which is allocated by the district union, is mainly di- 
rected to the wealthier cooperative members. The credit is used for a number 
of purposes, which are not only connected to coffee production. Members 
utilize it for purchasing livestock, pick-up trucks, housing materials, etc. 
The credit scheme is highly valued by the recipients. It is interesting to note 
that the rate of repayment exceeds 95 percent of the total amount, which is 
an extraordinary high repayment rate. 

The availability of crop advances for poorer households and the sub- 
stantial credit facilities for wealthier households (without security in land), is 
strongly associated by all the members with the concept of the good times. 
Both facilities have greatly contributed to the general notion that the 
cooperative Society in Kibirigwi has developed into an economic institution 
which embraces all households and people of the Kibirigwi community. The 
opinion that the Kibirigwi cooperative comprises all the households and 
individuals in the region is an integral part of the good times concept. But 
this concept is far from being true. The landless, the women, and the poorer 
households in the southern areas are not members and have never been 
encouraged to belong to the cooperative. The cooperative is associated by its 
members only with coffee processing. Those who do not grow coffee or do 
not own land are pitiful creatures according to the cultural view of the 
members. Those who are not members are so culturally marginalized (the 
women are considered to have access to land for coffee production through 
their men) that they are simply excluded from real discussions about 
membership. Coffee and the cooperative are considered to be an economic 
force upon which Kibirigwi society depends. In view of the members, 
everyone in Kibirigwi is in one way or another dependent on coffee, except 
for the very marginalized sections of society. For its members, the 
cooperative is a powerful manifestation of development and progress. As a 
large and rather abstract organization, the Kibirigwi cooperative seems to be 
synonymous with their concept of Development. Such positive aspects as 
entrepreneurship, education, coffee production and money, together with the 
negative influences of politics, aggressiveness, dependence, etc, constitute 
the content and meaning of the concept of Development in Kibirigwi. The 
Cooperative with its coffee production has developed into such a strong 
economic force that members feel that they can now reach important 
"power" centres outside the immediate vicinity of Kibirigwi. 

The most important part, finally, in the interplay between development, 
economic expansion and the good times is the price paid for coffee and the 
payments made to individual members. Despite occasional complaints, the 
prices for coffee are considered quite reasonable. Through radio and news- 
papers, many members closely watch the relationship between market prices 



for coffee in Nairobi and the payments received in Kibirigwi. Even though 
the national level forwarding organizations are accused of taking an 
excessive share of the price from the coffee sales, the payments to members 
are still considered by them to be fair. Most factories pay well over 80 
percent of the gross price received by the Society back to individual mem- 
bers. The buoyant and rising prices for coffee which the members have re- 
ceived, are considered to be the foundation of the good times. Today, 
members look confidently to a bright future. Coffee, they feel, has brought 
them wealth. Today, in Kibirigwi it is now possible to become wealthy 
through coffee farming and thus not only from business or politics. 

FLUCTUA~ONS IN THE WORLD MARKET AND THE KIBIRIGWI 
COOPERATIVE 

The development of the Kibirigwi Society illustrates the necessity of a 
historical analysis for the understanding of the structures and functions of 
any local cooperative. The Kibirigwi example has also emphasized that it is 
necessary to analyze the different societal and economic spheres, involving 
both the cooperative organization, the local social forces, as well as the state 
and the world market. As Kibirigwi has demonstrated, the last two spheres 
have greatly influenced the development of individual cooperative societies. 
The Kibirigwi cooperative is, it should be remembered, only one of 175 
coffee cooperatives in Kenya. It is still possible to draw some general 
conclusions from the Kibirigwi case. 

The distinction by the members of the Kibirigwi cooperative between the 
bad and the good times is a simplified but nevertheless a real perception of 
the fluctuation and change affecting their cooperative. It is important to 
understand the causes of these fluctuations in the development process. It is 
interesting to note that different groups have various perceptions of the rea- 
sons behind these changes. The state, and in particular the Ministry of 
Cooperative Development, believes that the positive development of an in- 
dividual cooperative society is dependent upon the controls and regulations 
exercised by the state itself. Intensive state control has not, though, pre- 
vented a number of cooperatives from going bankrupt. Even so, Govern- 
ment documents continuously emphasized the control function of the state 
and its agencies.10 

The Government, together with large sections of the Kenyan political 
establishment, is dependent upon incomes from coffee. This has made the 
Government sensitive to economic and political development within the 
cooperative sector, particularly for those cooperatives producing coffee. 
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This dependency and the related governmental controls are, however, re- 
garded in a positive way by many members of the Kibirigwi cooperative. 
The poorer members in particular regard state intervention as a necessary 
guarantee of their influence in local cooperative affairs against the politics 
and the corruption of many of their leaders. For the poorer members, the 
state involvement is a "necessary evil", designed to control the local elite and 
the employees of both the cooperative and the district union. But there is still 
another important reason why members bless the impact of the Government 
in the Kibirigwi cooperative. It was the national cooperative administration 
which "imposed" independent economic positions for individual coffee 
factories. This administrative decree created a new and important forum in 
which members could participate and thus influence: a form of 
"Gemeinschaft" as a complement to the "Gesellschaft" of the cooperative 
society as a whole. This factory "Gemeinschaft" has proved to be an 
important foundation of the economic efficiency in Kibigwi. 

The "planistrators" have various opinions about the reasons for a suc- 
cessful development of a cooperative society. In my experience, these ad- 
ministrators have focused on the following: infrastructure, local culture, 
political forces, the level of economic development, local ambitions, plan- 
ning procedures, organizational conditions, or general references to the 
human factor or leadership qualities. In some quarters, it is argued that the 
most successful cooperatives are those which have deviated most from the 
prevailing economic and social traditions of the community. However, only 
very rarely does one come across a discussion which links cooperative effi- 
ciency development with the fluctuations of the world market and of the 
prices paid to individual members. The relation between price levels and 
member participation has been a decisive factor in the development of the 
Kibirigwi cooperative society. 

The Kibirigwi cooperative can be compared with an open social and 
economic system: a system which is a process of receiving, creating and 
transmitting its own fluctuations. The Kibirigwi cooperative is an open 
system which is integrated into other systems: the local society, the state and 
the nation and, finally, the global economic system. The cooperative is 
integrated and to some extent controlled by all these systems, which are 
themselves dependent on each other. Important changes in one system effect 
all the adjacent systems. The development of the Kibirigwi cooperative 
seems to indicate a general principal, that some institutions or forces have 
more influence than others in influencing change and stability within a 
particular system. The Kibirigwi case suggests that the first and largest 
system in the hierarchy, the world market, dominates and radiates very de- 
cisive and powerful influences to the lower systems. These systems, such as 
the cooperative sector, show a measure of independence and self-organi- 
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zation, but they seem to react violently to changes in the largest system. The 
systems in Kenya connected to coffee production and the handling of coffee 
are particularly sensitive to world market price fluctuations. The state, the 
political elite, and the coffee farmers in Kibirigwi, have all become 
extremely dependent on coffee for their incomes. 

The impact of the world market coffee prices on Kibirigwi suggests that it 
is integrated into, and directly dependent upon the world market and that the 
cooperative has few possibilities to ameliorate the local effects of this world 
economic system. When coffee world market prices have increased to a 
relatively high and buoyant level, the Kibirigwi cooperative has, in turn, 
showed relative stability and continuity among its members, leaders and 
employees. The "sufficiently" high prices paid to the cooperative, have 
allowed it to operate in an efficient way, and this reinforces the compara- 
tively high and stable prices received by individual members. These higher 
price levels have improved the control exercised by cooperative members as 
well as their participation; they have also generated new divisions of labour 
and responsibilities. The committee has shown a greater continuity of 
membership and policy. Members have been more inclined to emphasize a 
strict economic mandate for the cooperative committee. During the periods 
of high and stable coffee prices increased interest has been shown in 
improving coffee management and in introducing technical novelties for 
coffee farming. 

The Kibirigwi cooperative system can be perceived as being composed of 
two opposing organizational factors. The first is local participation, a factor 
which allows for members' influence and thus facilitates order and 
continuity. The opposing factor is that of the world market with its uncon- 
trollable development, representing disorder and discontinuity. It is the bal- 
ance between these two factors that largely influences the activities within 
the cooperative. High and stable world market prices for coffee tend to 
neutralize the potential disorder of the world market, as well as strengthen 
the economy of the members, their local participation in the cooperative, and 
thus the principle of order. The opposite pattern develops when the prices on 
the world market are low or are widely fluctuating. A price decline weakens 
active participation by the members in the Kibirigwi cooperative and 
strengthens the tendency towards discontinuity and disorder. 

The historical progress of Kibirigwi indicates that when world market 
prices for coffee have declined, instability has developed in Kibirigwi. Two 
such price drops in the world market are particularly prominent. The first 
one is the decline in coffee prices during the mid-sixties. The second one 
was the relative price drop after the big coffee boom of 1976-77. 
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Table 1. Fluctuation in World Market Prices for Kenya Arabica Coffee 
(USD per kg coffee). 

The effects on the Kibirigwi cooperative by these price fluctuations, 
when comparing the two periods, show a remarkable resemblance. The 
most adverse effect on members was the drastically decreased payments 
following the decline in the world market. Payments to members did not 
proportionally reflect the decline in world market prices, but they either de- 
creased faster than those of the world market or showed pronounced 
variations even within a season. The low and varied payments are an indi- 
cation that cooperative efficiency was strongly influenced by the fluctuating 
world market prices. Member's payments were a manifestation of conflicts 
generated by the fall in world prices. 

Low payments reduced the members' positive expectations of the future 
and thus changed their cultural perception of the cooperative. Active interest 
in the cooperative and the control of it by members was reduced, caused by 
a lack of faith in the present and the future. This general passivity allowed 
for the emergence of what may be termed "negative" entrepreneurs: those 
individuals who used the cooperative for their own egoistic and illegal ends, 
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and thus created internal conflict among the members. Under those 
circumstances many meetings, even at factory level, seemed to have 
degenerated into rhetorical and demagogical occasions. Local cooperative 
leaders ascribed themselves political mandates and they also tried to reduce 
the ordinary members control over cooperative affairs. Distrust between 
ordinary members and their leaders led to a high turnover of committee 
members, and this discontinuity assisted such negative contrivances as 
fraud, bribery, etc. These developments were not far away from the well- 
known concept of the "limited good", which is from the hypothesis that 
peasant societies view all resources as limited and that economic expansion 
by one individual always happens at the expense of somebody e1se.l l 

But the Kibirigwi cooperative has also demonstrated that a local cooper- 
ative system can develop internal strength and cohesion, and from this, is 
able to act as an important buffer between its members and the negative 
effects of a fluctuating world market. The cooperative has shown con- 
siderable independence. Members have in fact proved that they can actively 
participate in, as well as develop, the necessary internal control and 
discipline to strengthen the activities of the cooperative against destructive 
and negative tendencies. It appears that active control and participation by 
members in local cooperative affairs have been the main instruments in 
neutralizing negative market influences. The local participation developed by 
members has made Kibirigwi into a relatively strong economic organization 
and an important buffer between its members and destructive external 
factors. 
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Government Versus Agricultural 
Marketing Cooperatives in Kenya 
Bjorn Gyllstrom 

This paper contains some observations on modes and consequences of state 
intervention. It has two principal aims. Firstly, to illuminate the major fea- 
tures of the policies, legislation and government intervention directed to- 
wards agricultural marketing cooperatives in Kenya over the period 1963 to 
1985. Secondly, to discuss their consequences for the structure and perfor- 
mance of both cooperatives and the government bureaucracy. 

The State and Economic Development 
It seems reasonable to first consider the wider context within which coop- 
eratives operate, and in particular Africa's economic crisis, and some of the 
arguments put forward regarding its underlying reasons. 

Over the last two decades, economic development has been slow in most 
parts of Sub-Saharan Africa. According to World Bank estimates, the 
average annual growth in Gross National Product (GNP) per capita during 
1965-84 was 2.4% for the region's middle income countries (i.e. with a 
GNPIcap exceeding US$ 450), while it was negative (-0.1%) for the low- 
income countries (World Bank 1986:180). The latter category comprises 22 
countries with an estimated total population of about 240 million. In sector 
terms, the economic crisis has been especially evident in agriculture. 

The so-called "Berg report" (World Bank, 1981) identified a number of 
"basic" and "special" constraints of internal and external origin as having 
been instrumental in blocking economic development. According to the re- 
port, several of these constraints have been exacerbated by inadequate poli- 
cies and an overextended, rnanagerially weak public sector. 

In another study published the same year, R. Bates (1981) sought to 
show how African governments, due to short-term political influences, have 
systematically discriminated against agricultural production, mainly via the 
price mechanism. 

A common position at present seems to be (T. Mars, 1986; p.16): 
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... an all-pervasive scepticism about the only social mechanism capable of re- 
sponding to the situation in both the short and the longer run. There is a problem 
about the state in Africa: it does not work. What was once seen as the solution is 
now the problem. 

In several more recent studies, it is argued that many of Africa's develop- 
ment problems, not least in rural areas, are socio-political in origin. Among 
studies representing this perspective are HydCn (1983), Sandbrook (1985), 
together with, for example, D. Austin and C. Clapham (T. Mars 1986). 
They claim that the combined impact of ethnic schisms, clan politics, re- 
gional and religious factionalism and a peasant mode of production, which is 
fairly independent, results in a weak state. The culture embodied by the state 
and the monetized markets is alien - i.e. the moral obligations which are 
based on existing cultural values do not conform to these new rules of social 
interaction. Hence, the state lacks both a political power base and legitimacy. 
Maintenance of state control under these circumstances will be attempted by 
means of manipulation, the creation of dependence and coercion (T. Mars 
1986, R. Sandbrook 1985). 

A somewhat different perspective is that represented by R. Bates (1981, 
1983, 1986) who pays more attention to the ability of institutions to satisfy 
the economic self-interest of individuals. 'Economic' then does not neces- 
sarily imply only the prevalence of monetized, competitive markets. This 
economic self-interest transcends cultural barriers, and should be seen as a 
central driving force in social change. Still, also Bates perceives the overall 
pace and direction of social change as dependent on the efficacy of socio- 
political, cultural and other conditioning circumstances. 

Cooperatives 
The debate on Africa's crisis and, in particular, on the role of the state in 
development is certainly of interest to the student of cooperative develop- 
ment. Agricultural cooperatives have been blamed not only for a mediocre 
record in terms of economic performance, but also for failing to contribute to 
the achievement of basic social objectives (UNDP, 1984; A.F. Robertson 
1984; G. HydCn 1980; C. Harvey et al. 1979). The most common explana- 
tion seems to have been that the 'cooperative mode of organization' is in- 
compatible with socio-political conditions in rural areas (G.HydCn 1983, 
L.Stettner 1973). 

Our starting point is slightly different. As seen here, a prerequisite for 
any cooperative organization to conmbute to rural development is that the 
operations performed have sustained and positive economic consequences 
for members/producers. This condition applies also in the context of a 
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'peasant mode of production'. Whether or not a cooperative society will 
acquire this ability is in decisive respects determined by the state. 

A Conceptual Note 
The approach of the present study revolves around two assumptions. 
Firstly, these aspects linked to economic self-interest have to be explicitly 
considered when studying the behaviour and performance of cooperatives. 
Secondly, the 'socio-political' forces represent only one of a wide range of 
environmental influences. 

The relation between economic self-interest and organizational devel- 
opment can be derived from the general observation that organizations are 
instruments for joint efforts among people aiming at achieving a common 
goal. This involvement is conditional, as an organization normally con- 
tributes to only part of a person's total purpose. Consequently, if the orga- 
nization cannot provide the necessary inducements, participation is nega- 
tively affected (W.E. Smith et al. 1980). 

A distinction can be made between certain basic types of environments. A 
first level denotes the intra-organizational elements that are directly 
subjugated to owners and management. This controlled environment con- 
sists of one or several core activities, and their composition and interrela- 
tionships may to different degrees be defined by formalized rules and ad- 
ministrative systems (cf. J.D. Thompson, 1973). 

Behaviour and performance do not follow only from actions within the 
sphere of the controlled environment but are also consequences of an orga- 
nization's mode of acting and reacting to its external environment (W.E. 
Smith et al., 1980). With regard to the external sphere, a distinction can be 
made between influenceable and appreciated parts of the environment. 

The range, composition and strength of environmental influences will 
obviously vary depending on the type of organization and activities being 
considered. Generally speaking, the influenceable environment is defined by 
its reciprocal relations with an organization, i.e.the individual organization, 
too, can influence the various actorslfacets contained by these segments of 
the environment. In the case of agricultural cooperatives it comprises social 
actors, such as government institutions, input suppliers, market 
organizations, and banks. 

The appreciated environment, on the other hand, cannot be manipulated. 
It accommodates conditions and factors affecting organizational performance 
directly or indirectly, but without being subject to the direct influences of the 
organization. The texture of the appreciated environment will vary, 
depending on the organizations' geographical location and activity 
orientation. In our case, it would include, for example, demographic char- 
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acteristics, health standards, education levels, access to social infrastructure, 
transports and communication network, and ecology. 

The individual cooperative organization, be it a primary or secondary 
society, is thus perceived as being linked to fields of interaction and influ- 
ence which are composed of forces originating at local, regional, national 
and even international levels. Given the purpose of an organization, its be- 
haviour thus can be seen as reflecting a mosaic of actions and reactions 
following from its environmental relations. Performance, of which effi- 
ciency is one aspect, would reflect the extent to which this behaviour results 
in achievement of the organization's objectives. Impact would indicate an 
organization's influences on social, economic and physical conditions, seen 
in relation to more generally defined criteria or objectives. 

Using the above concepts, it is here argued that Kenya represents a case 
where the 'controlled' environment is considerably affected by the 
'influenceable' environment, and in ways that constrain the ability of the 
management to adapt flexibly and conducively to the 'appreciated' envi- 
ronment. The segment of the 'influenceable' environment that we are par- 
ticularly concerned with in this study, is the government system established 
for the promotion and supervision of the cooperative sector, and which has 
policies, legislation and direct supervisory and promoting measures as its 
main elements. 

This paper is limited to the empirical analyses of a few, rather superficial 
variables as indicators of the consequences of the intervention system on the 
performance of the cooperative organizations. 

CHANGES IN THE COOPERATIVE SECTOR, 1963-83 

Before turning our attention to interdependencies between the intervention 
system and cooperative organizations, we will briefly review some basic 
characteristics of Kenya's cooperative sector and its development during the 
post-independence period. 

Primary societies represent the basis in the organizational hierarchy. 
Between 1963 and 1983, the number of societies defined as being 'still in 
register' (SIR) 1, increased from 450 to 3242, while total membership grew 
from c. 300,000 to about 1,5 million (Figure l)*. The societies' average 
membership is now around 500, but with considerable variations especially 
among agricultural marketing cooperatives. Thus, the average membership 

* The Figures and Tables to this Chapter are printed on pp. 61-69. 
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of coffee societies, which constitute the strongest segment of cooperatives in 
agriculture, is around 3,000. 

Before the latter half of the 1970s, societies in the agricultural sector 
dominated (Figure 1). In 1973, they accounted for almost 85 per cent of the 
total number of societies (SIR). By 1983, their share had fallen below 60 
per cent; in terms of members it was about 65 per cent. The main reason for 
this relative shift has been a rapid expansion of urban savings and credit 
societies. 

Geographically, the presence of cooperatives varies considerably, mainly 
between pastoral areas and areas of sedentary agriculture. Among major 
smallholder areas, such variations are less evident. These features are 
supported by Figure 2, which illustrates the geographic location of all agri- 
cultural marketing societies registered during the period 1932-83. However, 
if using turnover as an indication of the economic importance of agricultural 
cooperatives, a biased picture emerges (Figures 3al3b). Among Kenya's 
forty districts (excluding Nairobi and Mombasa), six accounted for 70 per 
cent of the total turnover in 1983 (Ministry of Co-operative Development, 
MOCD, intern. statistics, 1985). For example, the average society in Central 
Province had a turnover of 3.5 million shs, the figure for Western Province 
was c. 400,000 shs. 

Since the late 1960s, the activity pattern has diversified. It is symptomatic 
that at the society level this diversification has meant a widened range of 
services revolving around the marketing of one specific type of produce, 
e.g., coffee, pyrethreum or dairy products, etc. In terms of economic im- 
portance this single-commodity, multi-purpose activity structure dominates. 
Supporting services of particular significance are agricultural production 
credit and input supplies. In most societies, the organization of these 
activities is closely integrated with that of the unions. Since the late 1960s, 
the role of the district unions has been systematically promoted. 

The attention being paid to unions has been justified mainly by economic 
arguments, particularly the scale-economies involved in concentrating 
common activities, such as transports, input procurement and distribution, 
credit services, book-keeping and education (MOCD, 1976). To ensure the 
realization of such benefits, affiliated primary societies may not undertake 
for themselves those services which are provided by the union. 

An additional reason is mentioned in the Sessional Paper No 8 of 1970 
on 'Co-operative Development Policy' where it also is pointed out that 
"Government guidelines and control are provided more effectively at this 
level". h line with this, the Co-operative Societies Act of 1966 gives unions 
certain administrative obligations in their relations with affiliated primary 
societies. 
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The unions are responsible for primary societies' accounts and they often 
employ an accounts supervisor who, together with a government officer, are 
responsible for all implementation and the follow-up of book-keeping 
routines among affiliated primary societies. Subject to the approval of the 
Ministry of Co-operative Development (MOCD), the unions also appoint 
accountants in the primary societies. Furthermore, the unions supervise 
primary societies' bank accounts and act as CO-signatories with a 
government officer, in connection with society payments exceeding K.Sh. 
100, in which case the transactions have to be settled by cheque. 

At the national level, a number of organizations serve either a specific 
category of cooperatives or the entire cooperative sector. In the former cat- 
egory we find the Kenya Planters' Co-operative Union (KPCU), Kenya Co- 
operative Creameries (KCC) and Kenya Union of Savings and Credit 
Societies (KUSCCO). In the latter category we find Kenya National Feder- 
ation of Co-operatives (KNFC), The Co-operative Bank of Kenya (CBK), 
Co-operative Insurance Services CIS) and the Co-operative College of 
Kenya. 

The KNFC was formed in 1964 and its main functions are to represent 
the cooperative sector and to carry out publicity and information activities. 
The federation also runs a printing press, which supplies standardized sta- 
tionary for administration and book-keeping. 

The CBK was registered as a cooperative society in 1965 and later as a 
commercial bank in 1968. Only societies can be members of the Bank. It 
offers various banking services, of which the most important follow from its 
role as a major agent of government-sponsored, agricultural credit pro- 
grammes. 

The Co-operative Insurance Services (CIS) was established in 1978, and 
is jointly owned by the KNFC and its members. 

The Co-operative College, started in 1967, falls under the MOCD. Al- 
though originally intended to provide members and staff from the unions 
and societies with higher level training, the intake of the MOCD has been 
gradually increasing, and now exceeds 50 per cent. 

The organizations constituting the hierarchy which have been briefly re- 
viewed above, are all subject to supervision, control and promotion through 
the Ministry of Co-operative Development. 

How then does the policy and legislative framework prescribe the 
MOCD's operations, and which have been their combined effects on the 
structure and behaviour of agricultural cooperatives? 
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Policies 
The Co-operative Societies Ordinance of 1945, succeeding the first ordi- 
nance of 1931, for the first time permitted African peasants to market sur- 
plus farm products through their own societies (Colony of Kenya, 1945). A 
Registrar, initially assisted by two inspectors and four clerks, were given the 
responsibility 'to instruct the people of Kenya in Co-operation and to assist 
them to form Co-operative Societies' (Colony of Kenya, 1948; p.2). 

In the period 1946-54, during which the Registrar's staff increased to 22 
inspectors and 23 assistant registrars, a total of 404 societies were regis- 
tered, mainly in the Western and Central provinces. 

In this context, the wide variety in activities among the societies is 
noteworthy. In the early 1950s, societies were involved in dairying, pigs, 
pigs, fruits and vegetables, chillies and other crops. In terms of turnover, 
dairy production was the most important activity, followed by coffee. 

The Co-operative Societies Ordinance of 1945 was in line with the con- 
cept of state sponsorship (H-H. Miinkner, 1971). Although there might 
have been a trend towards extending the non-statutory powers of the Reg- 
istrar, it was in practice of minor consequence due to the severe staff and 
resource constraints facing the Co-operative Department. Hence, there is 
reason to adjust the conventional picture of how cooperatives evolved in 
Kenya. It was not simply a mode of organization imposed on a passive 
peasantry. Peasants did in many cases actively contribute to the establish- 
ment of societies. The mode of organization had, no doubt, been defined by 
the government, but on the other hand this meant legal recognition and, 
hence, a possible means for improved income earning opportunities. In 
1966, the Minister for Co-operatives and Social Services actually criticized 
the laissez faire attitude which, in his view, prevailed during the colonial 
period: 

During the colonial days the colonial government had a very different outlook 
towards cooperative societies. They gave them almost every freedom that they 
wanted (Government of Kenya, Kenya House of Representatives RepoR1966, 
Vol. 10, col. 2184). 

A more systematic promotion of cooperatives was initiated in the early 
1950s. It was then part of the Swynnerton Plan, which aimed at stimulating 
commercialization of smallholder agriculture by means of land adjudication, 
improved rural infrastructure and, not least, the introduction of cash crops 
which so far had been the exclusive privilege of white settlers (e.g., coffee, 
tea and pyrethrum). An ovemding objective behind this plan, though, was 
to curb the growing political unrest emanating from Central Province. In this 
context, cooperatives were perceived as mainly a practical means of 
arranging for the marketing of newly introduced cash crops, not least coffee. 
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Over the period 1955-62 the cooperative sector expanded at an acceler- 
ating rate. About 500 societies were registered, with Nyanza, Western and 
Eastern being the leading provinces. Armed and organized resistance against 
the colonial regime was concentrated to Central Province, and here the 
implementation of some parts of the Swynnerton Plan met with considerable 
difficulties. Thus, while only seven societies were registered in the province 
during 1962, the number in 1963 rose to 29, and in 1964 to 169. Seen in a 
national context, the largest increase in the number of registered societies 
took place immediately before and after independence, having its peak 
during 1964-66. Over the period 1960-66, close to 1,000 societies were 
registered. 

One factor contributing to the high rate of registrations during this period 
could have been that cooperatives in rural areas were recognized as 
important political platforms (G. HydCn, 1973). It is not unlikely, however, 
that an equally important reason was the rapidly changing production pattern 
in smallholder-dominated highland areas in Central, Eastern, Nyanza and 
Rift Valley provinces. This was pushed ahead by peasants eager to exploit 
opportunities offered by a widened range of production possibilities and 
market outlets. For smallholders cultivating certain crops, membership in a 
cooperative society was compulsory. As alternative marketing channels did 
not exist, the changes in production pattern had obvious and direct 
consequences for the expansion of the cooperative sector. Another con- 
tributing factor was the re-settlement of landless people in parts of the for- 
mer White Highlands. In 1963-64, these schemes accounted for the setting 
up of more than a hundred marketing societies. 

However, high expectations coupled with limited know-how among staff 
and members of most newly registered societies, soon led to a wave of 
reported cases of mismanagement and misappropriations (E. Karanja, 
1974). 

The first government reaction to this development was signalled in the 
1964-1970 Development Plan. The Plan focussed on two issues; i) the need 
for strengthening the role of Government, and ii) an outline of the preferred 
organizational structure of the cooperative sector. As regards the first point, 
it was announced that the government intended to: 

... assume a greater role in supervising cooperatives on financial and managerial 
matters. It is hoped that these supervisory powers will only have to be exercised 
for a short period, after which a viable, responsible and articulate movement, able 
to govern itself democratically, should emerge. (National Development Plan 
1964-70; p.84) 

The formal structure of cooperatives would comprise of a federation of co- 
operatives at national level (KNFC -established in 1964), district cooperative 
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unions and primary societies. The district unions would offer affiliated 
societies centralized services in the fields of banking, book-keeping, staff 
training, transports, etc. The unions were also to be given the right to ap- 
point all graded employees of affiliated primary societies. 

Of profound importance for the future of the agricultural cooperatives 
was the rural development policy pursued. In significant respects it repre- 
sented a continuation of the philosophy underlying the Swynnerton Plan. 
Rural areas were to be monetized and integrated with the modem economy 
by means of land adjudication, changed cropping systems, improved in- 
frastructure and new technologies. In addition, settlement schemes were 
introduced in the former White Highlands. 

Within the framework of established rural development policies, coop- 
eratives were recogni-,d as one feasible change agent by providing a dis- 
tribution network the for supply of credit and inputs, and facilities for col- 
lection and first-stage marketing for certain types of produce, primarily cof- 
fee, pyrethrum and dairy. A particular characteristic of rural and agricultural 
development policies introduced in the 1960s was the ambition to define 
more specifically, and also more narrowly, the roles to be played by 
cooperatives. By means of regulations and incentives their activities were 
oriented towards a range of specified types of produce, typically cash crops 
for export and of non-food character. The most striking feature of this policy 
is the marginal role cooperatives were induced to play in relation to food 
crop and livestock production. 

This role was distinctly formulated in a policy document entitled 'Co- 
operative Development Policy for Kenya' (Sessional Paper No.8 of 1970). 
Cooperatives were only to operate within a specified range of activities. 
Thus: 

Since Independence, the Government has set up a number of state trading corpo- 
rations, agricultural marketing boards and has encouraged the development of 
companies partly or wholly owned by Africans.. . Within this policy the 
cooperative movement will be expected to improve its performance and to com- 
pete unhindered ... in those spheres of the economy in which it is allowed to 
participate. (Sessional Paper No.8, 1970; p.2) 

It is further noted that: 

In order to determine the extent to which increased cooperative participation will 
be allowed in the agricultural sector ..., the Government may from time to time, 
set up working parties.. Before reaching its conclusions ..., a working party so 
set up may call for a detailed study of the industry concerned so as to satisfy itself 
that its recommendations are in the best interest of the industry and those in- 
volved. (ibid p.3) 
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In 1975 a second major document (Sessional Paper No.14) on cooperative 
development policy was published (Republic of Kenya, 1975). A new 
Ministry of Co-operative Development had been established in 1974. In 
view of this, the government "felt that the time is opportune for re-definition 
of clear policy objectives for the development of the movement in Kenya." 
(p.1). The paper assured that a main priority of cooperative development 
would continue to be in the smallholder agricultural sector. 

In later sessional papers, no major policy shifts can be noticed. If any- 
thing, there was an attempt at defining more precisely the role of coopera- 
tives within the omnibus and administratively fragmented national market 
system, and particularly in relation to the marketing boards. The practical 
problems that must have been encountered in this regard are indicated by the 
assurance that; 

The functions of the marketing boards and those of the agricultural cooperatives 
should be seen ... as complementary rather than competitive .... It is hoped that 
this guideline on the division of roles will remove possible friction or 
duplication of effort at the operational level between cooperatives and the 
marketing boards. (ibid. p.7). 

Two papers with obvious policy implications for cooperatives were pub- 
lished in the early 1980s. One is the Sessional Paper on National Food 
Policy (Republic of Kenya, 1981), and the other is the Sessional Paper on 
Development Prospects and Policies (Republic of Kenya, 1982). 

In the 1970s, the production of maize, wheat, milk, and meat was below 
the rate of increase of the population. In view of this, the food policy paper 
noted the "need for a national food policy which will set guidelines for de- 
cision-making on all major issues related to food production and distribu- 
tion."(p.2). The paper defined a wide range of measures by which produc- 
tion can be increased. In line with earlier rural and agricultural policies, at- 
tention is not being paid to the possible role of cooperatives. 

The more general paper on development prospects and policies empha- 
sized the need for more competition in the agricultural market system (p. 18). 
As regards cooperatives, their perceived priority task was not to broaden 
marketing activities, but to ensure that those farmers who presently deal 
through them are paid promptly and fairly (p.19). 

Although Sessional Papers No.8 of 1970 and No. 14 of 1975 mention the 
need for multi-produce, multi-purpose primary societies, it is evidently a 
matter that has not been seriously pursued. Progress could still possibly 
have been made in this direction, had changes in activity pattern and orga- 
nization not been stifled by the new legislation. The Co-operative Societies 
Act introduced in 1966 and the Co-operative Societies Rules of 1969 (both 
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revised in 1972) provided the means for evolving a comprehensive inter- 
vention system. 

Legislation 
The new legislation was justified by the need to improve management and 
introduce supporting measures, thereby transforming agricultural coopera- 
tives into effective service organizations. The legislation is comprehensive, 
ranging in scope from definitions of a basic structure for the cooperative 
sector to specifications regarding the internal organization and activities of 
primary societies. The Commissioner is given extensive powers of direct 
and indirect intervention to ensure adherence to the law. 

If it is perceived as being in the public interest or either in the interest of 
the society(-ies) concerned or the cooperative movement, the Commissioner 
has the power to: 

* require primary societies to form or join a cooperative union, 
* amend by-laws, 
* amalgamate societies, 
* divide societies, 
* hold an inquiry into the by-laws, and the working and financial condition 

of any registered society, 
* dissolve societies, 
* approve remuneration, salary or other payment to officers or members of a 

society, and 
* require that a primary society be staffed by employees of a district coop- 

erative union (Ch. 490). 

As regards the hierarchical structure of the cooperative sector, the policy 
documents emphasize the role of unions. This is also reflected in the Act. 
Under 'Co-operative Societies Rules' it is thus stated that: 

A district cooperative union shall provide, organize and supervise efficient cen- 
tralized services for marketing, supplies, accounting, banking, transport and such 
other services as may be necessary for its members which services the members 
shall be bound to accept. (Ch. 490, Sect.84) 

A society's mode of organization and activity orientation can be dictated by 
the Commissioner by prescribing the contents of its by-laws. Thus: 

The Commissioner may .. call upon a registered society to make such amend- 
ment to its by-laws as he considers to be necessary or desirable in its interest. 
(Ch.490 Ch.84:5). 
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The internal organization of a society is conditioned by the prescriptions of 
books to be kept and the reports to be submitted. In respect of the latter, it is 
stated that: 

A registered society shall prepare its annual accounts and balance sheet in such 
form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner and shall attach such supporting 
schedules or statements as required by the Commissioner (Sect.84:13.2). 

Every registered society shall submit a monthly trial balance to the Commis- 
sioner (Sect.84: 15). 

The Commissioner was also given the right to introduce detailed designs of 
book-keeping systems, including forms, and administrative routines. 

In addition to these organizational and procedural prescriptions, there is a 
fine-spun network of regulations directly affecting the management and 
activity pattern of the individual society. As part of the intervention system, 
government officers acting on behalf of the Commissioner are responsible 
for: 

*approval of union's appointment of graded staff, 
*attending budget meetings of all cooperative societies (Commissioner's 

Circ. 2/72), 
*controlling the submission of budgets and trial balances (Commissioner's 

Circ. 10/72), 
"attending committee and annual general meetings of all societies, 
"countersigning of societies' and unions' cheques, 
*countersigning of societies' and unions' orders for goods and and mer- 

chandise, 
*examining, recommending or rejecting the applications for loans, bor- 

rowing power and distribution of surplus (MOCD, 1975), 
*approval of conditions for loans to members. 
*approving procedures for purchases (Commissioner's Circular, 1980), 
*approving investment by societies (MOCD/PUB/lNOL V11 82, 1982), 
*directing short term investment of surplus funds (MOCD/C/7/7/36, 1984), 
and 
"approving dismissal of cooperative employees (MOCDIPUBIlNOL 

VI(18), 1984). 

Ministry of Co-operative Development 
Following the introduction of new legislation in the late 1960s and the co- 
operative policy paper of 1970, the Department of Co-operative Develop- 
ment was strengthened in terms of staff and other resources. A major dif- 
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ference compared to the sixties was the promotional obligations now as- 
signed to the Department, i.e. its objectives were not confined to just the 
control and supervision of cooperative organizations but included supporting 
measures aimed at expansion, differentiation and improved management (M. 
Muliro, 1972). 

The Department was reorganized on functional lines. At headquarters, a 
number of divisions were established, covering (i) educationltraining (ii) 
creditlfinance (iii) audit/accounts (iv) development planning and (v) set- 
tlement. These divisions came directly under the supervision of the Com- 
missioner for Co-operative Development (CCD), while the Deputy Com- 
missioner was in charge of (i) finance and administration, (ii) legal division 
and (iii) field services, including all provincial and district cooperative of- 
fices (PCOsPCOs). 

In 1974, the Department was up-graded to a Ministry of Co-operative 
Development. Since then the organization has considerably increased both in 
size and complexity. The latest reorganization of the MOCD was im- 
plemented in 1986. According to this, the Permanent Secretary (PS) is di- 
rectly in charge of audit, the development planning department, a project 
management unit and Co-operative College. The audit function is headed by 
a Director of Audit(DA) under whom there are Assistant DAs covering 
different categories of cooperatives and being in charge of auditors at 
provincial and district level. The Deputy Secretary is the head of adminis- 
tration, while the CCD is directly responsible for five technical divisions, 
namely education, savings and credit, marketing, accounts and management, 
industry and housing. Each division is composed of a number of specialized 
sections. At present, there is a total of 17 such sections. Under the Deputy 
CCD there are eight provincial and 40 district cooperative offices (MOCD, 
internal doc., 1986). 

In terms of the total number of staff employed, a rapid expansion has 
taken place. It is also evident that the creation of a ministry resulted in ac- 
celerating growth (Figure 4). Considering the changes in the size of major 
staff categories, it is interesting to note that the 'technical staff', defined as 
professional/technical officers, has expanded at a lower rate than the 
'administrative' and 'supportive' staff (Figure 6). When looking at the major 
levels in the administrative hierarchy, most of the expansion can be seen to 
have taken place at the district cooperative offices (Figure 5). Considering 
figures 4-6, it is tempting to conclude that the MOCD represents a typical 
case of bureaucratic proliferation. Thus, over the period 1963-83, the 
density of the MOCD staff per society (SIR) has more than doubled, from 
0.25 to c. 0.6.(Figure 7). However, a judgment of whether the growth of 
MOCD can be justified or not obviously has to be related both to the 
magnitude of tasks the ministry has to perform and to its ability to foster the 
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development of a viable cooperative sector. In doing this, several reasons 
for the growth can be brought forward. Considering the first of these two 
aspects, it is fairly easy to identify several growth-generating factors. 

Firstly, the number of societies, SIR, has expanded rapidly, particularly 
since the early 1970s (Figure 7). Thus, over the period 1974-1983, their 
number nearly doubled which is the equivalent to an absolute increase of 
almost 1500 societies. Although most of these belong to the category of 
'savings and credit societies' and in most cases are located to urban areas 
and with a simple administrative set-up, the increase is still of such a mag- 
nitude that it must have had consequences for the MOCD7s total staff re- 
quirements. 

Secondly, as a result of the new cooperative legislation, revised in 1972, 
the supervisory responsibilities of the MOCD became both wider and 
deeper. To meet this additional requirement while at the same time catering 
for an increasing number of societies, the ministry has had an increasing 
need for additional staff. 

Thirdly, the new legislation and, not least, Sessional Paper No. 8 of 
1970, emphasize the MOCD7s promotional and supporting roles. The min- 
istry should not only control and supervise the societies, but also contribute 
to improvements in their administration and management, and to the differ- 
entiation of their activity structure. This meant the introduction both of new 
administrative procedures, including recording and book-keeping systems, 
and new activities among agricultural marketing societies (predominantly 
focussing on improved credit and input supplies). Again, with the 
introduction of these systems, shortage of sufficiently skilled manpower and 
other managerial problems put additional demands on the ministry's 
supervisory capacity. 

A further factor that is likely to have escalated the MOCD's staff re- 
quirements, is the support given to cooperatives by external donor agencies. 
Since the late sixties, but particularly after 1973, the number of such projects 
and programmes has increased considerably. Thus, seen over the last ten 
years, at least twelve major donor assisted projects have been initiated 
among agricultural cooperatives. In most cases, these projects cannot be 
perceived as a concrete response to expressed needs of the cooperatives 
eventually supported. Their design and mode of implementation is, instead, 
arrived at in close collaboration with the higher echelons of the government 
administration, including the senior staff of MOCD. 

When the government administration, i.e. MOCD, together with donor 
agencies centrally define priorities and implementation on behalf of the co- 
operatives, the co-ordination of development projects is necessary. In a 
typical case, each project is composed of several activity-specific compo- 
nents (sub-projects), and may cover several districts in different parts of the 
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country. Of ten major projects directly affecting agricultural cooperatives 
during the period 1979-1981, six were implemented in at least ten districts, 
frequently with geographical overlapping. The projects may be replicating 
each other in terms of activities but aim at different categories of coopera- 
tives or target groups. When a central government body, apart from the 
controlling and supervisory obligations, takes the main responsibility of 
these and other promotional initiatives, it evidently turns into a very complex 
managerial task. 

Projects/prograrnmes which are directly supported by donor agencies 
often seem to have a built-in staff-expanding mechanism. The donor agency 
specifies the kind of local staff support required for the implementation, and 
this may result in the recruitment of additional staff. Projects are by 
definition of a limited duration, and even if the results eventually achieved 
by a project do not justify continued deployment of the incremental staff 
deployed during its implementation, the Ministry is usually left to solve this 
problem. 

Similarly, donor assisted projects/programmes may formulate differing 
requirements regarding the administrative procedures to be followed before 
approving the release of financial resources, etc. and this further strains the 
MOCD's administrative capacity. 

Pe~ormance Indicators 
An assessment of the MOCD's controlling, supervisory and promotional 
performance would require comprehensive information about both the so- 
cieties and the environments in which they operate. At the present stage, 
however, even the rather limited material used here, can at least serve to 
identify relevant directions in subsequent and more penetrating analyses. 

One such indicator is the MOCD's staff deployment by district in relation 
to the number of active cooperatives. Interdependencies have been es- 
tablished between MOCD and cooperatives by comprehensive regulations 
and the far-reaching rights and responsibilities given the ministry to ensure 
their compliance. It thus seems reasonable to expect differences in staff de- 
ployment among districts to reflect regional variations in the number of co- 
operative societies, and that this relation might be linear in character. 

Figures 8a and 8b illustrate the provincial distribution of active societies 
and of the MOCD's district staff, and their changes during the period 1973- 
83. The data used here, as well as in subsequent analyses, have been ad- 
justed in certain basic respects. Thus, Nairobi and Mombasa have been ex- 
cluded, as they are dominated by non-agricultural societies. Furthermore, 
the data on staff refer only to those deployed in the districts, i.e. the head- 
quarters and provincial levels are not included. 
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Looking at the deployment pattern at district level in 1983 (Fig. 9a, 9b), 
variations are easy to observe, although the basic deployment pattern seems 
to be in line with the arguments put forward earlier. It can, however, also be 
seen that when considering only the expansion of staff and societies during 
1973-83 (Fig. 9b), the linear relationship is weaker. This may be explained 
by the rapid, and largely spontaneous, expansion of savings and credit 
societies that has taken place after 1975. As the level of education among 
members of these societies is generally higher than is the case for an 
agricultural cooperative society, and their structure and operations are rather 
simple, supervisory requirements are less demanding. 

This being the case, the linear relationship should improve if only agri- 
cultural marketing are considered. Figures 9c and 9d, as well as the fol- 
lowing measures, seem to confirm this. 

Our earlier argument that the MOCD tends to deploy its staff in rural dis- 
tricts in response to the number of agricultural cooperatives (SIR) seems to 
be supported. In a way this illuminates one, though narrow and partly mis- 
leading, aspect of the MOCD's performance. Considering the fact that rural 
areas display considerable district variations, both in terms of social and 
economic conditions and as regards structure and levels of activity among 
societies, there is reason to expect a less close linear relationship. 

As practically all management decisions of any significance taken by a 
society are conditional in character, i.e. subject to government approval, the 
MOCD's performance in carrying out these responsibilities should have 
direct consequences at society level. In view of this, it seems reasonable to 
expect a relationship to exist between, on the one hand, the growth of total 
turnover of societies by district and, on the other, the MOCD's staff de- 
ployment pattern. However, as Figures 10a-10c illustrate, the contributions 
of the MOCD's field staff are of limited or no consequence in determining 
the magnitude of the societies' commercial operations. The rather weak 
linear association prevailing in 1973, had further abated by 1983. As regards 
the districts in Central Province which have increased their share of total 
cooperative turnover from 29% to 62% during the period 1975 and 1983, a 
negative linear relationship between changes in staff deployment and 
turnover can be observed. 

The conclusion that MOCD has been unable to contribute to the com- 
mercial expansion of agricultural marketing societies is supported also by 
other quantitative indicators. During the period 1973-83, the average 
turnover of societies fell in all but one province. The same pattern applies to 
the average contribution to total turnover per MOCD-staff. Further, in terms 
of constant 1983 prices, total turnover has stagnated or fallen in all 
provinces during the period 1977-1983 (Figure 11). 
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VERTICAL hlTERDEPENDENCIES VERSUS ENVIRONMENTAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

The MOCD seems to have a very limited capacity to influence the rate and 
incidence of economic expansion in the cooperative sector. Before dis- 
cussing these aspects in relation to the structure and behavioural rules pre- 
scribed by the intervention system in the cooperative sector, there is reason 
to mention some of the conditions restricting the operations of the MOCD 
itself. 
As regards this latter aspect, a major constraint that faces the MOCD is the 
increasing shortage of operational funds. From Figure 12 it can be seen that 
the ministry's recurrent expenditure expanded considerably during the 
period 1973-83. An increasing share of this expenditure, however, has been 
absorbed by staff salaries and related emoluments. Subsequently, the re- 
sources required for equipment, communications, transport and other sup- 
porting services needed to enable the staff to carry out their duties are now 
inadequate. This imbalance between staff and operational resources has 
particularly escalated in the 1980s when the government started taking 
measures to reduce public expenditure. By 1983, the average operational 
funds per staff member amounted to about 115 of the amount available in 
1968 (in constant 1983 prices). 

Within the present policy framework, however, it is unlikely that a gen- 
eral strengthening of the MOCD's financial resources would be an effective 
means for alleviating the problems facing the cooperative sector. 

The earlier analyses indicate the prevalence of important conditioning 
forces in the societies' environment. However, the impact of these envi- 
ronmental influences are not independent of the adaptability of individual 
societies and unions. Within the framework of the present intervention 
system, the MOCD is patterning the activities, operations and procedures of 
societies, i.e. the Ministry largely prescribes the reproduction of the so- 
cieties' 'controlled' environment. As a consequence, the MOCD deprives 
societies of the flexibility and responsiveness required for maintained long- 
term viability. In this respect, the MOCD actually constitutes a major im- 
pediment. 

In the search for reasons behind the limited positive impact the MOCD 
seems to have on the cooperative sector, it is necessary to consider the basic 
features of the intervention system and their consequences for the ensuing 
organizational structures and modes of operation in relation to the kind of 
operational environments characterizing rural areas. It is a critical but also 
complex issue, and only a few of its ramifications can be touched upon here. 
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During the latter half of the 1960s, as discussed earlier in this paper, 
various plans and policy papers defined more precisely the role cooperatives 
were intended to play in the economy and the agricultural market system. 

From the late 1960s up to the mid-70s, the government administration 
gave priority to organizational reconstruction at the level of individual co- 
operative organizations. This involved the implementation of pre-designed 
administrative systems specifying in quite some detail the procedures to be 
governing and the interlinking activities. Also, new service activities were 
introduced, particularly in the field of credit and savings services, together 
with related administrative systems. The Nordic Co-operative Development 
Project (NDP), established in 1966 and still existing, has played an instru- 
mental role in this work. 

These systems were designed at the central level, and after "testing", they 
were implemented in relevant societies, i.e. societies already carrying out the 
activities covered by the system or, alternatively, judged as able to widen 
their range of activities. 

This organizational reconstruction has no doubt been affected by having 
been engineered from within the intervention system. A striking feature is 
thus the narrow focus on intra-organizational issues and the interlinking of 
the MOCD with the societylunion levels. Little attention has been paid to the 
need to involve the societies and their members, and as regards other aspects 
of the societies'/unions' environments, this neglect has been even more 
conspicuous. 

  he organizational designs and administrative systems were fashioned 
with bureaucratic characteristics. When combined with the interdependencies 
established between these systems and the government structure; they have 
imposed a managerial rigidity on societies and unions. This particular mode 
of administrative engineering seems to have been justified mainly with 
reference to member interests and to the economies of scale accruing from 
standardization. 

Apart from giving legitimacy to regular government intervention in the 
management of societies and unions, these efforts at organizational devel- 
opment have also perpetuated the need for such intervention. Implementation 
of new systems and training of society and union staff have required 
additional MOCD staff. Thus, in response to the observed inability of soci- 
eties and unions to adhere to newly established routines and procedures, 
there has been a rising need for increased government intervention resulting 
both in additional demands for adequately trained MOCD staff and 
strengthened means of intervention. 

The policy being pursued in Kenya seriously neglects requirements re- 
lated to both the cooperative mode of organization and to commercial, 
market-oriented operations under varying environmental conditions. As a 
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result, the government machinery has been fabricating major causes behind 
the shortcomings and imbalances now characterizing the cooperative sector. 
One particularly important effect is that the imposed administrative structures 
have narrowed the possible role of cooperatives in the agricultural market 
system. A contributing factor in this context has been the convention of 
having the design of credit and transaction systems tied to a specific type of 
produce, preferably one of the traditional high-value crops. By letting the 
internal administration of societies revolve around this kind of "anchor- 
produce" a considerable element of managerial inertia has been introduced. 
That is, widening the marketing activities of individual societies will in each 
case require considerable administrative changes and therefore the necessary 
skills among the management staff. Further, interpreting 'management' 
mainly as a question of adherence to laid-down procedures, the government 
staff has by the very nature of its responsibilities exerted a petrifying 
influence. 

The concrete manifestations of these fabrications are easily observable. 
Most societies of any economic importance can be still characterized as 
"single-produce/multi-purpose~y. At society level, the range of activities has 
widened over the last 15 years but these are supporting services, and then 
often tied to a multi-purpose union. Only in marginal areas, where any kind 
of commercial operation is still fraught with considerable constraints, have 
more serious attempts been made to introduce multi-produce societies. 

This means that the economic progress of an individual society has been 
made dependent on smallholders' performance in producing one specific 
type of output. Such a narrow economic base makes the societies very vul- 
nerable to variations in prices andfor output. When this happens, the rigid 
organizational framework within which they work give them few possibili- 
ties of adapting to such variations as relying more on the marketing of other 
types of produce. Instead, when negative changes occur they will have 
multiplying effects by affecting both the demand for supporting services and 
the members ability to repay loans. 

Ironically enough this operational rigidity, created and enhanced by the 
intervention system, makes it very difficult for the MOCD to fulfil its pro- 
motional responsibilities. 

Thus, the design and implementation of support programmes are affected 
by their status of being part of the government intervention system. 
Identification of supporting measures, their configuration and timing are 
determined by the ministry, usually in collaboration with a donor agency, 
for subsequent implementation in selected societies and unions. Most of 
these programmes simply use or establish the cooperative organizations as 
parts of a government-controlled delivery system. The short-term and ex- 
cessive achievement orientation, typical of many development projects, 
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tends to perpetuate the authoritarian nature of development support already 
configurated by technical and bureaucratic considerations. 

There are reasons to conclude that the rural development programmes, 
using cooperatives as delivery mechanism, have contributed to the expan- 
sion in the number of registered societies that has taken place since the early 
1970s. However, they have probably also caused dormancies among 
societies. For many reasons, the local cooperatives frequently have been 
unable to cope with the operations and demands imposed upon them. 

One indication of lasting negative consequences of these programmes is 
the high rate of loans in arrears. In 1983, the repayment rate for the IADP- 
loans granted during 1978-81 was around 21%. In the same year, the re- 
payment rate was 12% for the SPSCP and 30% for the FISS. 

In retrospect, implementing bodies now seem ready to admit that the 
emphasis given the introduction of more input intensive technologies might 
not have been in line with the smallholders' own priorities. If the latter had 
been given the say, focus would probably have been laid on improved mar- 
keting (MOCD, internal doc., 1985). 

A basic feature of agricultural cooperatives in Kenya is that the design of 
societies' 'controlled' environment has been imposed by segments of the 
'influencable' environment, that is, the intervention system has been as- 
signed responsibility of ensuring that cooperatives are complying with 
policies and legislation. These interdependencies have been created by in- 
troducing 'conditional decision-making', i.e. the pending of final govern- 
ment approval, and administrative systems prescribing procedures and rou- 
tines governing and interrelating specified activities. Their maintenance has 
been assured through an increase in the numbers of staff which permeate the 
societies 'controlled' environment. 

There is an inherent dysfunctionality in the structure of the cooperative 
sector, originating from the differences between the kind of rationale de- 
termining the rule-oriented behaviour of the permeating bureaucracy, and the 
responsiveness and flexibility required by societies exposed to differentiated 
environments. As observed in other studies, multi-level organizational 
structures cannot accommodate both differentiation among base units and a 
high degree of vertical interdependence (LorchIAllen 1973, J. Thompson, 
1973). 

Agricultural cooperatives in Kenya have had few possibilities of re- 
sponding to the interests of smallholders as reflected by the differentiation of 
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their environments. This is likely to have consequences both for the societies 
future survival and their present performance/impact characteristics. 

Structure and survival 
The intervention system's fashioning of the controlled environment of so- 
cieties has provided the basic mechanisms behind the evolution of the 
presently predominating single-produce/multi-purpose organization (at 
primary level). These mechanisms, combined with the prevalence of a 
fragmented agricultural market system, have made it difficult for societies to 
widen their marketing activities. Expansion possibilities have existed mainly 
in directions anticipated by the system designers. These have then been 
heavily biased towards supporting activities, particularly credit and input 
supplies, with unions constituting a focal point. 

The present set-up can be perceived as an inverted pyramid. A range of 
costly and fairly elaborate supporting activities are dependent for their 
continued existence on the marketing of one type of produce. As a conse- 
quence, the cooperative structure is bound to be extremely vulnerable to 
changes in prices/volumes and to other market disturbances. This can be 
exemplified by the collapses that have taken place in recent years both 
among pyrethrum and cotton societies. 

This vulnerability is perpetuated by the imposed rigidity of the controlled 
environment. When assumptions which have guided the design of the 
societies' controlled environments are violated, there is no mechanism which 
will enable the societies to respond flexibly and constructively to changed 
requirements. Subsequently, with continued maintenance of the present 
vertical interdependencies, the long-term survival of agricultural 
cooperatives can be seriously questioned. If expansion continues it is likely 
to be confined to the intervention system itself. 

Structure and impact 
Another factor working in the same direction is that of the present single- 
produce orientation, which as a result has the individual society cater only 
for a fraction of the services of interest to a smallholder. Exceptions, i.e. 
those farmers having a sufficient economic interest in the society, will be 
either those having specialized in the particular type of produce being mar- 
keted by the society, or farmers with an above-average cultivable area. 
Being of limited consequence in terms of most smallholders' economic self- 
interest, both the reach of a society (% of smallholders being members) and 
member commitment are negatively affected. These influences obviously are 
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reinforced by the predominance of high-value, non-food crops as 'anchor- 
produce'. 

Further, when most members do not have obvious economic interests 
linked to their society, its management is likely to be of less concern. In 
such cases, societies would therefore tend to more easily fall victims of 
mismanagement and financial manipulations, as such incidents are not 
countervailed by controlling forces stemming from tangible economic in- 
terests of other members. 

Policy alternatives 
A major conclusion following from the above analysis is that the structure 
and behaviour characterizing agricultural cooperatives in Kenya are to a 
substantial degree the creations of government intervention. This influence 
and its negative consequences, however, are not due simply to the presence 
of government but more to the coercive and bureaucratic mode of inter- 
vention that have been allowed to evolve. Consequently, there seems to be 
reason to modify the role of the state as a change agent in the cooperative 
sec tor. 

A revision is also required regarding the presumed weaknesses following 
from the democratic features of the conventional mode of cooperative 
organization. In the light of our findings, the democratic element actually 
appears to be of critical importance for the ability of cooperatives to play a 
constructive role in agricultural and rural development. Subsequently, sys- 
tematic and forceful measures have to be taken to reintroduce this element. 
Of particular importance in such a setting is to give high priority both to 
members' education and managerial issues. The latter aspects will then have 
to focus on developing the skills required for decision-making based on 
responsiveness, adaptability and flexibility, rather than the presently 
prevailing 'management by formalities' (cf. H-H. Miinkner, 1984). 

Changes in this direction would have to involve revisions of: 

- the present role assigned to cooperatives in the agricultural market system, 

- cooperative development policies, confining the role of government to 
certain legal (registrar), controlling (auditing) and supporting (education, 
training) activities, 

- cooperative legislation, giving cooperatives an independent managerial 
position in relation to the government, 
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- direct development support, including aid, which would have to be based 
on priorities defined by the cooperative organizations concerned. 

To achieve acceptable results, a strengthening of the MOCD would be 
needed in the fields of auditing, members' education and management 
training of cooperative staff. On the other hand, all activities concerned with 
intervention in the controlled environment of societies would need to be 
drastically curtailed. Considering the need for strengthening the capacity of 
auditing, education and training, the changed role of the MOCD would not 
necessarily result in any major reduction of staff. Evidently, however, it 
would drastically affect both the organization and staff structures. 
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Figure 3a. Turnover of agricultural rltorketir~g societies, 
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Figure 4. Total rzunlber of s ~ n f f i r ~  Dcl~nrtn~e~~~IMir~i~r~ry of 
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Figure 9a. Plot of MOCD with active societies 1983 
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Figure 9c. Plot of staff with agricultural societies 1983 
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Figure 10a. Plot of turnover with staff 1973 Figure lob. Plot of turnover with staff 1983 
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Figure 1 1. Turnover of agricultural nlarketing societies in 
Central Proviilce arid all other provinces, 1975-1983 
(M.Shs. in constant 198.7 prices) 

Source: MOCD 
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Cooperatives and Development in 
Tanzania: Theory and Evidence of 
Lost Opportunities 
Kilonsi Mporogomyi 

INTRODUCTION 

In Tanzania, cooperatives form an important part of the Government's 
overall development strategy, including the achievement of social objectives. 
They have always benefited from economic assistance. Consequently, there 
is considerable State interest in the regulation of cooperative activities. 
Cooperatives in Tanzania were established for the promotion of agricultural 
production and this means that they have acted as a supervisor of the State's 
agricultural policy. Their important task has been to encourage the 
production of certain strategic crops. Cultivation, the selling of inputs to the 
peasants, and marketing of products has taken place (at least in theory) 
under the tight control of the Government. This system has tended to 
concentrate on State aims and earnings and has caused a situation in which 
farmers7 benefits have decreased. The farmers have, therefore, increasingly 
become dissatisfied with routine procedures and services. Accounts of 
corruption and mismanagement increased dramatically. The cooperative 
mechanism was, therefore, continuously disrupted and the majority of the 
Cooperative Unions in Tanzania have died. 

It should be noted that an effective cooperative movement entails not only 
the normally recognized internal issue of proper management, but also 
external prerequisites in the form of physical infrastructure, market infor- 
mation, regulatory institutions, technology, pricing policies towards com- 
modities and capital. Lele (1981 p. 55) has argued that the lack of recogni- 
tion for external provisions in developing countries is recognized as the main 
cause of inefficiency in cooperatives relative to other forms of traditional 
institutions, even after receiving government assistance in the form of 
subsidies etc. In such circumstances, cooperatives achieve neither efficiency 
nor equity. 

This paper points out some difficulties which surrounded and governed 
the Tanzanian agricultural cooperatives as a vehicle for rural development 
between 1961-1976. We analyse why cooperatives were left to die at a time 
when the country's Second Five Year Development Plan (1969-1974) had 
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singled out the "Cooperative" as basically a socialist institution. Coopera- 
tives were to play a major role in the development of rural socialism. The 
paper further explores the failures in crop marketing that followed after the 
collapse of cooperatives. The paper is organized as follows: part I1 reviews 
the cooperative theory; part 111 gives the background to cooperatives in 
Tanzania; part IV examines the relationship between cooperatives and gov- 
ernment policy; part V examines the failures in crop marketing that followed 
after cooperatives were allowed to die, and I show that operating expenses 
by Marketing Boards were higher than those incurred by cooperatives; part 
V1 looks at agricultural pricing; and part V11 concludes the paper with 
suggestions for the "new" government in enhancing the "new" cooperatives 
to stimulate rural development. 

THEORETICAL OBSERVATIONS 

Most producer cooperatives in many developing countries are in effect 
workers cooperatives, since the producer (farmer, handicraft worker or in- 
dustrial producer) does not usually employ another person to do the work of 
production although there may be certain family members who do not have a 
voice in cooperative affairs (see Roger Spear, 1984; p. 37). 

The performance of many of these cooperatives presents a picture of a 
high failure rate. The main problems encountered in the different develop- 
ment strategies could provide lessons for the improvement of future per- 
formances. The theory of cooperatives is still in confusion (see Sexton, 
1984; p. 423). The early attempts to develop this theory by Enke (1945) and 
Helmberger (1964) was not followed by an adequate reappraisal. For 
example, developments relating the theory of agricultural cooperatives to the 
literature on labour-managed firms (LMF) has not been generally rec- 
ognized. Sexton (1984, p. 423) has pointed out that it has not been com- 
monly perceived that developments in agricultural cooperative theory have 
generally preceded advances made in the study of LMFs. However, the 
theory developed by Enke (1945) and Helmberger (1964) is said to have 
caused confusion because it was based on the analysis of cooperatives as the 
mere extension of farm enterprises, and it took the study of cooperatives as a 
special type of fm, employing techniques from the theory of the firm. 
Analysts of the theory of the fm have developed three fundamental types of 
optima for cooperatives, namely, a welfare maximizing solution for a 
consumer cooperative which involves choosing the output to equate the 
average cost functions (ARQ) with the marginal cost functions (MCQ) for 
the cooperative. This view was postulated by Enke (1945). The other view 
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postulated within a marketing association is that of finding the level of raw 
materials inputs (M) that equates the cooperatives supply function (SM) with 
the net marginal revenue product (MRPN) for the raw material input M. This 
view is regarded as mediating a member's conflicting role as an owner and a 
patron because it balances the profit motive, which itself requires conducting 
business on the most favourable terms possible. It is also termed the profit 
maximizing solution because it maximizes returns from cooperating for a 
given membership (see Sexton, 1981; p. 425). There is also the price 
maximizing solution, as elaborated by Clark (1952), which recognizes that 
input (Q) sold to members be chosen to minimize the average cost functions 
(ACQ) in a consumer cooperative and that the raw input (M) be chosen to 
maximize the net average revenue product (ARPN) for M in a marketing 
cooperative. 

Underlying these results is the cornerstone assumption that members can 
be regulated to attain the desired configuration. Finally, there is the zero 
surplus solution which requires that Q be set to equate the member's supply 
function (i.e. an aggregation of their marginal cost functions for producing 
M) denoted by SM with the ARPN for M in the marketing counterpart. This 
zero surplus solution is regarded as the most descriptive of the alternative 
equilibria because of the nature of the standard cooperative practices' of the 
simple break even pricing with no limits on member patronage. Thus, 
members would in this case expand their patronage to the zero surplus level. 
Another interesting work is that by Phillips (1953). He argued that the 
cooperating firm equates the sum of the marginal cost in the joint plant with 
the marginal revenue facing the fm in the market where the product is sold. 
However, Phillips has been criticized because the optimum he describes is 
not in general obtained as a voluntary equilibrium within the environment he 
analysed. 

There are two reasons which have been given for this criticism. First, 
under the almost universal accepted system of proportional financing which 
Phillips endorses, a member's marginal cost does not generally correspond 
to the actual costs incurred in the joint plant. Secondly, even if members 
were charged accordingly to marginal costs, under the Cournot-Nash 
equilibrium setting, this fact is taken into account in their optimizing 
decisions, and once again, Phillips solution becomes unacceptable (see 
Sexton, 1984; p. 426). Following Sexton, (1984), if we consider, for 
example, profit (IIi) for a consumer cooperative that produces a good Xi 
according to Xi = fi (zi, gi), where Z is purchased competitively at price W 

and g is priced at marginal cost through the cooperative, we can write: 

IIi = p fi (zi, gi) - wzi - M c q g i 
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Where p is the parametically given price for X under Cournot-Nash be- 
haviour, the first order condition with respect to g i is 

The presence of the second term on the right hand side generally pre- 
cludes the optimum which Phillips described as obtaining an equilibrium in a 
Cournot-Nash setting (see also Sexton, 1984; p. 426). 

On the other hand, the labour-managed firm (LMF) theory is due to 
Domar (1966) who constructed an upward sloping supply of labour curve 
for LMFYs members. This labour supply configuration was modified by Oi 
and Clayton (1968), who assumed per member supply to be fixed but al- 
lowed membership to vary, thereby also generating an upward sloping 
labour supply curve. In discussing a situation in which labour supply inter- 
sects the ARPN beyond its maximum, as in the case of the farm cooperative 
theorists, Domar suggested that if each member between the welfare 
maximizing and zero surplus solutions take an outside job and earn a wage 
at least equal to the corresponding point on the supply curve, it will benefit 
all concerned to hire out these members. 

Although this paper is not particularly about the economic theory of co- 
operatives, it has been noted in this section that several strands of theory 
exist which have not yet been agreed upon. Sexton (1984; p. 430) points out 
that the LMF theorists have been able to elevate the technical sophistication 
of cooperative theory when compared to what has been attained by scholars 
of farm cooperatives. The LMF theorists have evolved some interesting 
features of the cooperative model, including certain perverse comparative 
static effects in the basic pricelincome maximizing model which have 
apparently missed by the farm cooperative theorists. In the income/price- 
maximizing model for example, if there are increases in fixed charges, the 
MRPN is left unchanged but decreases AWN. This would in turn lead to an 
increase in unemployment in order to restore equality between the two. On 
the other hand, if one input is variable, increases in the price of the final 
product decreases the optimal level of M and generates a downward sloping 
output supply function for the price maximizing cooperative. Domar (1966) 
for example, notes that once the collective faces on upward sloping labour 
supply curve, increases in output price and fixed costs respectively increase 
and decrease the optimal level of raw product input. 

This section has demonstrated that there is no well-developed economic 
theory for cooperatives that can be used by developing countries in order to 
ensure the development of cooperatives. It is important, however, that 
members should at least understand what they are likely to gain by being 
part of the cooperative. In what follows we show that cooperatives can 
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maximize dividends as the main objective. There is a view which perceives 
cooperatives as entirely voluntary organizations formulated with a purpose: 
to derive economic benefits for these members through common enterprise 
and self-help (see Miinkner, 1976). This concept rightly argues that benefits 
arising from undertaking a cooperative enterprise are to be distributed in 
proportion to the individual members' contribution, without in any way 
aiming to bring about equity in income distribution through cooperative 
organizations. In Tanzania, as in many developing countries, people are 
frequently expected to cope although faced with far too many constraints. 
This, it is argued, is one of the reasons why cooperatives have often been 
ineffective in benefiting the poor. We follow up this argument in the rest of 
the paper and argue that if this view is a correct characterization of what 
happens in poor countries, under what circumstances should one discard 
cooperative organizations and follow alternative institutions? 

The works of Domar (1966), Vanek (1979), analyse labour-managed 
firms which are based on Eastern bloc countries. The centre-piece of their 
analyses was that the worker-managers receive the total surplus and there- 
fore, maximize total profits as an "ordinary" capitalist fm. The effect of this 
behaviour assumption is illustrated by assuming the existence of an 
enterprise characterized by a "well-behaved" production function such as: 

(1) Q = Q ( K , L M )  
where Q is total production, 

K is capital, 
L is labour, 
M is raw materials. 

If we let W be the basic wage paid in advance, in addition to which the 
workers would receive their share of the "surplus", the firm's behaviour is 
then described as follows: 

(2) Maximize D = (Q - rK - PmM - WL)L = (QL) - W 
subject to (1) 

where D is dividends 
r is the user cost of capital 
K is a fixed stock of capital 
Pm is the price of raw materials 
PQ is the price of output taken as the numeraire 
Qn is net output minus fixed costs. 

Maximizing (2) is equivalent to maximizing net output per worker. If 
profits are positive and the production function shows the usual pattern of 
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increasing and then decreasing returns to scale, the behaviour described by 
(2) will lead to lower employment for the same level of capital equipment 
than the corresponding profit maximizing optimum. 

According to Spear, the 'social reality' approach is one which recognizes 
the process by which reality is socially constructed, while the "contingency 
theory" approach holds that the successful development of a particular 
organizational form is contingent upon certain environmental and 
organizational factors, i.e., different forms are likely to be more successful 
in differing environments. Under the social reality approach, the type of 
cooperative encountered will have been first shaped at the same time of 
formation by the promotion ideology; the chosen form of ownership; its 
participative structure and the level of grassroots involvement; and by the 
historical development of social processes within the organization and in the 
environment (Spear, 1984; p. 38-39). Development under this approach is 
expected to continue through the early stages of growth, which are normally 
confronted with stages of crisis management, organizational renewal and the 
avoidance of goal displacement. Any changes affecting the cooperative 
organization will in turn be determined by factors such as the quality of 
management and the quality of external support, both from the community 
and from the cooperative movement or its associated power structures, 
Spear (1984; p. 39) has argued that: 

The openness and democratic nature of cooperatives' structure may well make 
them less able to resist the influence of the dominant culture and the dominant 
social forces, unless the support they receive from the government is strong. 

It is argued that the most important environmental consideration is the 
pre-capitalist relations of production. This is manifested in the workers' 
subsistence attitude, which results in minimum levels of performance for 
survival and in the "economy of affection" where extended family and 
community ties predominate; the maintenance of an individual's position in 
this network is an important factor in economic development (see Goran 
HydCn, 1980). These factors are particularly important in non-capitalist re- 
lations of production although they could also be applied even where the 
relations of production appear to be capitalist - such as in urban industrial 
cooperatives. 

The development of effective cooperative strategies, requires an under- 
standing of the process of change, as the imposition of new forms of work 
organization does not necessarily entail any change in working patterns or of 
attitudes, or social and economic structural change. Many developing 
countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America utilize the change-model based 
on the Western experience of setting up cooperatives which, in turn, leads to 
the "resources strategy". This strategy argues that all that is necessary in 
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cooperative promotion is to provide the necessary resources (materials, 
equipment, training, money, site), in the right quantities and of the right 
quality. Other cooperative developers, dissatisfied with the resources-man- 
aged strategy, entrusted their faith in the 'education strategy'. This is based 
on the assumption that the level of education and training provided in the 
first strategy was grossly inadequate. It is, therefore, argued that if educa- 
tion is provided at a much increased level so as to have better skilled work- 
ers who fully understand the advantages of cooperatives and are thus more 
highly motivated, it is expected that the cooperatives can be established at a 
lower resource level. 

All the above strategies are criticized on the grounds that they lack a 
proper understanding of the social and political environment in which the 
cooperative is embedded. Cooperatives have also been criticized by the in- 
ternational development agencies (Spear, 1984). 

Despite the shortcomings of theory, the most important objectives of 
cooperatives at the local level are usually the stimulation of local initiative, 
agricultural innovation, the improvement of marketing facilities, more 
equalization of economic opportunities, the setting up of projects which 
could have demonstrated effects, and administrative reform (Apthorpe, 
1972). The managers of cooperative enterprises in Africa, particularly in 
Tanzania, lack experience from within, which only members can possess. 
Irrespective of what happens during adverse conditions, cooperatives should 
not be abolished and instead, concern should lie in identifying local needs 
and priorities, which those responsible for distant central planning might be 
totally unaware of. Cooperative theory shows that the best means to improve 
the rural livelihood of peasant farmers is by more social participation. The 
improvement of the livelihood of people in rural areas should not be 
confined to agricultural innovation alone, but also deal with the important 
questions of land reform which reallocate ownership or reduce rents. 
Apthorpe (1972; p. l%), however, has argued that such land reforms may 
have no effect, for example, on health or education and do not amount to 
integrated rural development planning. He points out that such reforms may 
only be palliatives or defusing devices. 

But as Spear (1984; p. 42) argues, there are contradictions in pursuing 
cooperative development based on Western standards. The very openness of 
the available cooperative structure facilitates its exploitation by the traditional 
power structures within the economy of affection. Such behaviour is, 
however, at variance with the norms of cooperation and consequently, the 
government takes regulatory action suppressing the actions of the traditional 
elite. The ordinary cooperative members are, meanwhile, caught between 
these competing and neutralizing forces and are confirmed in their 
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subsistence attitude. The result is that cooperative development remains at a 
standstill. 

Following Spear (1984) this paper stresses the need for genuine cooper- 
ation, which includes provision for the material and social well-being of 
people. To provide these, there is a need to develop strategies which limit 
the economy of affection and break through the subsistence attitude of the 
ordinary member and which, at the same time, oppose or undermine the 
exploitative relationships embodied in the traditional structures. 

This paper takes the view that a liberalization of development strategies, 
and the adoption of an experimental attitude, may help eliminate the subtle 
problems confronting cooperatives in Tanzania. The direction to be followed 
in implementing reforms to improve agricultural performance should include 
improving economic efficiency; improving the ability of workers to 
participate effectively; evolving a system for developing effective and pop- 
ular management; and establishing controls over corruption and mis- 
management which are rooted within the system. This requires a continual 
analysis of both the process of social change and the efficiency of the dif- 
ferent strategies. A thorough examination of the long-term consequences of 
state control may be providing protection for weaker segments of the coop- 
erative movement to develop. The intention however, should be to improve 
cooperative effectiveness through the rationalization of state regulation of 
cooperatives. 

Cooperatives in Tanzania started from a producer's initiative to have better 
prices for his cash crops as well as to encourage African-owned enterprises. 
On 1st January, 1933, the first society, the Kilimanjaro Cooperative Union 
and eleven affiliated societies were registered. Rapid expansion in the co- 
operative movement has been significant from 1961. The government ac- 
cepted this expansion as an instrument of economic independence from 
control by expatriates and non-Africans. During this period due care was 
taken to ensure that societies without a potential viability were not registered. 
Commensurate steps to have a proper cooperative department, members' 
education and trained manpower to run the cooperatives were however, not 
taken. The result was a mushroom growth, mismanagement, inefficiency 
and corruption by employees and office-holders. Following these 
allegations, the government appointed a special committee of enquiry into 
the Cooperative Movement and Marketing Boards in 1966. The major 
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findings of the committee included - among others - the following de- 
fects: 

(a) that members of many societies were uninformed about the nature of 
the cooperatives: how they were supposed to function, the duties of the 
committee of the society and the powers and responsibilities of the members 
assembled in the General Meeting; 

(b) there was a shortage of manpower in the cooperatives. Two aspects 
of the shortage of manpower were identified (although interrelated): dis- 
honest and inadequately trained employees; 

(c) farmers did not regard the Union as belonging to themselves; 
(d) the cooperative movement was susceptible to political interference; 
(e) there was an overlapping of duties between the Unions and the Mar- 

keting Boards. The basic function of the Union was to ensure the marketing 
of crops collected by the primary societies. A legitimate question, which was 
often asked by the farmers, was why the Marketing Boards were needed at 
all. 

However, generalizations about the functions of the marketing boards are 
difficult to make since they were created to meet the different needs of the 
various crops, and they also vary in the breadth of their functions. An 
extreme case is the Lint and Seed Marketing Board, which pays for trans- 
portation from the societies' warehouses to the ginneries, supervises gin- 
ning, has full control of the lint cotton and cotton seed as soon as they are 
produced, and operates a price assistance fund. At the other extreme is the 
Seed Board which merely licenses exporters and producers without limiting 
the quantities involved. 

One common function of the Marketing Boards is that they arrange for 
the final sale of the crop or after the crop has been processed. Cotton lint is 
sold at public auctions, as are cashewnuts by the Cashewnut Authority of 
Tanzania (CATA). The Tobacco Board sells the crop of cured tobacco both 
by private treaty and by auction. The Coffee Board does not receive a 
property interest in coffee, but arranges its sale. The manner of sale differs 
because the markets for the various crops are so different. Consequently, it 
is necessary to employ knowledgeable people in the marketing of the various 
crops. However, it does not follow that one needs to have independent 
boards. The specialists could as well be employed by the cooperative. A 
second function, performed by Marketing Boards generally, but not univer- 
sally (for example, the Pyrethrum and Tea Boards are exceptions, is the final 
grading and weighing. Generally, however, the Boards do not perform 
these functions with their own personnel but employ private firms to do so, 
as well as to give certificates which are accepted in the trade. Such 
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employment could emanate as well from a cooperative as from an in- 
dependent Marketing Board. This is also true for research and contracts for 
shipping produce both within the country and overseas. 

The Arusha Declaration of 1967 was a decisive step towards state own- 
ership. The government took over the administration of a number of coop- 
erative unions in those less-developed areas where most cooperatives had 
been formed after independence. Besides nationalization, the Arusha Dec- 
laration also envisages a major programme for rural development through 
the introduction of Ujamaa villages, implying the creation of communal 
village production units. 

The Ujamaa policy in Tanzania is an example of governmental attempts to 
mould traditional organizations into agents of modernization and change but 
without regard to real socio-political differentiation (see Cliffe and Saul 1972 
and HydCn 1971). This attempt by government was prompted by the 
realization, albeit implicitly, that the greatest impact on the standard of living 
of the poor had to come from a more equitable use of assets, and by 
increasing productivity and employment in the agricultural sector. The 
government recognized that if broadly distributed, such income increases 
can also provide a further impetus to growth through linkages with the 
manufacturing and service sector as the goods and services demanded by 
lower income classes provided considerable scope for the relatively more 
labour intensive small and medium industry in comparison with large scale 
industry which tended to be capital intensive and which required more or- 
ganized capital. 

The development of Ujamaa villages during the first years after the 
Arusha Declaration was slow until the government, in 1970/7 1 initiated the 
speeding up of the villagization process. The President then , Julius Ny- 
erere, took a lead during "Operation Dodoma" and lived in one of the vil- 
lages. Towards the end of 197 1, at the annual convention of the Cooperative 
Union of Tanganyika, the President himself took the opportunity to clarify 
the relation between Ujarnaa villages and the cooperative movement. The 
important message was that as Ujamaa villages took up marketing activities, 
the traditional cooperative societies would gradually die. 

The following section briefly examines the relationship between coop- 
eratives and government. The management problem is singled out as a se- 
rious problem and has contributed significantly to the poor performance of 
cooperatives in Tanzania. The cooperative movement had been viewed as 
basically a socialist institution and the growth of cooperatives was expected 
to lead to the development of rural socialism. 
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In the Second Five Year Plan (SFYP, 1969-1974) it was stated that the 
"Cooperative is basically a socialist institution". It was argued that the co- 
operative movement in Tanzania was "a source of considerable strength for 
the growth of socialism ..." Guide-lines for the cooperative movement were 
also given as substantiated by the following paragraphs: 

A central part in the development of rural socialism in Tanzania must be played 
by the cooperative movement; and for it to fill a progressive role, however, it 
must be revolutionized. 

Two changes were, therefore, necessary: Cooperative Societies were re- 
quired to be production oriented; and there was to be increased democratic 
participation of the membership in the control of all cooperative activities. In 
general, the SFYP was to represent a transitional period during which the 
traditional marketing functions of the cooperatives were to be made more 
efficient for the benefit of the farmer, while new growth was to be shifted 
sharply in the direction of production and multipurpose societies. 

However, the above policy was completely reversed from 1975, when 
cooperatives were abolished and their functions, as well as assets were 
transferred to villages. Similarly, in 1976 the Cooperative Unions were also 
abolished and commodity boards were converted into crop authorities to take 
over most of the functions of Cooperative Unions. These crop authorities 
dealt with village authorities for marketing, input supply and extension 
activities. This new marketing method was seen as an opportunity to reduce 
costs and increase efficiency in handling crop produce from the farmers. In 
June 1974, the National Milling Corporation (NMC) decided that 
procurement of crops during the 197415 season should be done directly form 
Cooperative Societies in seven of Tanzania's twenty regions (see MDB, 
1985). The Tanzania Cotton Authority (TCA) and the Cashewnut Authority 
of Tanzania (CATA) also followed suit. There were other decisions taken 
during 1974 which tended limit further the role of the Cooperative Unions in 
agricultural marketing and production. These included the transformation of 
the Tanganyika Coffee Board (TCB) into a marketing authority; the 
establishment of a food crop authority; the appointment of crop authorities as 
fertilizer agents, each for one or more regions; and the establishment of 
tractor and agricultural machinery stations in every region. The first ones 
were to be run by the Tanzania Tobacco Authority (TAT). 

The decision of the Minister of Agriculture to authorize the crop author- 
ities to deal directly with the primary cooperatives was to facilitate a re- 
duction in costs and in increased efficiency in handling crop produce from 
the farmers. The Minister further stated that this was expected in regions and 
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districts where corporations or authorities had their own branches, since 
handling costs would be greatly reduced if they offered the buying agency 
directly to primary cooperatives instead of through Regional Cooperative 
Unions. By 1974, it became possible for crop authorities to by-pass the 
Regional Unions and deal directly with the primary cooperatives. The NMC 
was the fvst to avail themselves of this opportunity in seven regions. 

This system naturally had overlapping functions, particularly at the re- 
gional level. The primary cooperative societies handled virtually all local 
marketing. But at the national and international level, the same activities 
were undertaken by national crop authorities which the Unions had under- 
taken in the regions. This overlapping and duplication, ultimately resulted in 
the abolition of the Unions. The main reasons which led to the abolition of 
the marketing cooperatives and government boards in Tanzania were that 
employees of these organizations had involved themselves in malpractices in 
grading, weighing and pricing, practices similar to those attributed to private 
traders, given that these institutions had had a monopoly. 

The abolition of these traditional marketing cooperatives by the gov- 
ernment is clearly explained in terms of their servicing a small class of 
commercial farmers. It is argued that if cooperatives are encouraged to op- 
erate simultaneously with traditional traders, they can play an important role 
in increasing competition, provided the size of the market is large; if they are 
operated efficiently; and if they offer a service that is at least comparable 
with that offered by traders (see for example Lele 1981). This confirms the 
view that discouraging traders or replacing them by a cooperative or a public 
sector organization only exacerbates inefficiencies, by reducing the number 
of alternative marketing channels open to cultivators and thus by increasing 
opportunities for monopolistic practices. 

During 1975-1981 there have been several problems of efficiency in the 
Tanzanian cooperative movement. Frequent and drastic changes in the in- 
stitutional marketing system have been disruptive and the marketing in- 
frastructure has been poorly organized. For example, training of personnel 
specialized in different functions, including storage management and fi- 
nancial record-keeping, has not been adequately planned. Such a system 
could not properly serve the producers and more specifically, the govern- 
ment could draw attention to mass poverty. The responsibilities assigned to 
the crop authorities in the country have been on the increase and little or no 
attention has been given to building up their capital structure for sustaining 
such a large infrastructure in the form of warehouses, transport vehicles 
weighing scales etc. for facilitating the handling and storing of crops in an 
efficient manner. 

Moreover, the country has a weak capacity in 'management systems' and 
a widespread lack of skilled and trained manpower (see Mporogomyi 1986, 
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p. 25). This is, however, a feature of most public organizations and of 
Government ministries. A serious deficiency in the working of the crop 
authorities is that their accounts are in arrears. The government has been 
making efforts to improve the financial performance of the parastatal sector 
by identifying and overcoming weaknesses in the financial structure, orga- 
nization, and operations of key enterprises. For example, in 1979, the Gov- 
ernment directed parastatals to take measures to improve their production 
targeting, financial planning and accounting practices. 

The Government also directed parastatals to rigorously comply with the 
Regulation of Dividends and Surpluses Act, which requires the prompt an- 
nual submission of comprehensive budgets and accounts. This information 
was to enable reviews of their pricing policies and cost structure, in order to 
avoid the recurrence of unplanned deficits. However, a report on the Na- 
tional Milling Corporation by the Director General of the Tanzania Audit 
Corporation, released in April 1984, reported the following gloomy picture: 

(i) Most of the basic accounting records necessary for our examinations were 
not available. The records relating to assets, liabilities, revenue and expenditure 
that were made available for our rectification were deficient in material respect and 
hence, could not be relied upon; 

(ii) Material differences between the control account balances and the 
subsidiary record balances were adjusted in their accounts without proper analyses 
and reconciliation; and 

(iii) Proper books of accounts were not maintained in so far as it appeared 
from an examination of those books. 

According to this report, the auditors were unable to form an opinion as 
to whether the accompanying Balance Sheet and the Trading, Profit and 
Loss Account fairly presented the financial position of the NMC as at 31st 
July, 1980 and its loss for the year ending on that date. It should be noted, 
as pointed out elsewhere (Mporogomyi; 1986: p. 26), that the absence of 
clean accounting data makes it difficult for any public organization to ensure 
that there is an adequate measure of financial control and a realistic estimate 
of the cost of policies the government wants to implement. A number of 
parastatals in Tanzania have been accumulating losses thus leaving their 
capital structure very weak. 

Several causes account for these losses, but mainly they can be attributed 
to inefficient management and bureaucracy, as well as corruption. These all 
culminate in a lack of control over the stocks procured and this leads to loss 
of goods in transit and in the warehouses, rnisapplication by villages of cash 
advances made for crop purchase, the incurring of transport costs which 
could otherwise be avoided, the maintenance of large balances in current 
accounts alongside overdraft accounts, credit sales to government 
departments and parastatals, misappropriation of cash balances by staff and 
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overmanning, etc. (see BOT 1981). Many public companies have had to 
depend upon bank finances for most of the funds needed to carry out their 
activities as well as on subsidies from the Treasury. It is important to note 
that the continued provision of subsidies to public companies further 
encourages inefficiency. 

In my opinion, the government should distinguish between the cornmer- 
cial and social policy functions of parastatals, so as to clearly identify the 
cost of social measures and their budgetary implications. This testifies to the 
fact that the continued presence of some companies is a liability to the 
country and in certain situations, regarding the elimination of some compa- 
nies they have unnecessarily defended. 

In what follows, we briefly analyse the failure of crop marketing that 
followed from the collapse of cooperatives. It is pointed out that as the crop 
authorities suffered from mismanagement and operational losses, the oper- 
ational costs were higher than those previously incurred by cooperative 
unions. 

Available evidence suggests that the handling costs by cooperatives were 
much lower than the new crop authorities (MDB 1985). It is argued that 
while it may be true that in some cooperatives the cost of handling might 
have been higher, there were many unions which were efficient and the cost 
of handling would not have justified their dissolution. For example, the table 
below confirms that while the cooperatives' margin declined from 16.5 
percent in 1970-71 to 11.9 percent in 1974-75, the cotton authorities' 
margin increased from 15.2 percent to 40.5 percent during the correspond- 
ing period. 

With regard to cashewnuts, it was shown that the village levy for 
1976/77 (MDB 1977/87), following the closure of the Cooperative Unions, 
was increased from T.shs. 60 to T.shs 100 per ton by parastatals. In the 
case of tobacco, the flue-cured tobacco, the purchase and handling charges 
increased drastically from 3.1 cents per kg in 1975/76 to 11.9 cents per kg 
in 1977187. The sharp increase resulted from TAT taking over the functions 
of the former Ruvuma Cooperative Union during the 1976/77 buying sea- 
son. In response to a growing awareness of the operational deficiencies of 
the parastatals, a Commission to investigate the possibility of reinstating 
cooperatives was appointed in 1980. This Committee strongly recommended 
the re-establishment of cooperatives. Preparations and planning for a transi- 
tion from crop authorities to cooperatives were undertaken; and finally leg- 
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Table 1. Cotton Price and Marketing Cost Structure - Seed Cotton 
1970/71-1974175 (Division of cotton realization between different bodies) 

Cts % Cts % Cts % Cts % Cts % 
Sales Price 161.4 (100) 192.0 (100) 194.7 (100) 298.4 (100) 345.0 (100) 

Authority 
Margin 24.6 (15.2) 55.2 (28.7) 55.0 (28.2) 151.0 (50.6) 139.6 (40.5) 

Cooperative 
Margin 26.6 (16.5) 26.6 (13.9) 26.3 (13.5) 34.0 (11.4) 41.2 (11.9) 

Producer 
Return 103.4 (64.1) 103.4 (53.9) 106.6 (54.6) 106.6 (35.7) 139.8 (40.5) 

Source: MDB (1985), Dar es Salaam 

islation approving the formation of cooperatives was introduced in 1982. 
The Commission's main findings were that: 

(i) The crop authorities main interest remained confined to buying of 
crops and they were more concerned about distribution of inputs to the 
farmers; 

(ii) Cooperatives arranged supply of essential items like corrugated iron 
sheets, cement, farm implements, etc. to its members which they bought di- 
rectly from manufacturers at lower cost; 

(iii) In the absence of cooperatives, the manufacturers had to open 
wholesale and retail points which added to costs; 

(iv) Cooperative Unions had become important centres of trade for 
clusters of villages, where farmers could go and buy their requirements and 
also sell the produce. With the abolition of cooperatives, the farmers had to 
travel to different marketing boards and were still not sure of getting proper 
services; 

(v) There were complaints of delayed payments by the cooperatives due 
to a lack of proper communication and planning between the headquarters 
and branches; 

(vi) There was misuse of manpower, transport and other facilities, due to 
distant control between branches and the crop authorities; 

(vii) Many Cooperative Unions were providing various extra services 
such as transport, production farms, processing and other social services for 
the benefit of the people in the area, which were not possible for the crop 
authorities to undertake; and 
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(viii) Crop Authorities not undertaking multi-farm activities could not 
reduce the cost of operations and in fact they proved higher than the coop- 
erative margins. 

Cooperative pricing policy in Tanzania, until 1974, was based on the uni- 
versal cooperative marketing approach, whereby cooperatives made an ad- 
vance payment to the farmers as a part of the anticipated recovery, and an 
end payment was made after the final sale of the produce and the finalization 
of accounts. After taking delivery of the produce and making an advance to 
the farmers, the cooperatives gradedlprocessed and delivered it to the 
concerned Board for disposal within the country and outside. In some cases, 
the Cooperative Unions also made direct sales within the country as well as 
through the Boards. Under this arrangement, both cooperatives and Boards 
acted as agents of the farmers and all the profit and loss was on the farmers 
account. The weakness of government pricing policy was that small-holders 
were paid the residual after all the marketing institutions had deducted their 
costs of operations. The National Agricultural Products Board (NAPB) and 
other commodity Boards, which were responsible for agricultural 
marketing, set the prices but the cooperative cost of operations took up to 50 
per cent of this payment. This had the effect of forcing down prices to 
smallholders at a very low level and it did not take into consideration 
producer costs of production. It is felt that this practice initiated Tanzania's 
current production decline. It is argued that an increase in agricultural prices 
are essential in order to raise production. A number of reasons are often 
cited in the case of Tanzania, for this decline, such as: 

(i) The declining terms of trade for the agricultural sector during the 
1970s. This state of affairs is illustrated in Table 2. 

The Table shows that the real price of agricultural products fell during the 
1970s. In particular, prices of export crops fell significantly in real terms 
when compared to prices of food crops. The effect of this fall was to reduce 
the incentive to work on farms, viewed in terms of the relative importance of 
the income effect. It is argued that high prices would have induced farmers 
to work harder. However, it should be noted that in Tanzania a number of 
other constraints on agricultural production have limited increased output. 
These include disease (coffee), loss in soil fertility (cotton), shortage of 
labour inputs (cutters in the case of sisal), poor weather, shortage of inputs 
and transport and frequent power interruptions. 
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Table 2. Agricultural Price Indices in Real Terms - l969170 = 100 

1969170 1975176 1978179 1981182 
Food Crops 

Maize 100 142 107 97 
Paddy 100 96 81 87 
Wheat 100 87 77 75 
Sorghum 100 124 117 75 

Export Crops 

Cotton 100 91 77 76 
Cashewnuts 100 55 63 7 1 
Tobacco 100 68 51 55 
Tea 100 65 77 50 
Pyrethrum 100 70 79 83 

Sources: Adopted from Basic Needs in Danger: A Basic Needs Development Strategy for 
Tanzania, ILO: Addis Ababa 1982, Table 3.4, page 21. 

(ii) The other explanation often made is that low prices in agriculture 
pushed the cash economy into food production, which was much more lu- 
crative in terms of prices offered in the unofficial market. However, some of 
the farmers who remained in the production of cash crops also sold their 
produce through unofficial marketing. There is evidence to suggest that 
black markets in cash crops in Tanzania have been significant (ILO, 1982). 

After 1974, the government declared the minimum prices for selected 
commodities, and prices were regulated to ensure a fair return to the farmers 
in line with broader national policies. Cooperatives and crop parastatals were 
to purchase these commodities at the declared prices. Any surplus or deficit 
was added to the account of cooperatives, Boards or Parastatals. In 1983 the 
Government announced an Agricultural Policy in which an express objective 
was the improvement of the efficiency of agricultural marketing and 
marketing institutions. The policy envisages that for this improvement to be 
achieved, there is a need for investment in marketing infrastructures and for 
the training of specialized personnel in different functions including storage 
management and financial record keeping. To ensure the required efficiency 
in marketing, the national marketing institutions will generally be relieved of 
production and processing activities. 

In this section, it has been shown that agricultural prices are significant in 
explaining the production behaviour of Tanzanian peasants. State policy 
neglected questions of agricultural pricing before 1974. This neglect has had 
negative implications for agricultural performance in Tanzania. Following 
Ellis F (1982; p. 264), this paper considers this neglect to be a serious 
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omission, since over 80 per cent of the country's population derive their 
livelihood from agriculture, ~ n d  as it is also the major source of foreign 
exchange needed for the country's import requirements. In particular, 
Tanzania's import intensive industrial sector depends on agriculture. Those 
issues which are related to the role of agriculture in the country's develop- 
ment process are important. It is argued that the general level of agricultural 
producer prices is an important determinant of rural-urban terms of trade. It 
also determines the effects of relative prices on the composition of marketed 
crop output (see Ellis, 1982). 

It is important to note that the period between the late 1960s and the 
1980s is viewed as composing of two sub-periods when related to the or- 
ganization of crop marketing in Tanzania, and this in turn is distinguished by 
two separate approaches to state intervention in producer price formation. 
The cooperative marketing system, often referred to as the "three-tier single 
channel marketing system", was composed of the primary cooperative 
societies, regional cooperative unions and the agricultural marketing boards. 
State intervention in this marketing arrangement was directed at fixing the 
prices at which marketing boards purchased scheduled crops from the 
regional cooperative unions. Producers received a certain price less the unit 
marketing of cooperative unions and primary societies. 

However, these costs were subject to approval in advance of each crop 
season by the Commissioner for Cooperatives. This meant that average 
prices received by producers differed according to significant geographical 
differences, depending on the differing agreed marketing costs of particular 
societies and unions. The cooperative cost of operations took up to 50 per- 
cent of the payment to producers. The effect of this was to force down 
prices to peasants and it did not take account of producer costs of produc- 
tion. This practice may have contributed to the country's current decline in 
agricultural production. This structure of agricultural price formation, which 
took into account the producer price and geographical price differences, was 
later eliminated; instead the single pan-territorial producer price was adopted 
for each scheduled crop, to be determined annually by the decision of the 
Economic Committee of the Cabinet. 

The Agricultural Policy of Tanzania (1983) states that prices paid to 
farmers for their crops affect the total output, up to a ceiling imposed by 
physical and technical factors. They also determine the incomes which can 
be earned by the peasants, and thus affect the pushlpull factors in migration 
from the villages to the towns. It is important to note that the absolute level 
of prices is important, as it increases the peasants take-home income. As can 
be noted above, price fixation is no longer within the powers of the co- 
operatives and boards, and they have to operate on the basis of prices de- 
clared by the Government. The implication of this is that cooperatives and 
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boards are no longer really the agents of the farmers but have become im- 
plementing agencies of the price policy of the Government. Consequently 
any losses on this account have to be borne by the Government, since 
Boards are owned by the government while cooperatives belong to the 
farmers. 

The confused character of institutions handling agricultural produce in 
Tanzania has tended to reduce people's confidence in cooperatives. In many 
developing countries, cooperatives are treated as Government agencies and 
not as autonomous democratic institutions. Recent trends in these countries 
has meant that economic activities are very much dependent on Government 
policies. As a result of this, cooperatives cannot afford to remain in isolation 
and be indifferent to Government. As a whole, however, cooperatives 
should contribute to national efforts to lift and improve the socio-economic 
conditions of the masses without necessarily losing their own identity. 
Although price policy objectives differ from country to country, the main 
ones include: 

(i) stabilizing prices to agricultural producers; 
(ii) encouraging food crop production to achieve self sufficiency; 
(iii) encouraging export commodity production to achieve self suffi- 

ciency; 
(iv) providing a flow of raw materials to domestic industries; 
(v) raising rural incomes; 
(vi) stabilizing food prices to consumers and minimizing their rate of in- 

crease to reduce inflationary pressure in the economy; and 
(vii) generating government revenue by taxing the surpluses of the agri- 

cultural sector. 

Pricing policies cannot be treated in isolation but must be analysed and 
implemented within the framework of a wider, general economic and agri- 
cultural policy. These policies frequently result in conflicting objectives such 
as: 

(i) Promoting maximum food production to achieve self sufficiency ver- 
sus keeping prices for food and agricultural raw materials low. 

(ii) Encouraging the production of export commodities versus raising the 
maximum government revenues from export taxes. 
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(iii) Domestic food production versus production of export commodities. 
(iv) Devaluing an over-valued currency versus avoiding importing in- 

flation. 
(v) Allocating scarce government finances for agricultural development 

versus providing costly food subsidies for the urban sector. 
(vi) Terms of domestic trade in favour of the agricultural sector versus 

domestic terms of trade in favour of the urban and industrial sector. 

These conflicts are among the main reasons why the farmers legitimate 
demands are frequently not met. Moreover, farmers' interests do not always 
coincide with government objectives; for example, the government's aim to 
achieve food self-sufficiency through increased production has little appeal 
to farmers unless they benefit from an assured market at remunerative prices 
which ensure them a higher income. They must also have confidence that 
policies are based on long-term objectives giving them reasonable security. 
Moreover, without a basic infrastructure, roads, transport, etc. and adequate 
input supplies of the right type, available at the right time and at reasonable 
prices they cannot realize their production potential. 

In Tanzania, the public treats cooperatives as government agencies. As a 
result, farmers and members have come to regard cooperatives and unions 
as an arm of the government. On the whole, cooperatives in Tanzania have 
become irrelevant to the poor. Instead of correcting such an impression, 
employees of cooperatives do in fact encourage this. Consequently, mem- 
bers do not consider cooperatives as their own institutions and have become 
indifferent and apathetic. The strategies of cooperative promotion in 
Tanzania have included integrated development projects and the use of 
'trained cadre

y

-highly disciplined, politically-educated members who work 
with the peasants to catalyse political and economic change. However, the 
scale of the problems faced is far greater. The evaluation of cooperatives in 
Tanzania up to 1975, demonstrates a substantial failure rate including 
problems of loans overdue, mismanagement, manipulation of rules and 
structures for the benefit of a few, in addition to problems of complying 
with bureaucratic regulations. Attitudes to work have neglected goals of 
productivity and efficiency, resulting in mismanagement and corruption. 

It remains to be seen if the new cooperative structure will lead towards 
the improvement of the socio-economic conditions of the majority of the 
Tanzanian people. Political interference, which is the result of massive state 
intervention, should be kept to a minimum since these have forced some 
farmers to opt out of farming because of the poor remuneration. In 
maintaining their identity, the cooperatives should have freedom to question 
government directives if they find that they are not in the interest of their 
members or if they will grossly affect their economic viability. 
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State, Foreign Aid and Coopera- 
tives: The Sudanese Cooperative 
Development Bank ~ p p r o a c h  
M. Hashim Awad 

Since the cooperative movement began in the 1930s, all the Sudanese gov- 
ernments have been committed to the principle of promoting cooperation. 
The methods by which governments sought to promote the formation and 
development of cooperatives have varied considerably in form and 
effectiveness. They included the promulgation of cooperative legislation, the 
establishment of supervisory bodies, the provision of supportive services 
like finance, auditing, training, research and planning, as well as the protec- 
tion of cooperative enterprise from unfair competition from public and pri- 
vate business. The facilities provided by the state to cooperatives have been 
mainly funded from domestic sources, but in recent years there has been an 
appreciable growth in foreign aid for Sudanese cooperatives. 

By and large, state support for cooperatives has been channelled through 
three main types of agencies. We describe them here in their chronological 
order of appearance. 

The State 
The first step taken by the state was to pass the Cooperative Societies Ordi- 
nance of 1948, under which the office of a Registrw of Cooperatives was 
established. The Registrar was charged with the task of ensuring that regis- 
tered cooperatives comply with the 1948 law with regards to their formation, 
activity, management and accounts. In 1951 a section was created within the 
Department of Commerce so as to deal with cooperatives. This section was 
raised to the status of a department and attached to the Ministry of Social 
Affairs in 1955. Three years later it was transferred to the Ministry of Com- 
merce, Industry and Supply. In 1966 it became part of the Ministry of Co- 
operation and Labour, and in 1969 it was incorporated into the Ministry of 
Cooperation and Rural Development. A fully fledged Ministry of Coopera- 
tion was created n 1975, and in 1979 this Ministry was expanded to embody 
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Cooperation, Commerce and Supply. This Ministry is still in existence, but 
has been renamed the Ministry of Commerce, Cooperation and Supply. 

The Republican Order No. 218 (1975) which created the Ministry of Co- 
operation charged it with the tasks of promoting productive, marketing and 
service cooperatives as a means of accelerating the country's social and eco- 
nomic development, particularly in the rural areas. This entailed the propa- 
gation of the cooperative idea among the citizens, the provision of economic 
and technical assistance to cooperatives, and their subjection to state inspec- 
tion, auditing and general scrutiny. State aid was justified on the grounds 
that cooperatives were not primarily aiming for profit, but seeking to serve 
their members and society as a whole; state control of cooperatives was ex- 
plained on the grounds that cooperative funds were public funds and, thus, 
must be subject to public accountability with regards to their use of these 
funds. Ministers also had to account to the public for state funds committed 
to cooperatives, and this, it was argued,.dictated that ministers should have 
some control over the fund recipients2. 

The State-Aided Cooperative 
In 1967 the Sudanese cooperative unions and wholesale societies - all 14 
of them - formed the Central Cooperative Union. Its aims were to act as a 
central buying and selling (including importing and exporting) agent for its 
members, to promote cooperative industries, and to raise the operational and 
managerial efficiency of member unions and cooperatives. The state an- 
nounced its willingness to "grant the CCU a better credit line to expand its 
capital base", which, at the time, was a mere £14,000. The Union had a 
largely elected board of directors; but the chairman and his deputy were to be 
chosen from among the appointed members. The first chairman was the Di- 
rector of the Department of Cooperation, and in 1970 he was succeeded by 
the Minister of Cooperation and Rural Development3. 

In 1976 the National Cooperative Union was formed as the apex of the 
cooperative movement in the Sudan. The Union's central committee was 
elected by the representatives of 18 Regional Unions, whose committees 
were themselves elected by Local Unions, and these, in turn, were formed 
by primary cooperatives. The NCU is run quite independently from the state 
by an elected Executive Committee in which no bureaucrat sits. The objec- 
tives of the NCU include the representation of the cooperative movement 
both inside and outside the Sudan, participation in the preparation of national 
development plans concerned with cooperatives, and the promotion of 
cooperation, joint research and training, and mutual aid within the move- 
men$. 
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In 1977 the Government transferred to the cooperative sector 5 commer- 
cial and 3 industrial concerns that had been nationalized in 1971 and run as 
public enterprises. Those firms were engaged in the importation of food- 
stuffs, pharmaceuticals, and household requirements, as well as the manu- 
facturing of cooking oil, soap, laundry blue, and soft drinks. The value of 
these concerns was made into a soft loan, to be repaid by the cooperative 
sector over a fairly long period of time5. The eight firms were grouped into 
two concerns, the Cooperative Trading Corporation (CTC), and the 
Cooperative Industrial Corporation (CIC). Each was managed by an ap- 
pointed Board of Directors chaired by a member of the NCU's Executive 
Committee. It was agreed that once the capital of the two corporations was 
subscribed, at $1 million each their boards will be fully elected. 

The Republican Order No. 159 which paved the way for the creation of 
the CTC also sought to assist the cooperative movement by granting it a 
monopoly for the importation of rice and lentils, and the distribution of im- 
ported kerosene and locally manufactured tomato paste. These tasks were 
entrusted to the CTC, which also became responsible for receiving and dis- 
tributing - through the cooperative channels - the movement's share 
(29%) of all 'essential' commodities. 

However, in the early 1980s the Government withdrew the firms it had 
transferred to the movement and rescinded its monopolies. 

The Cooperative Development Bank 
In 1978 the Government approved the creation of a Cooperative Develop- 
ment Bank with an authorized capital of £5 million, out of which £3 million 
were subscribed by the state, leaving the rest to cooperative participation. 
The institution, renamed the Islamic Cooperative Development Bank 
(ICDB), did not commence operations until 1983. At the end of its third year 
(in September 1985) its paid up capital was £6 million, and it had deposits 
of £68 million consisting of £53.5 million of current deposits, £10.5 million 
of investment deposits, and £4 million in savings accounts. Total assets (and 
liabilities) were £1 10 million, and advances to the cooperatives and private 
enterprise were £30 million each6. 

As an Islamic bank, the ICDB neither charged nor paid interest on its 
dealings. This is because it acts as a supplier or partner to its client, and not 
as his lender: its profit takes the form of murabaha (jobbing), musharaka 
(partnership), or mudharaba (open-end agency) arrangements7. The Bank's 
margin of profit on deals involving cooperatives is lower (around 25% per 
annum) than on private transactions (30% on average); the Bank engages in 
the latter only when cooperative demand for funds has been fully met. Most 
of the Bank's advances (96%) were of a short-term nature (less than a year) 
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and involving the financing of the importation of consumer goods such as 
wheat, rice, lentils and textiles, as well as the distribution of sugar, and also 
providing the working capital of large cooperatives. Longer-term facilities 
were offered to cooperative buyers of pumps, tractors, jute and trucks, and 
to industrial cooperatives8. 

The Bank has an appointed Board of Directors manned by bureaucrats 
from state agencies concerned with its operations, as well as representatives 
of the cooperatives. 

Meeting in Gaborone, Botswana in May 1984, the First African Ministe- 
rial Cooperative Conference observed that: 

While cooperators need government assistance and control, in some countries, 
there is a feeling that there is too much control of cooperatives even to the extent 
that the traditional co-operative democratic control by the membership is less- 
ened. It is, however, necessary for governments to help co-operatives, so that 
they operate as viable economic units so that they require less control by the 
government as they develop viability and self-reliance. 

They also agreed that: 

Decisions in co-operatives should be controlled by their own members. State 
control and supervision should supplement but not replace membership control. 
Support from governments either financially, technically or legislatively must be 
in the form that does not cushion co-operatives from competition. Government 
support should prepare co-operatives for survival in a competitive world even af- 
ter the era of state support

y
. 

Our assessment of the effectiveness of the three forms of state support to 
Sudanese cooperatives, as listed above, will be conducted in accordance 
with the guide-lines set out in these quotations from the deliberations of the 
Gaborone Conference. In particular, we shall examine how each form of 
support assists in promoting viable cooperatives that attain independence, 
efficiency and competitiveness in the shortest time possible. We begin with 
the first mode of support, the state. 

The Sudanese cooperative movement is essentially a grass-roots democratic 
movement that had existed for more than fifteen years before the state took 
notice of itlo. To this day, all the primary societies and all levels to the Re- 
gional Unions are run by elected boards accountable first and foremost to 
their general assemblies. Apart form routine scrutiny by the Registrar of 
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Cooperatives, whose jurisdiction cover all societies and unions, bureaucratic 
and political control by government is largely confined to the apex of the 
movement, be it a central or a national union. Bureaucrats sat, or even 
presided, on these union boards, and politicisation has largely taken the 
form of affiliating such bodies to the ruling party (under mono-party dicta- 
torships). This is why complaints against state interference in the movement 
have been largely restricted to the uppermost echelons of the cooperative 
system. 

Significantly, the managing boards of the CCU and the NCU complained 
about bureaucratic and not political control. At no time did either union 
protest at its affiliation to the official party, but both openly resisted what 
they considered to be ministerial interference in their affairs. Both were dis- 
solved by ministerial decrees - the CCU for corruptionll, and the NCU for 
refusing to renew its mandate. They both sought support from the political 
party against its executive arm; they won political support but lost their cases 
on legal grounds. 

State scrutiny of the unions' activity was justified on the grounds that the 
government must account to the tax-payer for public funds spent on pro- 
moting cooperatives: this also rendered the government responsible for how 
the cooperatives utilize such funds. However, only small sums were spent 
on the state's development functions vis-a-vis the cooperatives, like training 
or planning. The bulk of the budget of the Department (or Ministry) of Co- 
operation was spent on supervisory functions such as inspection, registra- 
tion and liquidation, as well as auditing. Thus, there is little substance in the 
claim that state control of cooperatives is dictated by the need for reporting 
on how public funds are utilized in assisting cooperatives. More convincing 
is the justification given by the Gaborone Ministerial Conference, which 
stated that cooperatives 

deal with public funds. It becomes the responsibility of the governments to en- 
sure the management and control of the use of such funds12. 

All cooperative laws in the Sudan explicitly label funds as public funds, 
and entrust auditing to the Auditor General or whomever he delegates his 
powers to. The promotional effect of treating cooperative funds in this way 
depends on the extent to which members feel assured about the use of their 
money by their boards in the absence of direct and continuous membership 
checks. 

It is sometimes asked: why are cooperative funds regarded and treated as 
public funds, whereas those of public companies are not? The explanation is 
simply that, in a country like the Sudan, the average cooperator is far less 
sophisticated than the average company shareholder, and, thus, the state 
needs to act as his proxy in watching over his investment. Besides, the 
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average cooperative cannot afford to set up its own internal auditing and 
checking in the same way as companies. This is why the treatment of their 
funds as public ones and the subjection of their societies to public scrutiny is 
welcomed and not resented by cooperators, in contrast to some of their 
leaders. It is in fact political, and not bureaucratic, control that cooperators 
reject. But, fortunately, political control of the Sudanese cooperative move- 
ment has always been nominal and has never reached the levels experienced 
in totalitarian regimesl3. 

When the state created the CTC and the CIC, out of transferred public enter- 
prises, and entrusted their management to the cooperative movement, it was 
in effect offering cooperatives unconditional support. It was true that the 
boards of these two corporations were directly accountable to the Minister of 
Cooperation, but they were virtually free to dispose of the resources of the 
two firms as they saw fit. This was, in effect, a form of state support to co- 
operatives in which government funds were entrusted to the cooperatives, 
and not to the Minister. Nevertheless, the accountability of the movement to 
the Minister, and in turn, his to the legislature, remained unchanged. 

Naturally, cooperators welcome this type of state support and prefer it to 
the former pattern. This is, at least, true of their leaderships. It constitutes an 
underwriting of whatever strategies and policies the movement may pursue. 
This, however, is what worries many of the sympathizers who support co- 
operative ideals. They see two dangers inherent in this approach: (a) it di- 
vests the state of its guiding and corrective influence on the movement; (b) it 
renders cooperatives incurably dependent on state subsidy. They claim that 
this is what actually happened during the brief existence of the CTC and the 
CIC. 

Observers remark that although the Long Term Strategy for the Coopera- 
tive Sector in the Sudan, prepared by a National Committee convened by the 
Ministry (1979)14, envisaged a shift away from urban and service coopera- 
tion in favour or rural and production societies, the reverse actually took 
place. This is blamed on two factors: (i) the domination of the NCU by ur- 
ban cooperators with marginal interest in agriculture, livestock breeding, and 
rural crafts; (ii) the bias created by the appearance of the highly successful 
Trading Corporation (CTC) for the commercial side of the movement's ac- 
tivities. In fact, the importation andor distribution of consumer goods be- 
came the sole occupation of the NCU to the detriment of those cooperative 
members engaged in manufacturing, farming, dairy production, animal 
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breeding, fishing, road transportation, etc. As for the NCU itself, it became 
dependent on a commission of 1% of sales granted to it by the CTC, and did 
not seek to expand its meagre capital of only £14 thousand. As sales in- 
creased, its budget became inflated, although there was no corresponding 
growth in its services. Many large cooperatives secured handouts from the 
CTC, which were intended to be soft loans, but were never repaid. 

Thus, on the whole, this mode of state support might have strengthened 
the movement's independence from the executive, but it impaired its self-re- 
liance and deepened its bias towards urban and service activity. 

Channeling state aid to cooperatives through a development agency like the 
ICDB seems, so far, the best of the three modes. The support given to co- 
operatives through this channel is not accompanied by either bureaucratic or 
political control. It leaves the choice of the field of activity to the cooperators 
but uses the Bank to decide, according to a national strategy, which projects 
submitted for funding by the societies deserve support. Such support goes 
only to viable projects which will generate sufficient returns to repay the 
loans made by the Bank: there are no dependency-creating handouts. The 
terms of the credit provided by the Bank are designed to suit cooperative 
borrowers but not to pamper them. Cooperators are encouraged to produce 
well thought out projects, which are then subjected to close scrutiny by the 
Bank staff; those who do not have the resources to finance proper feasibility 
studies are provided with technical assistance, the cost of which will be 
added to the project budget. The Bank also closely scrutinizes the accounts 
of client cooperatives and handles their finances for them, thereby helping in 
improving this aspect of cooperative activity. The general policy of the Bank 
is laid down by a Board of Directors, manned by cooperators and bureau- 
crats, and its implementation is left to the Bank's technocrats. 

Thus, this mode of state support seems not only to be free from the de- 
fects of the former-mentioned modes, but also has its own unique qualities 
and advantages. Yet, while this may hold in theory, the practice has been 
quite different. To date, the Bank seems to be guided by cooperators more 
than it guides them in choosing those activities to be funded: the urban and 
service bias is still very clear when a breakdown is made of its facilities by 
the type of beneficiary. Preferable treatment in fixing credit terms is given to 
cooperatives: cooperators in the Board of Directors are trying to make the 
preferences greater, whereas their bureaucratic counterparts want them re- 
duced15. A happy balance may emerge eventually. 
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However, the main complaint of the cooperators was that the bulk of the 
Bank's facilities (70% in its first year) went to the private sector. In reply the 
Bank management said that no cooperative project worth funding was de- 
prived of finance, and that surplus funds must be utilized and their profits 
used to help the cooperative movement. Cooperators charged that there was 
no dearth of cooperative projects, but it was the Bank's duty to reach them 
and even prepare projects for them if none existedl6. Nevertheless, a change 
in the Board of Directors reversed the allocation of Bank facilities in the sec- 
ond year, giving the cooperative sector 70% against 30% for the private 
sector. In the third year each had a share of 50%: the decline in the share of 
the cooperative sector was explained by the cooperators themselves as the 
result of a reduction in cooperative activity during the yearl7. Both the 
NCU's Central Committee and the Bank's own General Assembly warmly 
praised its contribution to the development of the cooperative sector. 

ICDB : IDEAL AND REALITY 

Need for a Cooperative Bank 
In pleading for the establishment ab initio of a cooperative development 
bank, the National Committee on the Financing of the Cooperative Sector 
charged that the Bank of Egypt branch in Khartoum, which was nationalized 
in 1970 and re-named the People's Cooperative Bank, was only cooperative 
in name18. This Bank was essentially a commercial bank with a strong ori- 
entation towards the private sector, as was, indeed, the case with all other 
commercial banks. Few cooperatives possessed the kind of security 
(movable chattels) which it demanded from borrowers, and fewer still en- 
gaged in foreign trade, its favourite field of operation. Nor did the PCB try 
to reach rural areas where the need for cooperative finance as an alternative 
to the abominable shayl (advance purchase of produce) was most urgent. 

The National Committee proposed that a new bank should be set up, so 
as to provide development finance to cooperatives which may have no other 
security than a land lease and the good name of its members. It suggested 
that lending risks may be reduced by following the practice of supervising 
credits, under which funds are released to borrowers in instalments and 
spending is carefully watched by field officers. It was later suggested that 
the Bank should operate village branches so as to have direct contact with 
small farmers, traders and artisans in the countryside. 

Unfortunately, the ICDB was established 7 years after the National 
Committee (1976) had submitted its report, at a time when state support for 
cooperation was on the wane. Its senior staff was recruited from commercial 
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banks and they had even less experience with cooperative funding than had 
the PCB. Recruitments from the cooperative sector were no more than 10% 
of the staff, and soon conflicts arose between these and the rest - who 
were mostly bankers. The headquarters and the main branch were both 
placed in the capital, Khartoum, and five more branches were established in 
the main regional capitals. Apart from one mobile unit in the Northern Re- 
gion, no direct contact was established with the rural areas. With a heavy 
commitment to the private sector and commercelg, the ICDB hardly fits the 
cooperators' vision of a cooperative development bank. 

Nevertheless, the ICDB has been a major gain to the cooperative move- 
ment in the Sudan. The £30 million it advanced to cooperatives in its first 
three years of operation was equal to five times the sums they had received 
from banks since the movement began more than 50 years ago. Its terms of 
lending are becoming increasingly favourable and accommodating to secu- 
rity-devoid cooperatives. The Islamic techniques of finance, which shift 
most or all the commercial risks to the lender for profit, are tailor-made for 
such cooperatives. The Bank also has joined with the NCU in launching a 
Cooperative Trading Corporation (CTC, also!) in 1985, which acts as a 
central export-import-distributing agency for the movement. In its first 7 
months, its turnover reached £21 million, or nearly double what it was 
hoped to reach in a full year. The Bank has also managed to sell to the 
cooperatives on easy terms, tractors, harvesters, trucks, pumps, jute, etc. It 
financed the extension of the Halfa El Jadida Flour Mills extension at the 
cost of £1,5 million, and provided the Stevedores' Cooperative in Port Su- 
dan with £16.5 million in revolving working capital. Four service centres 
have been established and provided with various agricultural machinery and 
other outputs for renting or purchasing by cooperatives and their unions20. 
The ICDB may have much to boast about, but it also has its share of fail- 
ures. Indeed, as a risk-taking financing institution, as required of an Islamic 
bank, it remains exposed to the risk of losses, just as it stands to earn profits 
from its financing activities. Both profits and losses can be unexpectedly 
large as the two examples given below demonstrate. 

The case of the Cooperative Trading Corporation (CTC) which the Bank 
helped to launch in 1985 shows how success can exceed all reasonable ex- 
pectations. The CTC was formed as a joint venture with NCU to replace its 
withdrawn namesake as the cooperative movement's central exporting-im- 
porting-distributing agency. Its main activity was expected to be the pro- 
curement from local industry of the movement's quotas of essential goods, 
and its annual turnover was expected to reach £12 million. During the first 
six months of its operation, the CTC's total purchases from local industry 
was a mere £2 million, which earned it no more than £70 thousand in net 
profit. Local industry had been hit by shortages in inputs and worked at less 
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than 30% of capacity. But the arrival of vast amounts of relief from the USA 
and the EEC to the drought-stricken Sudan was a blessing to the infant cor- 
poration. It was chosen by the Relief and Rehabilitation Commission to act 
as the chief channel for relief distribution throughout the country, a task 
which it performed with great efficiency and, above all, honesty. 
(Previously, leakage of relief provisions to black markets was widespread.) 
This raised the sales of the CTC within the six months to £21 million (nearly 
twice the projected level for a whole year's turnover), earning net profits of 
£959 thousand. Thus, profits within half a year exceeded the paid-up capital 
of £842 thousand21. 

However, the same factor - external relief - which bestowed upon the 
CTC (and its sponsor the ICDB) large profits, inflicted upon the Mahas Co- 
operative Union and its partner (the ICDB) heavy losses, totaling more than 
£600 thousand. The Union approached the Bank in 1985 to supplement its 
fund of $700 thousand with an additional $250 thousand so as to import 
jointly 5,000 tons of wheat for sale to the inhabitants of the Northern 
Province (which includes the Mahas area). It was calculated that the im- 
ported wheat will reach the consumers at the cost of around £80 per sack, 
and sold at the going price of £140 per sack. Thus, both the Union and the 
Bank expected to make a handsome profit. But after the deal was struck and 
before the wheat arrived, the country was inundated with wheat donated by 
famine-relief organizations. Prices tumbled to £72 and, later, to £62 per 
sack, while costs spiraled to £103 for a sack. The increase in costs was 
mainly caused by the insistence of the Customs Authorities to treat the wheat 
imported by the Bank and the Union as a commercial deal which does not 
qualify for exemption from customs, as relief wheat does: this added $8 to 
the cost of a sack. Also, the importers had to pay exceptionally high rates to 
the hauliers, who were in high demand by the relief organizations seeking to 
rush food to the starving in remote areas. The Union and the Bank are shar- 
ing the losses in proportion to their contribution to the expenses. 

Proposed Reforms 
In its two sessions held in 1985 and 1986, the General Assembly of the 
Bank indicated the direction in which it wished to see the Bank move. First, 
it called for greater involvement of cooperators in the top management: the 
general manager and the managers of all branches are bankers; in spite of a 
resolution by the Boards of Directors that either the manager or his deputy 
should be a cooperator, only one cooperator has been appointed a deputy 
manager, and the remaining deputyships are vacant. The Assembly felt that 
larger representation of cooperators among the senior staff was essential for 
ensuring a proper orientation of the Bank. 
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To achieve the same end, the Assembly has called upon cooperators to 
substantially increase their subscription to the Bank's capital. When it be- 
gan, the ICDB had an authorized capital of £5 million, out of which £3 mil- 
lion were reserved for the government and were fully subscribed. The £2 
million allocated to cooperatives were only 80% taken up. Now the autho- 
rized capital was raised to £20 million, and the government has announced 
that it would not increase its subscription. It was decided that shares worth 
£12 million should be floated for subscription by cooperators and local and 
foreign private investors in a manner that keep the cooperatives and the state 
in control of 60% of the shares. Once the share of the state falls below 50%, 
the Board will become an elected body with ministerial appointments being 
confined to state representatives. 

The last Assembly (August 1986) called for the expedition of the launch- 
ing of the Cooperative Development Corporation (CDC). This corporation, 
which has an authorized capital of £10 million, 60% of which is reserved for 
the ICDB leaving the rest for cooperative and private investors, is to engage 
in financing or promoting agricultural, industrial, housing, storage, trans- 
port and insurance projects of a cooperative nature. Many observers hope 
that the proposed corporation will be instrumental in creating a chain of vil- 
lage banking units through the Sudanese countryside. They wish to see 
these units emulate the village shayl merchants in the personal and compre- 
hensive credit service they provide to villagers, but without copying their 
profiteering attitudes: shayl merchants rely on their personal knowledge of 
villagers as security for loans, and they act as buyers of their clients' pro- 
duce as well as suppliers of both production and consumption needs, either 
in cash or in kind. 

Forms and Sources of Foreign Aid 
The Regional Expert Consultation on the Role of Rural Cooperatives in the 
Productive Sectors in Africa (Addis Ababa, 1985) identified cooperation as 
one of the forgotten areas of international aid22. It called for a internationally 
sponsored Cooperative Development Decade, and urged donors, particularly 
the World Bank, to take an active interest in cooperatives. Until now, for- 
eign aid to Sudanese cooperatives (and most of their African counterparts) 
has been essentially an inter-cooperative effort, and mostly of a technical 
nature. It took the form of sending and financing consultant teams and 
training cooperators in specialized cooperative institutions, besides arranging 
for an exchange of visits and meetings between world cooperative leaders. 
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Of all the United Nations agencies, only the ILO and FAO seem to take a 
genuine interest in cooperative development: they are members of COPAC, 
the Joint Committee for the Promotion of Aid to Cooperatives. Little bilateral 
aid goes to cooperatives, and this support comes mainly from Scandinavian, 
and Socialist countries where cooperation is a basic component of their eco- 
nomic systems. 

Ideology seems to be the chief obstacle to aid coming from most Western 
countries and multilateral agencies like the World Bank. Although coopera- 
tion is practiced on a wide scale in all capitalist countries, they seem com- 
mitted to promoting private enterprise in the developing countries at the ex- 
pense of both the public and the cooperative sectors. The World Bank is 
openly advocating privatization in the developing economies. Even in its 
1981 Report, "Accelerated Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Agenda 
for ActionY'23, cooperatives are only mentioned in passing in its advocation 
of greater emphasis on rural development and small-scale agriculture. In the 
Sudan, the World Bank has been strongly against the cooperatization of state 
farms that were originally private until their leases had expired or they were 
nationalized in 1970. Its twin institution, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), was largely instrumental in the withdrawal of the eight firms and the 
commodity monopolies given to the movement in 1977, and in delaying the 
establishment of the ICDB for five years. It also lobbied for the cancellation 
of the tax concessions and trade and credit discounts enjoyed by the move- 
ment. 

Though not large, foreign aid to cooperation in the Sudan has been quite 
significant. It has taken 6 main forms. They are: 

a) Financing of pre-feasibility, feasibility or appraisal studies; 
b) Provision of experts and consultants; 
c) Offers of training scholarships abroad; 
d) Arranging and financing the holding of local seminars, workshops, 

conferences, etc.; 
e) Inviting cooperators to regional and international meetings, or to visit 

cooperative bodies abroad; and 
f) Provision of full or partial funding for cooperative projects. 

Below we give some examples of the aid received by the cooperative 
sector in the Sudan from foreign donors. 

Foreign Aid to Sudanese Cooperatives 
Training of cooperators in European cooperatives has always been a major 
item in foreign aid to the Sudanese movement. West Germany, Sweden and 
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Czechoslovakia have been particularly generous. Also, the National 
Cooperative Development and Training Centre was established in 1976 with 
UNDP-ILO assistance: these two UN agencies also helped in setting up re- 
gional training centres and in staffing these centres. 

Numerous studies have been financed by foreign donors. One was a 
study made by the British Crown Agents on the structure and finances of the 
National Cooperative Union (1978). Another was a pre-feasibility study on 
cooperative housing prepared by Neue Heimat of West Germany (1976). 
The Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung of West Germany financed an appraisal study 
of the Workers' Central Cooperative Corporation (WCCC) in 1983. Various 
donors have also financed seminars, workshops and conferences on such 
topics as consumer cooperatives, trade unionism and cooperation, rural de- 
velopment through cooperatives, women's cooperatives, and cooperative fi- 
nance. 

Donors from overseas have also helped in the launching of a number of 
pilot projects. One is a mechanized dry farm in the Nuba Hills which re- 
ceives aid from the ILO. Another, in Southern Kordofan, enjoys German 
(FES) support. A rug and carpet factory was set up in Western Sudan with 
EEC support. FES is also aiding the Regional Workers' Union in the instal- 
lation of a workshop, so as to maintain road transport equipment in the 
Central Region. The same Foundation has also established a revolving fund 
to be utilized in the execution of small-scale income-generating projects. 

A major breakthrough in foreign aid to cooperatives occurred in 1979 
with the Consultation on Coordinated Support to Cooperative Development 
in the Sudan, held in Khartoum in cooperation with COPAC24. Representa- 
tives attended from FAO, ILO, ICA (International Cooperative Alliance), 
IFPAAW (International Federation of Plantation Agricultural and Allied 
Workers), and WCCU (World Council of Credit Unions), all of which are 
members of COPAC, as well as many countries from both political blocks. 
Participants were introduced to the Sudanese cooperative movement, and 
presented with 27 study projects in need of funding. They covered a wide 
range of fields including irrigated and rain-fed agriculture, crafts, road 
transportation, housing, storage, light industry, training and banking. The 
initial response was overwhelming. Almost immediately, $4 million were 
committed to housing and training projects. Much more was promised. Un- 
fortunately, the government soon had a change of heart towards coopera- 
tion, and there was no follow-up on the conference. The sums given for 
housing and training were switched to the rehabilitation of the state sugar 
factories. 

The ICDB promises to be a useful channel for foreign aid to coopera- 
tives. It is already administering the FES revolving fund for cooperative in- 
come-generating projects. It has also won solid commitments from various 
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Islamic and other Arab banks to CO-finance a number of agricultural projects 
in Sudan. Contacts between the ICDB and its affiliate, the CTC, with West 
German cooperatives yielded a number of promising trading and financial 
arrangements. Donors obviously feel that aid through the Bank is likely to 
be disbursed in a more professional and business-like manner than if it went 
through bureaucratic channels, or even directly to the cooperatives. 

The main arguments and findings of this paper can be summarized in the 
following manner: 

1. African governments are generally committed to promoting coopera- 
tion, by scrutinizing their activities, offering them training and planning ser- 
vices, and according them preferential treatment vis-8-vis credit, taxation and 
trade. 

2. State support to cooperatives is provided through three main channels: 
(a) a state organ, (ii) a state-aided cooperative organ, and (iii) a specialized 
financial institution. We argue that the last one has proved to be the most ac- 
ceptable and is producing the best results. 

3. State control of cooperatives in the Sudan began in 1948 with an office 
of Registrar, and by 1976 its organ had become a Ministry. The technique of 
aiding independent cooperative bodies was used from 1977 to 1980 when 8 
state firms were transferred to the cooperative sector, which was also given 
a monopoly over the importation and distribution of several commodities. 
The Islamic Cooperative Development Bank was approved in 1978 but only 
began its operations in 1983. 

4. A comparison is made between the three modes of state support to co- 
operatives in the light of the guide-lines laid down by the African Ministerial 
Cooperative Conference of 1984. The Conference urged that state support 
and control should strengthen and not undermine the cooperatives' ability to 
remain self-reliant and self-managed. State support should be gradually re- 
duced until cooperations become completely independent in resources and 
administration. 

5. State control reached its zenith under NCU, whose Board of Directors 
was appointed and chaired by the Minister of Cooperation. The movement 
also became affiliated to the country's sole political party. Cooperative lead- 
ers resented bureaucratic control of the movement, but the mass of coopera- 
tors resisted political interference. State control is justified on the grounds 
that cooperative funds are public funds, and that Ministers of Cooperation 
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are accountable to the legislature for public resources allocated to coopera- 
tion. 

6. Unconditional state support to the NCU, by means of transfemng 
public enterprises to the cooperative sector, seems to have rendered NCU 
more dependent on state support, and also enhanced its urban and cornmer- 
cial biases. 

7. The development banking approach seems to be the one that best fits 
the guide-lines of the 1984 Ministerial Conference. Through it, state support 
can be offered to the most efficient cooperatives in accordance with national 
priorities. It involves neither bureaucratic nor political interference in the 
movement, and is used to strengthen, and not weaken, cooperative self-re- 
liance. However, the actual situation is far from perfect. 

8. The ICDB was proposed after the need became apparent for a new 
bank that especially caters to cooperative financial needs and problems. It 
was intended to solve the problem of the cooperatives' lack of security by 
applying the techniques of supervised credit, and to relieve them from most 
commercial risks by following Islamic methods of finance. It was also sup- 
posed to engage mainly in funding production cooperatives, particularly in 
the rural areas. But although it catered well to the credit need of coopera- 
tives, it fell prey to the commercial and urban biases of the movement. 

9. Cooperators have been particularly concerned with the fact that the 
Bank is dominated by state equity (60% of paid-up capital) and recruits from 
commercial banks (90% of the staff). Plans are now going ahead to make 
cooperatives the major shareholder, and to increase the presence of cooper- 
ators in the top management. This latter step is seen as necessary for check- 
ing the present orientation towards the private sector. 

10. Foreign aid to the Sudanese cooperative movement has always been 
small, but it is on the increase. It is mostly of an inter-cooperative nature, 
and the bulk of it is in the form of technical assistance - the funding of 
training, seminars, studies, consultancies and the exchange of expertise. 
Project funding is limited and confined to a few pilot projects. Little bilateral 
and multilateral aid is received by cooperatives, mainly because aid from 
these sources seems to favour private enterprise at the expense of state and 
cooperative activity. 

11. The ICDB promises to be an effective means of attracting and chan- 
neling foreign aid to the Sudanese cooperatives. Similar institutions in Africa 
can play an important role in the launching of the proposed International 
Cooperative Development Decade, to which foreign donors are invited to 
contribute more generously than before. 

Finally, it can be said that the Sudan seems to have struck upon the ideal 
method of channeling state and foreign aid to cooperatives - a cooperative 
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development bank. But a great deal has to be done to make the reality ap- 
proximate the model that cooperators envisage and hope for. 
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Beware the Greeks Bearing Gifts: 
Reflections on Donor ~ehaviour  and 
Cooperative Perfo 
Janice Jiggins 

The paper examines a composite case history of donor assistance to a small 
community cooperative in a poor area. 

The parameters are: the contradictions inherent in implementing donor 
intentions - poverty-alleviation and the promotion of welfare, equality, 
economic and managerial autonomy - and the lack of analysis of the politi- 
cal economy or of actors' interests. 

Donor assumptions and actions are traced through the planning and de- 
sign process, a First Phase of construction, a Second Phase supposedly de- 
voted to organizational support and programme development, through to 
evaluation. 

INTRODUCTION 

These reflections are not based on a period of formal research but on experi- 
ence gained over the last six years, partly as a freelance consultant, working 
for multilateral, national and non-governmental aid agencies. My nominal 
role in the field has ranged from programme consultant, management ad- 
viser, evaluator, negotiator, to that of 'inspector' armed with peculiarly ritu- 
alistic post-project accounting procedures. They also reflect my experience 
as a trainer, workshop leader and lecturer in international, mid-career, in- 
service courses for professionals from cooperative, community develop- 
ment, and agricultural-extension ministries and non-government agencies. 

I have no reason to believe that, despite quite profound differences in 
agency outlook and approach, the donor behaviour analysed here is atypical. 
Participants to the training courses have sharpened my insight into the prob- 
lems posed here and give me confidence that they are, in fact, widespread. 

The composite case I elaborate draws on both sets of experience'. My 
experience is presented in this form because of constraints which are, in- 
deed, part of the problem area I address. Very little of my consultancy expe- 
rience has been made available in the public domain for it is usual that con- 
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sultants are required not to publish information acquired in the course of 
their work. Few agencies in fact give permission to consultants to publish 
information or analyses which are critical of donor performance and they are 
singularly reluctant to open up their files for academic study. This paper 
therefore seeks only to highlight a problem area in which more rigorous co- 
operative research appears to be required. 

The cooperatives I know most about in Africa are located in Tanzania, 
southern Sudan, Kenya, Zambia and Botswana and include small, commu- 
nity-initiated service cooperatives as well as government commodity mar- 
keting cooperatives. Each of the counties at the time of my visit were un- 
dergoing economic andlor political stress and it is possible that the views put 
forward here are not justified in regions with happier histories. However, 
analysis of project reports in the course of desk studies and discussion with 
participants to international training courses lead me to believe that the dis- 
tortions I have encountered are not uncommon. 

Support was negotiated initially either on a donor agency-to-government 
basis or donor agency-to-cooperative basis; I have no experience of cooper- 
ative movement-to-movement support. In each case, the cooperative's diffi- 
culties were compounded by, or even traceable to, the distortions introduced 
by donor assumptions and behaviour. This is not to say that local coopera- 
tors, government officials or other nationals were without responsibility but 
I take it as axiomatic that contextual dynamics and contingent relations form 
the field of action within which a donor intervention must make its effect. If 
a donor is naive or ill-informed about the context or chooses to impose its 
own intentions or procedures on those of local actors, that in itself is part of 
the problem I seek to discuss. 

SKETCHING THE PARAMETERS 

I assume initially a good-hearted donor intention to support cooperative de- 
velopment under the following heads: alleviation of poverty; promotion of 
rural welfare and equality; encouragement of economic viability and 
managerial autonomy. (The difficulty of "hidden agendas" I leave to a later 
stage of the discussion.) I shall trace how I see donors going astray as they 
seek to actualize these intentions, but first there is a need to sketch what I see 
as the parameters of donor thinking concerning cooperatives. 

The donor cooperative development agenda is essentially a political 
agenda but "politics" is the one word never uttered in discussion of 
cooperative funding. The goals of poverty-alleviation etc. are expressed in 
humanitarian or hard-nosed economic terminology. Because the issues of 
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political economy are not freely expressed and debated, donors in their role 
as public agencies commit acts of naivety which a moment's private com- 
mon sense might acknowledge and forestall. 

None the less, at the organizational level, donor attachment to the goals of 
poverty-alleviation, promotion of equality etc., leads them to pay attention to 
countervailing power structures among the relatively poor and powerless. 
The development of countervailing power has, necessarily, a political moti- 
vation and, if effective, it is political in its consequences but it is treated in- 
strumentally as a means of encouraging efficiency and relevance. 

The donor is impressed by evidence of self-managing capacity at the 
community level, shown by indigenous groups, pre-cooperatives and regis- 
tered primary societies. By building on local leadership, resources and in- 
stitutions, donors hope to strengthen poor peoples' capacity to demand ap- 
propriate services of government and the private sector. However, since the 
higher level structures which service the primary societies themselves - 
politically, socially or functionally - are captured by the government appa- 
ratus, the donor analysis in fact implies setting-up a process of negotiation 
within the cooperative movement, between various levels in the cooperative 
hierarchy, the highest level of which functions in the bureaucratic and politi- 
cized ambience of the government sector. Although the donor "knows" that 
cooperative development has not been a spontaneous process of institution- 
building among free and independent small producer organizations, the 
donor tends to overlook the significance of this for power relations, man- 
agement and accountability. 

Furthermore, by definition, areas of high poverty are areas in which sup- 
ply structures, i.e., modern social, commercial and economic infrastructures 
and services do not exist or are poorly developed or are not accessible to the 
poor (or to certain categories of the poor). The donor seeks to close the gaps 
between the demand and the supply side by concentrating its assistance on 
'human capital development', as this is embodied in cooperative organiza- 
tion, but finds it first must expend considerable sums on both commonplace 
physical capital development and the messy logistics of input provision in 
order to make cooperative endeavour viable. 

In its analysis of anticipated project benefits, the donor assumes too 
readily that activities which produce income for the cooperative, also pro- 
duce income for the members and, that activities which generate income for 
members, also generate income for the cooperative. Neither the level at 
which income gains actually accumulate nor the forces which drive accumu- 
lation and distribution in pre-capitalist or neo-capitalist agrarian socio- 
economies are taken into account. 

Moreover, while the donor recognizes that the local entrepreneurs who 
have taken the lead in cooperative organization tend to define the commu- 
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nity's wider poverty, equality and welfare concerns in terms of their own 
narrower social, economic and political interests, it hopes to influence the 
course of events by discreet leverage over programming, through training, 
and through retention of some control over donor funds. The donor here 
presupposes a power to guide where none in fact exists except insofar as it 
aligns its interests with the moral imperatives of the recipient society and it 
bases its interventions on clear understanding of the economic incentives the 
existing environment offers. 

The local actors, for their part, see donor interest as the means by which 
surrogate government provision can be won and resources provided which, 
while they might not in any real, long-term sense strengthen local capacity to 
demand or capture government services, can be used in bargaining with 
government over questions of supply. At the same time, it is recognized lo- 
cally that a portion of the project benefits will accumulate in the hands of in- 
dividuals but as the external resource is considered a free good, this is con- 
sidered both a just reward for the burdens of leadership and the due recom- 
pense for astute manipulation of opportunity. 

The recipient government sees the donor resources as the means to buy 
political influence in a remote area which has no priority claim on its own 
scarce resources and as a channel for the accumulation of resources which 
can be allocated to other (public and private) uses which the government 
considers a higher priority than the project itself. 

The proposal originates from the cooperative, with the support of the Coop- 
erative Department, but in fact has been "ventriloquised" by donor agency 
personnel already working in the area. It becomes clear during discussion by 
the donor of the proposal, that heavy investment in capital infrastructures, 
such as feeder roads, vehicle workshop, warehouses and stores, clinic, 
school and cattle dips, will be required as the plzysical basis for the eco- 
nomic and social activities proposed. The proposed economic activities are 
seen by the donor as justified in principle, to raise members' incomes, to 
raise the profitability of the coop's business activities and also to cover the 
running expenses of the cooperative, (which is a relatively costly form of 
organization). The welfare and social services are seen by the donor also as 
justified in principle, both to raise human resource capacity and to spread 
cooperative benefits more widely through the community. 

After receiving the initial request, the donor sends two social scientists 
trained in formal social research methods to the area to conduct a preliminary 
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household, healthfnutrition and community survey and to discuss the pro- 
posed assistance with the coop leaders. The team have heavy teaching duties 
at their university and the donor has been slow in identifying them so only 4 
weeks instead of the proposed two months remains for the field work. Ow- 
ing to exam marking, the team has little time to review the secondary infor- 
mation on the area before they leave Europe and the donor resists on the 
grounds of cost their request for a computer search of available doctoral the- 
ses. 

Their surveys are conducted during the season of the year when most of 
the men are present; secondary data indicate that the incidence of household 
headed by women is around 40% during the main growing season. The area 
is remote and they have transport difficulties so the surveys are conducted in 
a rush and they find there is no way to draw proper statistical samples. They 
rely heavily on those whom they identify , with the help of the coop leaders 
at the national, regional and local level, as key informants, all of whom are 
men. They spend a good deal of their time simply finding out about the co- 
operative, its history and its activities. Their farming system analysis is 
sketchy and relies heavily on farm management information from the local 
research station, based on two formal farm economics surveys conducted 
eight years ago; it takes little account of the high inter-annual, intra-annual 
and site-specific rainfall variation in the project area. 

They have little experience in project negotiation and get drawn into 
making substantive commitments. To cover their mistakes, their report rec- 
ommends that the proposal be funded, although their own survey data indi- 
cate grounds for questioning whether the activities proposed would achieve 
the development goals the donor supports. Their report is then submitted to 
a "technical review committee". 

The review committee makes the following points. The survey data do 
not reflect what is known about the seasonal pattern of male migration. Sec- 
ondly, by concentrating initial effort and finance on fixed physical facilities, 
there is a danger that community outreach programmes and more flexible 
approaches to service provision will be neglected. Thirdly, the committee 
doubts if the dairying activities proposed will prove either remunerative or 
nutritionally beneficial in the absence of utilities (piped water, electricity) or 
processing facilities and a sales network. Fourthly, they conclude that ex- 
isting grain sales, except for a small number of better-off producers, appear 
to have the character of seasonal distress sales and that private grain trade - 
although, strictly speaking, illegal - might be providing a service to the 
community with which it would be hard to compete. 

The committee's views are considered interesting but speculative by the 
desk officer (he is having some difficulty in committing his poverty-allevia- 
tion budget). The proposal is reviewed by the women's programme officer 
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within the donor's social affairs division. There are no data on the sexual 
division of labour or on time allocation or on women's independent agricul- 
ture; she recommends the addition of a women's vegetable gardening com- 
ponent. 

The donor is reluctant to challenge further the cooperators' own definition 
of what is needed since this would be to impose its own expertise on local 
planning and analytic capacity. The donor's coop adviser insists that a dis- 
trict-level expatriate trainer be included in the technical assistance package, 
but subsequent negotiations are confined to discussion of implementation, 
phasing and funding details (rather than approach or content). 

The donor becomes committed to high capital cost funding of a prelimi- 
nary set of construction and public works activities, (Phase I), to which the 
community is supposed to contribute a half-share in labouring and construc- 
tion costs, and to the provision of a technical assistance team consisting of a 
cooperative adviser, a district-level trainer, and a women's group organizer, 
workshop volunteer, and an extension adviser. 

The preliminary project design, in fact, establishes a requirement for a 
rather special set of managerial and supervisory skills which threaten to 
compromise local self-management, but by now the expatriate presence is 
deemed necessary, if only to safeguard the expenditure of what has become 
a large capital sum. Unfortunately, on the one hand, the donor underesti- 
mates the range of expatriate skills and experience needed for efficient and 
competent project execution - local staff, however qualified, are working 
to a different incentive structure. On the other hand, it justifies its parsimony 
with regard to expatriate staffing on the grounds that the project should not 
undermine local managerial autonomy or substitute for locally available 
skills. The belief that "advisers" will and should only advise is honest but 
misplaced. 

The donor recruits Technical Assistants who are qualified in their own 
profession or vocation but who have received little systematic training in de- 
velopment work; though not without experience in working overseas, they 
have little multidisciplinary insight into "how things fit together". The host 
country is not involved in the selection. No pre-posting training is given to 
help the TAs form themselves into a working field team; they are given 
terms of reference which focus on their individual areas of expertise. 

THE FIRST PHASE 

The cooperative adviser is the first to arrive and soon finds out that his tech- 
nical and man management skills are inadequate for supervising self-help 
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construction programmes in remote rural areas and he is completely at sea 
when it comes to accounting for a large capital fund in an environment in 
which costing, invoicing and accountability are erratic and unrecorded cash 
transactions figure largely. A great deal of his time is spent dealing with lo- 
cal contractors. 

Although the matter is clear in the documentation, it turns out on the 
ground that no-one is sure who, in fact, is responsible for the donor money: 
the government, the cooperative to whom it has been nominally donated or 
the expatriate, who has to account for its expenditure to his employer even 
though his status is that of adviser and not executive manager. Despite safe- 
guards, the confusion gives ample scope for negotiation (and misappropria- 
tion). 

In terms of the coop's own accounting procedures, further difficulties 
arise: are the disbursements to be presented as a separate project account or 
shown in the coop accounts? If the money passes through the coop's books, 
how can it obtain duplicates of the invoices submitted by the adviser to the 
donor? If the coop lorry is used for hauling bricks for the project, are the 
running costs chargeable to the project account or carried as coop over- 
heads? (Is the chairman in fact still running the lorry as if it where his own?) 
How are the community labour days to be recorded and costed? 

Government in-kind contributions - bricks, cement etc. - appear in the 
district accounts under short-duration project funding but not in the 
cooperative accounts as income. And, struggling with physical implementa- 
tion problems, the adviser pays no attention to getting the government's 
share of future recurrent costs incorporated in the relevant local and central 
government estimates and expenditures. 

At this point, the government demands that the clinic be upgraded to 
serve as a small rural hospital for the district as a whole and offers to take 
over the running of it from the coop. The Health Department agrees in a let- 
ter to the donor that the coop will supply the hospital with water and elec- 
tricity on a fee and usage basis but this agreement is not negotiated as a for- 
mal service contract. The proposal receives widespread local support and the 
donor is forced to acquiesce, on condition that a medical charity can be per- 
suaded to equip the hospital. So a second, expanded construction phase is 
begun, overlapping with the original Phase 11. 

THE SECOND PHASE 

A new adviser arrives, in the middle of the dry season or 3 months' "late" in 
local terms, his departure from Europe delayed by the need to settle his chil- 
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dren in boarding school after the European summer vacation. He has trained 
as an economic geographer and has no experience in supervising building 
construction. He has overseas rural research experience and post-graduate 
training in rural development. 

The coop begins running a morning primary school, afternoon metalwork 
classes and evening typing classes. It is already providing dipping services 
at three dips in the area. The workshop volunteer conducts the metalwork 
classes. 

The coop is encouraged by the donor, in the name of promoting equal 
access, to offer these services to the community on a free basis, with run- 
ning costs notionally covered by government subventions and profits from 
other coop activities. As the coop leaders, their families and a core of active 
members initially are the chief beneficiaries, they support the donor position, 
even though they are well aware that education and vocational training are 
among the few things that people are prepared to pay for. 

Government subventions prove unreliable and coop profits are both 
slower to emerge and lower in value than initially calculated. 

Although grain-milling is an activity which lends itself to business man- 
agement, the donor and the coop leaders decide it also should be run as a 
"community service", on nutritional and general welfare grounds, and so as 
to maintain the access of the poor to the service. A retired schoolmaster is 
made responsible for the machines, charging sufficient to cover only the di- 
rect operating costs of milling whatever quantity is offered, at whatever 
time. Capacity-use follows the pattern of local gluts and shortages. 

In fact, it would pay the coop - and provide a better service to the com- 
munity - if the miller had sufficient business skills to engage in grain pur- 
chase and stocking. Neither the donor, the adviser nor the cooperators ap- 
preciate the extent of the subsidy the existing service is receiving from out of 
the general coop finances. Nor is it generally appreciated that the mill serves 
only those within walking distance of the coop; it does very little for the 
majority of the poor who live further away. 

The cooperators in fact have no idea of the true extent of the drain on 
profits caused by the provision of services because items such as lorry 
transport, electricity and water supply and building repairs, appear in the 
coop books under overheads and depreciation as residual figures needed to 
make up balances in the complicated charts provided by the Cooperative De- 
partment. None of these cost items are allocated either to individual services 
nor to individual economic enterprises. Unfortunately, it is the community 
services which are relatively the heaviest consumers of the management and 
operating capacity of the coop. 

In addition to the counterpart manager and two herd boys, the coop now 
employs two part-time trainers and a veterinary assistant, who is supposed 
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to be carrying out extension work and dairy group organization in prepara- 
tion for an artificial insemination programme to upgrade the local dairy 
stock. As the assistant has received only a technical training and is paid 
"extras" by the richer coop members, he has little interest on outreach work 
in the wider community. The extension adviser spends most of his time 
working as an extension agent alongside the coop's own extension agent, 
which causes friction between himself and government extension workers, 
and in forming dairy circles which the coop veterinary assistant has no 
interest in servicing. 

The coop believes it is making a profit out of milk sales from its own 
herd and members' cows, the sales of vegetables from the women's garden 
and the maize marketing; in fact they are making a loss on all activities be- 
cause the true costs to the coop are not reflected in the prices they are charg- 
ing. 

The vegetable gardening component is not going well. The women's 
group organizer is finding it difficult to recruit women to work on vegetable 
gardening. She finds that during the cultivation season, the women are busy 
cultivating the grain staples whilst their husbands are away, working on the 
sugar plantations and in the mines. In the dry season, the women are sup- 
posed to attend meetings at the coop demonstration garden, which has ac- 
cess to piped water, but attendance is erratic. The women have been helped 
to dig shallow wells to water their own home gardens but they prefer to 
work individually rather than in groups, because of the distance between 
each others' houses and because they know better than the expatriate that the 
area is subject to periodic runs of dry years when the wells dry out. So they 
are not willing to make costly investments in what they suspect will be an 
erratic source of income. 

Moreover, because vegetable gardening is supposed to be an income- 
generating activity, producing a surplus which will be trucked by the coop to 
the railhead for sale through coops in the capital, exotic crops are being 
promoted rather than those they are used to cooking at home. The varietal 
characteristics have been selected to suit that distant market: for example, the 
tomatoes are tough-skinned to withstand the handling, the potatoes are waxy 
and better for chipping, rather than floury and easy to mash with local green 
leaves. 

The women are angry with the coop because, as they do not own the land 
they cultivate, they have to sell their maize in their husbands' name and, 
therefore, the money is paid out to their husbands. The dairying project is 
bringing them more work: they have to chop grass and maize stover to feed 
the cows and take extra time and water for washing the cows' udders before 
milking. Although they are usually the ones who bring the milk daily for 
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sale to the coop, the income accumulates under their husbands' name and the 
women have no formal way of checking or controlling the use of the money. 

Because of the delays in building the expanded hospital facility, the MCH 
clinic is only just beginning. The typing classes are held in the national 
rather than the local language because they are designed to help youth gain a 
place in the modern economy. As few of the women have had secondary 
schooling, most of the places in the typing classes have been taken by young 
men. 

The women's organizer is angry on behalf of the women and expects the 
cooperative adviser to take up the issues raised by the women with the coop 
board. But he has never given much thought to women's roles in agriculture 
and the African rural economy and he thinks the women's adviser is being 
"too feminist". 

He believes the best approach is to raise "family" income and he deter- 
mines to spend his energy concentrating on the coop's main economic activ- 
ities, maize marketing and dairying. The women's organizer fights with the 
adviser and thereafter runs the women's component as a separate pro- 
gramme outside the cooperative structure. She raises money from a charita- 
ble foundation to begin women's leadership development classes. The male 
coop leaders are alarmed at this development. When she leaves, six months' 
later, the adviser, with their support, recommends to the donor that the 
coop's extension officer takes over the vegetable garden demonstrations and 
she is not replaced. 

At the request of the board, he calculates the economic rate of return on 
smallholder dairying and maize marketing. Regrettably, he makes no attempt 
to calculate a profit and loss statement for the cooperative as a whole so the 
(high) overhead and servicing element is left out of his calculations. He for- 
gets to add in a charge for the use of the coop's lorry nor does he cost the 
routing gifts to the veterinary assistant for supervising the dipping nor does 
he set aside a sufficient portion of the maize marketing income for replen- 
ishing the purchasing fund (which was originally provided as free capital by 
the donor) and paying the salary of the coop's extension agent. The 
Cooperative Department, which provides an accountancy service for a fee, is 
two years' behind in sending out its own statements. 

The donor and the adviser expect considerable advantages of scale to be re- 
alized by the coop as an intermediate purchaser and seller of maize, assem- 
bling the small, scattered surpluses of individual producers. It is envisaged 
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that the coop will channel improved seed, fertilizer, crop season credit and 
extension advice to members. The donor provides a store and the coopera- 
tive extension agent's house, revolving credit and crop purchasing funds 
and equipment for testing the dryness of the grain. 

Local traders, well-integrated into local and national, official and unoffi- 
cial grain trading networks, naturally view the coop's effort with suspicion 
but not with alarm, since they know they can persuade the government pur- 
chasing officers to refuse the grain as too wet or sub-standard if the coop 
looks set to take a large share of the trade. Anyway, the traders control most 
of the lorries in the area and they know they can always refuse to truck the 
coop's grain to the government maize marketing depot. They also know - 
which the adviser does not - that a number of the leading coop members 
regularly sell to the private market and have interests in the lorry business. 

The expatriate adviser, after three seasons of acrimonious dispute con- 
cerning the accuracy of the coop's and the government purchasing officer's 
grain testing equipment, complains to the local political leadership, causing a 
great deal of embarrassment. The expatriate justifies his position, in defence 
of the poor against what he sees as the exploitation of officials in league with 
illegal private traders, by claiming that corruption is undermining the stated 
objectives of the donor and the government itself. 

His training has not equipped him with a trader's flair - he is unable to 
adjust to local trading realities. When he first arrived, he advised the coop to 
pay high producer prices, in order to capture the market. The coop board, 
being among the larger maize surplus producers, were happy to accept his 
advice. Unfortunately, the first three seasons were years of glut so the gov- 
ernment marketing organization was unable to buy in all the grain offered 
and was selective about the quality of grain accepted. The coop's own store 
by the end of the third season is overflowing with deteriorating maize and 
the coop itself is unable to buy in all the maize that is offered. 

The coop's purchasing fund and revolving credit is exhausted. The coop 
board and counterpart manager decide to sell the grain to the private traders 
rather than let it go waste. The adviser asks the donor to buy three more 
trucks, which would enable the coop to carry its own grain to more distant 
markets where it is still possible to sell it. The donor temporizes, alarmed at 
the latest annual report of the district trainer, which indicates that all is not 
well with the coop's finances. 

The expatriate adviser resigns. No new adviser is appointed as the coun- 
terpart manager is supposed by now to have learned enough to carry on, 
with occasional support from the expatriate trainer. 
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EVALUATION 

Eighteen months later, six months after the formal end of the project period, 
an evaluation team arrives. The timing is unpropitious but the donor has de- 
layed the exercise in order to include the coop in a regional review of its 
poverty-oriented assistance programme. 

The counterpart manager has left the area, as the coop was unable to fi- 
nance a renewal of his contract once the donor funds ran out. The coop ex- 
tension officer has been absorbed by the government service, which pro- 
vides more security, and his house is occupied by the retired schoolteacher 
who runs the grain mill. The veterinary assistant also has joined government 
service and has been sent on a one year's training course. It is the height of a 
drought so all women's group activities have ceased and most of the dairy- 
ing activities. The primary school has been taken over by the government. 
Since the coop cannot afford to buy petrol to run the electricity generator, the 
evening classes have ceased. 

The government has withdrawn most of the equipment from the hospital 
for use in the provincial hospital and downgraded the facility to clinic status. 
The Health Department has never paid for the water and electricity used by 
the hospital, claiming that it had been agreed these would be provided free 
by the coop as a service to the community. The clinic offers a general 
surgery and MCH services but as the Landrover has been re-allocated, the 
services are accessible only to those who can reach the clinic. 

The coop's books have been sent off to the Cooperative Department for 
auditing and are not available for inspection. The last statement verified by 
the Department dates from three years' ago. It is impossible to trace the flow 
of project funds through the coop accounts. The membership of the coop 
stands at 376, of whom only 187 have paid their joining fees though all have 
outstanding credit to their name. 

On the positive side, the coop has increased its physical assets as a result 
of the project and the area has acquired piped water and electricity - which 
the coop cannot afford to run or maintain. Some vocational and cooperative 
training has been given at the local and district level but at a high cost per 
trainee. Three out of 34 typing students have obtained jobs in the district 
administration. The metal-working classes ceased with the departure of the 
workshop volunteer but two of the trainees are running a commercial work- 
shop at the back of the coop maize store, using the equipment purchased out 
of project funds. 

The grain milling continues but the vegetable growing, dairying and 
maize marketing have collapsed. A number of individuals - mainly, the 
most prominent coop members - have received considerable individual 
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benefits from these programmes (extension advice, production inputs, mar- 
keting services etc.). 

The chief beneficiaries among the community as a whole turn out to be 
the considerable numbers of women petty traders who have organized a 
market outside the clinic and set up wayside food stalls for the lorry drivers 
who now regularly use the feeder road. 

The evaluation report is discussed in a one hour meeting between the 
donor and the evaluation team, six months after it is delivered. The donor 
feels too much emphasis has been placed on the inadequacies of the expam- 
ate staff and insufficient emphasis on the behaviour of the coop leadership, 
the counterpart manager, the private traders, the government marketing offi- 
cers and the Cooperative Department. No one is interested in the implicit 
lessons of the case history for aid administration. 

It would be beneficial to the quality of aid administration if ways could be 
found to research the issues arising from donor behaviour which have been 
illustrated by the composite case. Tentatively, I suggest three elements in 
donor performance towards cooperatives which are unhelpful: 

I .  Intellectual Orientation 
- an excessive reliance on and concern for cooperative principles, models, 

concepts, rather than the art and science of "getting things done". 
- despite poverty-oriented rhetoric, a reluctance to confront the program- 

matic consequences of building community capacity from exceedingly low 
resource levels and short experience with formal collective enterprise. 

- an inability to identify or negotiate the key strategic intervention required 
because of excessive reliance on short-term expatriates for diagnostic 
functions and a reluctance to confront the implications for cooperative de- 
velopment of latent or overt conflicts of economic or other interests within 
the local community. 

- a lack of emphasis in strategic planning procedures on strategies for sys- 
tem management over the time in dynamic situations. 

- reluctance to use frameworks of analysis which might provide more ade- 
quate insight into poverty dynamics than dominant economic paradigms. 

- preference for the quantitative: reliance on (often spurious) statistical data, 
to the exclusion of information and experience which cannot be handled 
statistically. Lack of community involvement in data-gathering and analy- 
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sis. Lack of training in development-related disciplinary and in-service 
training and team preparation on alternative diagnostic techniques. 

- undue reliance on academically-qualified TAs and insufficient regard for 
practical flair or trained instinct, coupled with an almost total disregard for 
team formation and team building within the expatriate personnel and be- 
tween the expatriates and their counterparts. 

2 .  Questions of Balance 
- donors have a legitimate concern to protect public funds and a concern to 

minimize office overheads. Since few maintain field offices with sufficient 
autonomy and professionalism to provide project support and control, 
headquarters staff often display an insecurity about "what is going on out 
there". 

- this insecurity is reflected in an obsessive concern for quantitative data and 
reporting, a procedural approach to project management, a retreat to tech- 
nocratic evaluation criteria, and an abdication of responsibility when it 
comes to judging staff performance, team interactions and local political 
realities. It is easy for donors to concentrate on numerical indices and to 
forget that cooperative organization is not an end in itself but an instrument 
and a framework. 

- it is difficult to represent adequately the interests of those not present at 
decision-making meetings; donor decisions tend to be overly swayed by 
their own priorities and outlook. An adequate mechanism is usually lack- 
ing for harmonizing the decisions of the coop board, the advisers, and the 
donor staff at headquarters. 

3. Questions of Timing 
Donor procedures are singularly ill-adjusted to local periodicities, locked as 
they are into the planning and financial cycles of their own governments and 
public social life. Areas of mismatch of particular concern are: programming 
and budgetary cycles; staff contracts and consultancy appointments; deter- 
mination of phasing and duration of assistance. 

There are at least two reasons why matters are unlikely to improve: 

1. The Pressure to Spend: capacity to use up budgets is often used as a 
proxy for management performance; there are few incentives to hold back 
expenditures, even where local circumstances warrant slower rates of dis- 
bursement. Where financial procedures permit expenditure only under 
agreed budget heads, managers have an incentive to increase expenditure on 
agreed items rather than fight for changes in budget items as local circum- 
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stances warrant. Where either or both donor and local budgetary cycles do 
not permit cany-over of funds from one year to the next, there is pressure to 
spend before the books are closed at the year end. In any case, there is pres- 
sure to spend project funds before the end of the official project period. 

2. Hidden Agendas: in most industrial countries the domestic aid con- 
stituency is strong and quite well organized but it is not necessarily aligned 
to the interests of local cooperators. Charitable, trade and foreign policy 
concerns influence both allocative patterns and expectations. At the individ- 
ual level, it is too rarely recognized that cultural determinism significantly 
affects project management and the outlook of technical assistants. Few have 
training in cross-cultural management. There tends to be a great deal of talk 
about how things should be and too little willingness to analyse the incentive 
structure facing local cooperators or the implications of their cultural inheri- 
tance. 

NOTES 

Participants to the following courses have been particularly helpful in developing the 
insights expressed here: the annual International Course on Rural Extension, held at the 
International Agricultural Centre, Wageningen, The Netherlands; the M.A. and Diploma 
courses on agricultural extension and rural development at the Agricultural Extension and 
Rural Development Centre, University of Reading, U.K. 

The consultancy work of particular importance to the matter of this article are: for 
HIVOS to Mahalapye, Botswana (1983); for the FAO to Kenya and Rome (1983); for 
NOVIB to Kenya and southern Sudan (1983); for Dutch Ministry of Development Coop- 
eration to Zambia (1982) and Tanzania (1985). 

An appointment to the Ford Foundation's regional office in Nairobi in 1981, advisory 
and programme development work for the World Bank and the Dutch Ministry of Devel- 
opment Cooperation, and participation in international policy seminars, complement this 
experience. 





The State and Rural Cooperatives 
in Ethiopia 
Tegegne Teka 

In Ethiopia land was distributed to the peasantry in the wake of the Land 
Reform Act of 1975. The Act, not only distributed land but also created rural 
institutions such as peasant associations, which became the basis for the es- 
tablishment of cooperative societies. 

The Ethiopian Cooperatives are expected to develop along socialist lines. 
The series of proclamations and policy declarations of the Provisional Mili- 
tary Administrative Council (PMAC) of Ethiopia have invariably supported 
the view that strengthening rural cooperatives would lead to a socialist 
agrarian transformation. 

The guide-lines for the organization and development of rural cooperative 
societies have gradually been developed by the various proclamations of the 
PMAC. Most important of all is the 1979 National Policy of Agricultural 
Producer Cooperatives. This policy is very comprehensive and recognizes a 
stage-by-stage transformation of the cooperative societies. It is on the basis 
of this document that all rural cooperative societies in Ethiopia are organized 
and managed. Since success in the creation and consolidation of rural coop- 
erative societies is seen as success in rural socialist transformation, the place 
that rural cooperatives occupy in the strategy of national development in 
Ethiopia is quite sign

ifi

cant. 

The proclamation of the edict entitled, Public Ownership of Rural Lands, 
completely abolished private ownership of land and made ". . . all rural 
lands.. .the collective property of the Ethiopian people". The preamble of this 
Proclamation, No. 31 of 1975, has this to say: 

. . . in countries like Ethiopia where the economy is agricultural a person's right, 
honour, status and standard of living is determined by this relation to the land.. . 
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(and) several thousand gashas* of land have been grabbed from the masses by an 
insignificant number of feudal lords and their families as a result of which the 
Ethiopian masses have been forced to live under conditions of serfdom;. .. it is 
essential to fundamentally alter the existing agrarian relations so that the 
Ethiopian peasant masses.. . may be liberated from the age old feudal oppression, 
injustice, poverty and disease, and in order to lay the basis upon which all 
Ethiopians may hence forth live in equality, freedom and fraternity.. . the devel- 
opment of Ethiopia of the future can be assured only by instituting basic change 
in agrarian relations which would lay the basis upon which, through work by 
cooperation, the development of one becomes the development of all.. . 

(Procl. 31 of 1975, p. 93) 

The Proclamation had 6 chapters and 33 Articles, with Chapter 3 devoted to 
the creation of institutions, i.e. the "Establishment of Associations for the 
Implementation of the Proclamation." Article 8 of the Proclamation states 
that "to carry out the provisions of this Proclamation a peasant association 
shall be formed,. . . within a minimum area of 800 hectares." It was in this 
article that the idea of organizing marketing and credit cooperatives was 
mentioned for the first time as one of the objectives of the peasant associa- 
tions. 

According to the 1985186 report of the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), 
the total number of Peasant Associations (PAS) in Ethiopia by the end of 
June 1985 was 20,157 with a total membership of 5,594,018 households. 
Considering 4.4 people as the average size of households in the rural areas, 
the PAS contain 66 per cent of the total rural Ethiopian population using the 
1984 census. This grassroots peasant institution has become the basis for 
creating the various types of rural cooperative organizations. (Peasant Asso- 
ciation by region, membership and sex see Annex I). 

As part of the process of implementing land reform and organizing the 
peasantry, Proclamation No. 71 of 1975, a "Proclamation to provide for the 
Organization and Consolidation of Peasant Associations", was declared 
eight months after the Land Reform Act. This proclamation found it neces- 
sary, among other things: 

. . . to organize and develop cooperatives in all places and at all levels in order to 
lay down the foundation for socialist agriculture so that the peasantry may benefit 
from joint labour;. . . to give legal personality to peasant associations;. . . and to 
define by proclamations and regulations the powers and duties of judicial tri- 
bunals, cooperative societies, women's associations and the like; 

(F'rocl. 71 of 1975, p. 107). 

It was in this proclamation that the roles of cooperatives as the basis for so- 
cialist agriculture were strongly emphasized. 

* gasha = 40 hectares 
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Moreover, this proclamation for the first time introduced the two types of 
cooperative societies, the Agricultural Service Cooperative, and the Agri- 
cultural Producers Cooperative Societies. It also outlined the organization, 
membership, objectives, powers and duties of the two types of coopera- 
tives. 

Regarding the Agricultural Service Cooperative Societies, "not less than 
three and not more than ten peasant associations may form a service cooper- 
ative society.. . which will be supervised by the district peasant association." 

Among the objectives, powers and duties of Service Cooperatives are the 
following: 

1) to procure crop expansion services. 
2) to market the produce of members at fair prices. 
3) to give loans at fair interest rates. 
4) to supply consumer goods to the members according to their needs. 
5) to give an education in socialist philosophy and cooperative work in order 
to enhance the political consciousness of the peasantry. 
6) to provide political education, with a view to establish agricultural pro- 
ducers cooperative societies by forming, promoting and consolidating mu- 
tual aid teams.. . (Procl. 71 of 1975, p. 109). 

An elaborated proclamation was later declared concerning cooperative 
societies. This was Proclamation No. 138 of 1978 "A proclamation to pro- 
vide for the Establishment of Cooperative Societies". 

All types of cooperatives need to be registered if they are to have legal 
protection. These cooperatives are registered with, and supervised by, dif- 
ferent institutions of the state: the agricultural service and producers cooper- 
atives under the Ministry of Agriculture; the artisans service and producers 
cooperatives under the Handicrafts and Small-scale Industries Development 
Agency; housing cooperatives under the Ministry of Urban Development 
and Housing; thrift and credit societies under the National Bank of Ethiopia. 
The broad guide-lines in each of these cooperatives and the manner in which 
the surplus is appropriated for reserve and other funds are left to the respec- 
tive societies. 

The agricultural service cooperatives have increased in size during the last 
ten years. According to a report of the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), in 
1985 there were a total of 3964 service cooperatives, which embraced 394 
(or 86 per cent) Peasant Associations. 
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These service cooperatives encompass 4.6 million peasant households or 
82 per cent of the total households that are members of peasant associations. 

The service cooperatives are registered with the MOA if the cooperatives 
have shown managerial competence, developed an accounting system and 
provided satisfactory services to the rural community. Registration gives 
them the status of a legal entity, which will help them to secure loans and 
credits from banks and agricultural credit agencies. By the end of June 
1985, there was a total of 1 190 registered service cooperative societies. This 
was 30 per cent of the existing service cooperatives in the countxy. 

The procurement of consumer goods for the rural population is one of 
many functions of the service cooperatives. In the fiscal year ending June 
1985, the service cooperatives distributed consumer goods worth Birr 77, 
370, 758*, however, this was 31 per cent less than in 1984. Regarding the 
marketing of produce from the member peasant associations, the service co- 
operatives sold 815,806 quintals of grains and 88,098 quintals of washed 
coffee to the state-owned Agricultural Marketing Corporation (AMC). Al- 
though lower than the amount sold in 1984, the service cooperatives con- 
trolled 7 1 per cent of the total grains marketed to the Agricultural Marketing 
Corporation . The 1985 reductions in the supply of consumer goods and the 
amount of grains sold to AMC have been attributed to the lack of foreign 
exchange and to the fall in the productivity of the agricultural sector. 

Service cooperatives are one of the mechanisms for increasing the capital 
formation of the rural areas. The source of the initial working capital are the 
registration and membership fees. In the last ten years (1976-1985) service 
cooperatives have increased their capital to a total of Birr 170,289,750. Ser- 
vice cooperatives have also helped build the infrastructural base of rural 
communities. These cooperatives had 1808 flour mills, 33 dry coffee mills, 
218 wet coffee mills, 2660 stores, 435 elementary schools and 235 clinics 
(MOA, June 1985 Annual Report, p. 11). These social peasant associations 
are the results of the peasant associations self-help projects and state assis- 
tance. This has helped rural communities to gain elementary education and 
primary health care services in their localities. However, these are just a few 
of the many needed schools and clinics. 

Service cooperatives have many problems in the following areas: short- 
ages of cooperative organizers; weak cooperative management; shortages of 
commodities; lack of proper accounting systems; and embezzlement. For 
example when auditing the accounts of 1149 service cooperatives, it was 
found that Birr 9,388,956 (U.S $ 4,535,727) was unaccounted for in the 
1984 fiscal year alone (MOA, June 1985 Annual Report). (Refer to Annex H 
for Agricultural Service Cooperatives by regions and membership). 

* Birr 2.07 = US$1 
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS COOPERATIVES 

A comprehensive policy edict about producers cooperatives was issued by 
the Provisional Military Administrative Council (PMAC) in June 1979. Prior 
to issuing this policy edict, attempts were made, first in 1975 and later in 
1978, to define the objectives, powers and duties of the agricultural produc- 
ers cooperatives. The June 1979 Edict is different from its predecessors in 
that it lays out in detail the development of cooperatives, the use of the 
means of production, membership, organizational structures and guidance, 
planning, manpower allocation, villagization in the cooperatives, relations 
between producers cooperatives and mass organizations, and the support 
they get from the government. 

The national agricultural producers cooperative policy defines a producer 
cooperative (PC) as an economic organization whereby individual peasant 
proprietors willingly combine their means of production, in part or in whole, 
under one economic management and into collective ownership. The objec- 
tives of the PC are the following: 

i) to bring to an end to capitalist exploitation and to see that it is not rein- 
stated in the rural areas, and to do away with the exploitation of man by 
man. 

ii) the use of modern agricultural technology to transform fragmented and 
small-sized farms to large-scale farming and to develop small-scale industry. 

iii) by creating socialism in the rural areas, to safeguard the political, eco- 
nomic and social rights of the peasantry. 

iv) to prepare the ground for national planning. 

A producer cooperative can be established by a minimum of three people 
who have willingly agreed to give their (oxen) implements of production 
into collective ownership and who, at the same time, have understood the 
benefits of a cooperative. Such cooperatives can be registered and attain le- 
gal rights if they have a membership of at least 30 peasant households. 

Membership is open to all members of a peasant association and to the 
members of their families, both male and female above the age of 18. People 
outside of a peasant association can apply for membership if they are unem- 
ployed and if their living conditions we poor. They can become members if 
they are approved by the general assembly. Dismissal from membership is 
decided by the same body. 

The degree of the development of a PC is measured by the extent to 
which the means of production in the cooperatives have been collectivized. 
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Accordingly, there are three developmental stages of producers cooperative 
organizations, namely: the primary level of the Producers Cooperative, the 
Malba*; the Secondary level of the Producers Cooperative, the Welba*; the 
Weland* is the Advanced level of the Producers Cooperatives, resulting 
from an amalgamation of Welbas. Each Welba becomes a Habre or a pro- 
duction brigade of a Weland. 

In the Malba stage, each member household retains 2000 sq.m. for pri- 
vate use but combines the rest of his holdings with those of other coopera- 
tive members. Draught animals used in the production process, e.g., oxen 
for ploughing, donkeys for transportation etc., are still under private 
ownership. However, they can be used by the PC and the rental cost for the 
use of the animals is paid to the owner by the cooperative. The main objec- 
tive of the first stage of PC, as the policy states, is not to realize "from each 
according to his ability to each according to his work", but to transform the 
means of production from private ownership to common ownership, i.e., 
ownership by the members of the producer cooperative. 

The Welba stage is the one into which the Malba transforms itself. There 
are many forms and paths of transformation to the Welba stage, one of 
which is if members of a peasant association decide to create the secondary 
stage of a PC, they can do so without forming the first stage of the PC. In 
the Welba stage all the means of production, including the draught animals, 
that were under private ownership become the property of all the members 
of the PC. The individual member's household retains 1000 sq.m. for gar- 
dening and private use. Here, all the means of production have become Ye 
We1 Nibert, implying that the property of the collective and the socialist 
principle "from each according to his ability to each according to his work" 
has been realized. 

If the Welbas reach a certain level of development where their production 
is high and they begin to specialize and use higher level technology, then a 
merger can take place between the Welbas. The level of the PC organization 
that is created by the amalgamation of the two or more Welbas is referred to 
as the Weland. 

These terms are neither abbreviations nor do they have root words in any of the lan- 
guages spoken in Ethiopia. Most likely they are coined from the Amharic words and 
phrases related to cooperative work and ideas. Malba is coined from Ye Mehiberm Ye Gil, 
to mean owned privately and by cooperative; Welba coined from Ye Wel, to mean 
belonging to a collective; Weland coined from Ye Welbawoch Andenet to mean the arnal- 
gamation of Welbas-commune. 
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The main organs of a PC are: the General Assembly, the Executive Com- 
mittee, and the Inspection Control, and Development Committees. 

The General Assembly meets at least twice a year and decides the impor- 
tant issues of the PC. Among its functions, the General Assembly: 

i) drafts and amends the guiding principles and regulations of the PC. 
ii) elects and dismisses the Executive, the Inspections and Control Com- 

mittees, the Chairman, etc. 
iii) accepts new members and dismisses those not worthy of being coop- 

erative members. 
iv) approves the budget and production targets that have been presented 

by the Executive Committee. 
v) determines the division of labour and the points system in the 

cooperative. 
vi) determines the amount of money that is to be reserved as a collective 

fund, etc. 

In any PC, after all payments have been made to the members, the net in- 
come of the cooperative is dismbuted in the following way: 60 per cent for 
investment, 13 per cent for social welfare, 2 per cent for prize awards 
(incentives) and 25 per cent for contingencies. 

Members of the Executive Committee will spend 75 per cent of their time 
in the same kind of production as any other member of the cooperative, and 
only 25 per cent in handling administration and other tasks. 

After the implementation of the 1979 National Policy of Cooperative Or- 
ganization, Agricultural Cooperatives have increased in size and member- 
ship, particularly in the period between 1980182 - 1984185. 

According to reports from the Ministry of Agriculture, the Agricultural 
Producers Cooperatives (APCs) by the end of June 1985 numbered 1856, 
of which 1255 are in the Melba, primary stage, 601 are in the Welba, sec- 
ondary stage, and none in the Weland advanced stage. The number of agri- 
cultural producers cooperatives has increased by 71 per cent compared with 
five years ago. Membership in the cooperatives has also reached 132,872 
households. This is 3.4 times the 1980181 producers cooperative member- 
ship figure. Taking the Central Statistical Office data 4.4 as the average 
household size in rural Ethiopia, the producer cooperatives contain 1.5 per 
cent of the 1984 rural Ethiopia population and 2.4 per cent of the rural pop- 
ulation who were organized under peasant associations. 

In June 1985 the Agricultural Producers Cooperatives owned 491,324 
hectares of arable land, of which 44 per cent was cultivated. The total 
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acreage owned increased by 57 per cent and the cultivated land by 30 per 
cent over that of 1984. Each producer cooperative owned, on average, 264 
hectares of land, of which 115 hectares was cultivated land. Each house- 
hold, on average, owned 3.7 hectares of the total land and 1.6 hectares of 
the cultivated land. 

THE STATE AND RURAL COOPERATIVES 

The various policy declarations and official statements of the Provisional 
Military Administrative Council (PMAC) of Ethiopia have shown the com- 
mitment of the state to the agricultural producers cooperatives. According to 
the Ten Year Development Plan (1984- 1993), it is expected that 50 per cent 
of the peasants in Ethiopia will be cooperativized, by the end of the period 
(MOA, Annual Report, June 1986, p.2). The report further stated that all 
farmers in the resettlement areas should also accept cooperatization. The 
government's strategy of rural socialist transformation has been based upon 
the promotion of agricultural producers cooperatives. 

There are different forms and levels of state interventions for organizing 
and strengthening cooperative societies. These are institutional, material, fi- 
nancial, ideological, training, etc. The state has created a Department for 
Peasant Associations and Cooperative Organization within the Ministry of 
Agriculture. This is the department that looks after the day-to-day develop- 
ment of cooperative societies in the country. It is this department that ap- 
proves formal registration and upgrades cooperative societies. Through the 
liaison structures in the provinces, the state exercises control over the man- 
ner in which cooperative societies develop. Moreover, a team of experts 
visits the cooperative societies to assess the extent to which directives of the 
central government have been implemented, and to advise cooperative offi- 
cials as well as to rectify mistakes in policy implementation. Since Septem- 
ber 1985 the state has implemented a new programme called the Peasant 
Agriculture Development and Extension Project (PADEP). The objectives 
relating to cooperatives involve provision of the necessary support for the 
growth of producers cooperatives; promoting the role of service coopera- 
tives as vehicles for the provision of inputs to peasant farmers; and increas- 
ing the productivity of farmers through the transfer of improved technology 
(Tennassie Nichola, pp. 68-70). 

The crops to be cultivated by the cooperative farm are chosen in 
consultation with state cooperative experts. In the same manner, the share of 
produce, investments, the point systems in the producer cooperative, are all 
worked out in consultation, with at least the political cadre of the locality. 
These and other instances show the degree to which the state penetrates the 
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agricultural cooperative societies. Through technical and other experts, the 
bureaucracy and the rural institutions, the state controls the organization of 
social life in the rural areas. 

The government also has a deliberate policy of supporting producers co- 
operatives/collective farms in material and financial assistance to a greater 
extent, than private peasant farms. For instance, although the share of pri- 
vate peasant farmers in the total agricultural production of 1985 was 91.1 
per cent as opposed to 2.1 per cent for producers cooperatives, 6.5 per cent 
for state farms and 0.2 per cent for settlement farms, the Ministry of Agri- 
culture offers training and infrastructural facilities and other incentives and 
privileges only to cooperative societies and not to private peasant farms 
(ONCCP The Three years (1986187-1988189) Development Plan, July 
1986, pp. 8-9). Rural credits are also biased towards cooperatives and state 
farms. The Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank provides loans 
and credits only to cooperative societies and to state farms. 

Cooperative societies benefit from such services as health, education, etc. 
provided to groups of people rather than to scattered individuals. The coop- 
eratives are expected to reduce the fragmentation of land and to facilitate the 
dissemination of new agricultural technology, etc. Regarding the latter, the 
state secured a loan of Birr 39 million for the purchase of improved agricul- 
tural technology and implements for the cooperative societies. The Interna- 
tional Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) provided Birr 22 million 
for service cooperatives, and Birr 17 million was also provided the African 
Development Fund (ADF) for producers cooperatives (MOA, Annual Re- 
port, June 1986, p.28). The loans were for the period 1983184-1986187 and 
were administered by the Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank 
(AID Bank). The loans were mainly used for flour mills and farming oxen 
on a credit basis and for the purchase of tractors and coffee pulping ma- 
chines. 

According to the 1984 Annual Report of the Ministry of Agriculture, the 
number of service centres built by the farmers on a self-help basis were 177 
clinics and 269 schools. 

The rural cooperative societies have given the state influence in deciding 
agricultural production targets and in channeling production to the urban ar- 
eas. For instance, the National Agricultural Marketing Corporation pur- 
chased 7 l per cent of its grain through service cooperative societies, 5 per 
cent through producers cooperatives, 5 per cent through peasant associations 
and 19 per cent through other sources such as merchants, etc. (Agricultural 
Marketing Corp. July, 1985). 

The state has also created centres for the dissemination of cooperative 
ideas. At the moment there are at least ten farmer training centres. Training is 
on a short-term basis except in Agarfa, Bale Administrative region, where 
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training can take as long as six months. A cooperative institute, "The Yekatit 
25 Cooperative Institute" has been established in the administrative region of 
Arsi. The Institute gives training in cooperative management to cooperative 
officials, book-keeping to selected farmers in the cooperatives, and basic 
cooperative ideas and objectives to members of the general congress of the 
cooperative societies. 

In general, the role of the state in rural cooperative organization in Ethiopia 
is strong. The Ethiopian state plans to cooperativize 50 per cent of Ethiopian 
farmers by the year 1993, i.e., at the end of the current Ten Year Develop- 
ment Plan period. In fact, producer cooperatives at the moment contain only 
2.4 per cent of those farmers organized in peasant associations, and to raise 
this to 50 per cent will be very difficult. Considering the capacity of institu- 
tions and the personnel involved in the organization of cooperative societies 
as well as the rate at which the societies are developing, it appears difficult to 
meet the planned target of 20 per cent per annum. Nevertheless, the strategy 
of the state to transform the agrarian sector is based mainly on the develop- 
ment of cooperatives/collective farms. Success in the creation and consoli- 
dation of rural cooperatives is taken as success in rural socialist transforma- 
tion. Yet, rural cooperatives in Ethiopia are in their formative stages and 
need to develop for some time in order to meet the objectives upon which 
they are created. 
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Annex I 

Peasant Associations by Regions. Sex and membership. June 1985. 

Regions No. of Peasant Membership (Household) 
Associations Male Female Total 

Arsi 1.085 232.008 2 1,426 253,434 
Bale 
Shewa 
Welo 
Harerge 
Gonder 
Gojam 
Welega 
Kefa 
Elubabor 
Sidarno 
Gamogofa 
T i m v  - - 
Eri trea 524 73,675 3 1,796 105,471 
Total 20,157 5,027,270 566,748 5,594,018 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, The 1985 Annual Report of Agricultural Cooperative 
Societies, June, 1986. 

Annex 11 

Agricultural Service Cooperatives By Regions and Membership. June 1985. 

Regions No. of Service Member Peasant Households Using 
Cooperatives Associations Service 

Cooperatives 
Eritrea 86 304 67,093 
Tigray 39 138 54,698 
We10 286 1,024 453,068 
Gonder 255 679 180,626 
Gojam 395 1,627 361,146 
Shewa 1,082 5,223 1,293,319 
Kefa 275 1,315 333,781 
Elubabor 196 900 122,393 
Welega 400 1,993 333,914 
Harerge 298 1,171 388,480 
Ar si 146 1,072 245,577 
Bale 149 268 199,849 
Sidamo 248 1,217 461,308 
Garnogofa 109 463 87,625 
Total 3,964 17,394 4,552,877 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, The 1985 Annual Report of Agricultural Cooperative 
Societies, June, 1986. 
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Annex IIZ 

Agricultural Producers Cooperatives By Region, Sex and Membership. June 1985 

Region No. of Agricultural Membership (Household) 
Cooperatives 

Malba Welba Total Male Female Total 

Eritrea 5 4 9 216 51 267 
Tigray 7 7 313 97 410 
We10 148 44 192 20,710 1,366 22,076 
Gonder 78 4 82 3,551 109 3,660 
Gojam 241 29 270 17,907 1,465 19,372 
Shewa 236 98 334 16,200 1,147 17,347 
Kafa 97 4 101 4,271 187 4,458 
Elubabor 89 5 94 4,373 20 1 4,574 
Welega 83 34 117 7,418 809 8,227 
Harerge 38 105 143 7,629 174 7,803 
Arsi 76 207 283 22,793 1,75 1 24,544 
Bale 49 59 108 5,039 638 5,677 
Sidamo 95 1 96 10,754 968 1 1,722 
Garnogofa 13 7 20 2,581 154 2,735 
Total 1,255 601 1,856 123,755 9,117 132,372 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, The 1985 Annual Report of Agricultural Cooperatives 
Societies, June, 1986. 
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The Producers' Cooperative as an 
I 

Option for Women -- a Case Study 
from Ethiopia 
Eva Poluha 

INTRODUCTION 

In most discussions on cooperative ventures women are assumed to be part 
of the cooperative membership, but they often seem to be an invisible part. 
An important reason for this could be that membership of cooperatives, as in 
the case of the Ethiopian Agricultural Producers' Cooperatives (APC), is re- 
stricted to one person per household, and that person is usually the male 
head of household. As a result, discussions about cooperatives, which pro- 
fess to be about the people, actually only deal with men. The lot of the wives 
have tacitly been assumed to be the same as that of their husbands. In other 
words, a similar condition and effect of membership for both men and 
women has often been taken for granted. 

In this paper I shall uy to show that the interests and effects of an organi- 
zation like an APC can vary, not only between men and women but also 
between different groups of women. This is not due to the fact that female 
interests are of a particularly changeable nature, but that there is often a clear 
inner differentiation of the peasantry. Groups of peasants and peasant 
households will have a varied access to the main resources that are needed. 
This, in turn, will make their interests and priorities differ when they are 
faced with change, as represented in this case by the APC. I shall illustrate 
such a contention with ethnographic material from a region called Gojjam in 
northwest Ethiopia. 

The two groups of women on which the paper focuses are, firstly, single 
women, either widowed or divorced. They became members of the Produc- 
ers' Cooperative in their own right. Their living situation before they joined 
the APC in 1980-1981 will be compared with the condition of the single 
women who had not yet joined, as well as to that of their male CO-members. 

The other group comprises the wives of those husbands that have joined. 
Their situation and the changes in their living conditions will be discussed 
with reference to the situation of those wives whose husbands have not 
joined, as well as to that of the husbands-members themselves. For both 
these groups the kind of option that the Producers' Cooperative (PC) repre- 
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sented will be discussed, viewed from the perspective of what gains and 
losses they perceived from joining or not joining the PC. 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

The political and economic conditions of Ethiopia during the end of the 
1960s and in the beginning of the 1970s led to the revolution of 1974. Stu- 
dents had for years acted as a front guard, exposing themselves to severe 
repercussions from the government for their demand of "Land to the Tiller". 
A land reform, which abolished all private land ownership, was proclaimed 
already in 1975. In 1979, Directives for the Establishment of Producers' 
Cooperatives were issued. 

I had lived in Ethiopia since 1973, carrying out diverse studies on living 
conditions in the countryside and also working as a high-school teacher. 
One of my studies had taken place in Dangla woreda in the Gojjam region. 
For this and various other reasons, I decided to return to Dangla after ob- 
taining a scholarship from SAREC to finance my fieldwork between 1980 
and 1981. I chose one Peasant Association (PA) which I call Selassie, for 
the fieldwork. An important reason for this choice was that I had had partic- 
ularly informative discussions with both women and men from Selassie 
during my previous research there. The results of this research will be com- 
prehensively presented in a thesis in social anthropology. 

The reason why I chose to focus on the Producers' Cooperative as an 
initial option for farmers, rather than on its long-term consequences, had to 
do with the time perspective what was possible to study. The PC in Selassie 
had only been organized for a little more than a year when I started my 
fieldwork. Thus, little of the effects of the PC could yet be seen. Further- 
more, the notion of an optional choice was made relevant by the fact that as 
many as 85% or 282 of the peasant households had decided not to join when 
the PC had been created. This meant that they had been able to choose 
themselves whether or not to join. Those who had joined had done so from 
the start, and since then the only new members have been seven households. 
Three members had also left the cooperative. The option to join was obvi- 
ously available for people if they wanted to. 
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Most of the people living in Selassie are Amhara. A few are of Agaw origin. 
They all speak Amarinja, which is the official language in the country, and 
they are all members of the Ethiopian Orthodox church (the Coptic church). 

Before the land reform, land was held by ambilineal descent groups 
(Hoben 1963, 1973) in this part of Ethiopia. These groups claimed descent 
from the founder of their particular village. The founders had usually built 
the village church, as in the case of the Selassie church, and all his and her 
descendants, male and female had the right to cultivate a share of the land. 
Through ancestors on both the maternal and paternal side a person could 
have rights to land in different parishes. This practice ended with the land 
reform after which a farmer only had the right to cultivate land in the Peasant 
Association where helshe resided. 

Residence in Selassie was usually patri-viri-local, i.e. a couple most of 
the time would settle close to the husband's father. This was not an absolute 
rule, however. If there was more land available in the wife's area or if the 
husband's mother was not present, the couple usually built their house close 
to the wife's parents. 

A new household was established through marriage. It was an intricate affair 
and demanded careful planning by both the boy's and the girl's parents. 
Girls were between nine and thirteen when they married and boys from fif- 
teen to nineteen years old. Recently a new law was promulgated which pro- 
hibited marriage for those who were not yet sexually mature. Members of 
the PA and the PWA (Peasant Women's Association) were given the tasks 
of examining questionable cases and of making decisions about who would 
be allowed to marry and who was as yet immature. Many reasons have been 
given for the young age of marriage, especially for that of girls. One reason 
has been that it was good to be able to see one's grandchildren before dying. 
Another important reason was that since the girl was to come and live with 
the husband's family it was important that she was trained to do the tasks 
their way. 

Girls and boys learnt their respective gender-defined tasks at a very early 
age. At the age of five a girl received her own small water jug in which to 
fetch water from the stream. She was also trained to take care of, and pro- 
cess, the grains that her father and brothers had cultivated. Cooking, spin- 
ning, basket-weaving, etc. were other tasks to which she was introduced. In 
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the first years this was done as play-acting. From the age of seven every- 
thing was taken more seriously, however, and the girls begun to join their 
mothers working in the fields, weeding and harvesting. Boys were brought 
up to care for the animals. A boy of five would start looking after the small 
lambs and goats. At the age of seven he was given responsibility for the 
smallest animals. Advancement in age gave increased responsibility for 
larger animals. At around ten years the boy could be a shepherd of cows and 
oxen. Introduction to ploughing, an exclusively male task, depended upon 
size and strength and varied from twelve to sixteen years of age. 

The main characteristics of the household organization were that tasks 
were both gender- and age-specific. It was vital for the functioning of the 
household that each person performed her or his respective tasks properly. 
Greatest emphasis was placed on the work of the husband and wife. He was 
responsible for producing the necessary crops and looking after the health of 
the animals and she for processing and budgeting the products and making 
them last until the next harvest. The household was thus both the unit of 
production and consumption. 

Children learnt to appreciate good and hard work from very early years, 
as they themselves were often praised or criticized in such terms. They 
would hear judgments being passed on youngsters and adults, both women 
and men on the basis of the quality and quantity of their labour. Thus much 
of the ethical system was related to respect for work and respect for knowl- 
edge concerning the production cycle, food processing etc. In many ways 
this was also emphasized by respect for elders who represented this type of 
knowledge. 

Men and women have both traditionally inherited land use rights. In 
principle there was no inequality in their potential holdings, although men 
could often obtain larger areas than women. The right to make use of a piece 
of land in her area of origin was not denied to women by the land reform. 
Upon divorce they could ask for land in the PA of their birth and return 
there. Cattle, in this respect, was an economic factor of greater importance in 
Selassie than land. Even in connection with cattle equality reigned. When the 
parents of a bride and groom had agreed to marry their children to each 
other, the most important part of the maniage agreement dealt with the num- 
ber of cattle that would be settled upon the couple. Two oxen were neces- 
sary to plough the land and had to be supplied first of all. If e.g., the boy's 
family had two oxen, the girl's family was expected to provide two cows, if 
necessary with calves, so that the value of the settlement for both girl and 
boy would be absolutely equal. The animals then became the property of 
each respective partner. If a girl or woman wanted to divorce her husband 
she could take her animals and half of what they had produced together and 
return to her parents. No stigma or negative feelings were attached to her 
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because of the divorce. Remarriage was easy so long as she had her animals 
and was considered to be a good worker. 

A household would consequently have different appearances during its 
various stages. During the initial period it would be part of the production 
and consumption unit, in most cases, of the husband's parents. When both 
husband and wife had leamt to perform their gender-specific tasks properly, 
they would build a house of their own and form an independent household. 
Sometimes they had a child at this time and sometimes children would be 
born later. During some ten to fifteen years the household would increase in 
size, children would be born and none would as yet move away. The couple 
might also be responsible for their ageing parents if the latter were unable to 
work for themselves. If, at the same time, there were too many young chil- 
dren and parents too old to work the demands on the couple's labour could 
be very severe. When children grew up, could work and take their own re- 
sponsibilities, life might again become easier, and when they started to 
leave, the size of the parental household would steadily decrease. At the time 
of my study, the household size in Selassie varied from one to thirteen 
members with an average of 5.2 persons. 

In general, a Selassie marriage bond was characterized by two seemingly 
contradictory qualities: a high role interdependence with a simultaneous 
strong economic independence. The interdependence between husband and 
wife made it almost impossible for adults to live without a spouse. Only 7 
out of the 264 (or 3%)male heads of households lived without a wife. It was 
also difficult for a woman to live without a husband and alone with her chil- 
dren. This was more common, however, and 62 out of the 327 (or 19%)of 
the adult women did so. This is an indication of the gender-based comple- 
mentarity in the production process. The other important aspect of the hus- 
band and wife relations was the independence derived from the economic 
equality that obtained between the spouses. This was due both to the inheri- 
tance rules and to the cattle endowments made upon marriage. The some- 
what exceptional factor in this case was that rights over the women's ani- 
mals could not be exercised by their husbands or brothers, as is the case in 
many other cultures. In owning cattle, women derived great security and this 
gave them freedom over their lives. This sense of independence was lost if 
the animals died, or if the parents were too poor to give them any. 

PRODUCTION AND HOUSEHOLD CATEGORIES 

The character of the households varied, not only in relation to how devel- 
oped they were, but also on their overall access to basic resources. The main 
productive assets were of three kinds, namely labour, land and cattle. The 
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availability of labour greatly depended upon the level of household, as de- 
scribed above. Before the land reform, a couple might have more land than 
labour, and they would often take care of poor and young relatives. These 
would be brought up to help in the household and on the farm and later 
would be given one or two animals when they married. After the land re- 
form, when land was distributed according to household size, the main 
labour problem became one of too many mouths to feed and few to do the 
work. Furthermore, for divorced and widowed women who had no hus- 
band to plough and sow for them, it was a problem not only to find a man to 
do the job but also to come to an agreement with him about how much of the 
harvest he had a right to. Men who were divorced or widowed usually did 
not stay single for long but remarried quickly. 

Land as assets depended both on the quantity and quality of the soil. The 
quantity was decided upon by the PA executive committee in relation to the 
size of the household. Since the land usually was at least partly the same as 
that which had been cultivated by the same household before the revolution 
the quality would not have changed. This was an advantage to those peas- 
ants who had very fertile land, but a constraint for those who were poor. A 
farmer could, however, adopt a number of measures to counteract the di- 
minishing fertility of the soil. He could allow land to lie fallow, practice crop 
rotation, and collect and spread natural fertilizer, etc. His success in this en- 
deavour would largely depend on his own ingenuity and industriousness. 
Any amount of work would, however, not give him the same results as 
those which existed for someone who, from the beginning, had land of the 
best quality, good soil close to a river or other, qualitative advantages. 

Cattle holdings also varied. Sons and daughters were endowed with cattle 
upon marriage. The amount and the quality of the livestock a couple would 
receive on their marriage would depend on what resources the parents had at 
the time. Inequalities between households that were initiated at this time 
would often remain. It was always easier for those children who had re- 
ceived several cattle from their parents, to increase their number and pre- 
serve their quality through good care and sufficient fodder, than for those 
who had only started with one or two oxen. A household with only two 
oxen would, if one of them died, feel an immediate effect on the size of the 
harvest, which mainly depended upon how many times and how well the 
land had been ploughed. A bad harvest would, in turn, affect the economic 
situation of the household and its possibilities of recuperation. Thus the loss 
of one ox could, for a poor family, be the beginning of a long chain of neg- 
ative events. The same occurrence for a household, with greater numbers of 
animals, would never have such far-reaching effects. 

The productive assets with which a new household was endowed would 
therefore strongly influence their opportunities for creating a secure life and 
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improving their situation. Laziness and stupidity could, however, easily lead 
to the fall of a well situated family while hard work, knowledge and ingenu- 
ity could sometimes improve the position of a household which initially was 
not well off. To the people in Selassie these initial and internal differences 
were important and strongly felt. 

The main activities performed by members of the Selassie household were 
farming and the processing of raw materials. Women and girls took part in 
all farming activities except ploughing and sowing. Boys helped their moth- 
ers with many tasks and men assisted with some of the domestic chores. 
However, apart from the united efforts of the household, cooperation for 
production was not a common occurrence in the community. Peasants 
cooperated usually by forming a group of men for joint harvesting. The se- 
lection of partners was based upon close acquaintances and a man's reputa- 
tion as a hard worker. Criteria such as kinship or being a neighbour were 
not counted and especially would not supersede the stigma of reputed lazi- 
ness. Within such groups, rules would be clearly laid down. Labour would 
be given equally by all and the same type of food and drink was served in 
each house. Complete equality should prevail for all the contributors. 
Women sometimes met and spun cloth together, but the rules and principles 
were similarly clearly stated. The only work group which did not expect to- 
tal and instant reciprocity was the housebuilding group. It was usually made 
up of a man's, more seldom a woman's, closest relatives and friends. They 
would help him (her) cut the trees and build the house until it was com- 
pleted. 

These were the main types of cooperative production groups before the 
revolution. Agricultural production became, after the land reform, a cooper- 
ative endeavour in Selassie. The first experience came in 1977 when a piece 
of land was set aside by the PA executive committee for cooperative 
production. Although the members' work input varied considerably, the first 
harvest was good. The money served to pay the Selassie PA's share for the 
establishment of a Service Cooperative. The experiment continued with in- 
creased seriousness the following year. Still most people spent very little 
time on the communal plot and were mostly found cultivating their own 
land. 

At a meeting in 1978, presided over by government officials the Selassie 
peasants were formally invited to start a cooperative. 136 peasants agreed to 
do so. Before registration started, however, the Ethiopian government is- 
sued its Directives for Producers Cooperatives. After various discussions 
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which will not be dwelt upon here, only 48 households in Selassie remained 
committed to join the Producers' Cooperative. Three of these had left before 
August 1980 and had, i.a., been replaced by sons of members. Five of the 
initial members were women. All these women were divorced and had de- 
pendent children. One other woman was working for the PC but since she 
was married and her husband was alive, his name had been registered al- 
though he was blind and unable to work. In 1980 she was able to register in 
her own name. 

Membership in the PC was in principle open to both male and female in- 
habitants of the PA who were above the age of 18. However, only one per- 
son per household was registered and the majority were men. A Producers' 
Cooperative could be started by a minimum of three people who had agreed 
to work together. In reality they also needed the acceptance of the Ministry 
of Agriculture (MoA) since the latter had to guide and supervise them in their 
work. 

In the governmental Directives Producers' Cooperatives were designed to 
develop in three stages. The first stage was called Malba. During this initial 
stage all oxen should be used by the PC, although individually owned. In 
Selassie they were turned over to the cooperative and peasants who had 
oxen when joining were to be repaid in instalments. All land, except 2000 
square meters was communally held, together with all the tools. Cows, 
goats and sheep were individually owned. 

In the second stage called Welba, only 1000 square meters of individual 
land was allowed and all draught animals became the cooperative property. 
In Selassie it was also said that the cows were to be taken over by the PC. 
The third stage was called Weland and implied that many Welbas should co- 
ordinate their agricultural and other efforts. It was the highest stage accord- 
ing to the policy, and could only be reached when the technology was ad- 
vanced and used as in large-scale agricultural production. 

All the daily work in the Selassie cooperative was performed by members 
in work groups, led by two elected group leaders. Diverse jobs were given 
different work marks. These marks were also related to the time worked and 
the quality of the work. The daily work marks were evaluated and registered 
by the group leaders according to the laid down principles. 

The executive committee of the PC, elected by all the members, had the 
responsibility of making the overall work plan. This plan was then dis- 
cussed by an assembly of all the members, and the executive committee was 
given the authority to carry it out. The committee members divided the work 
into weeks and days, and they daily told the two group leaders what should 
be done. In most of this work the PC executive committee was guided by 
different employees from the MoA, in particular the production cadre. The 
overall production plan for each PC was in practice developed according to 
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both national criteria and a national model. Representatives from all levels of 
the MoA were involved in mapping out each land-use plan. The crops to be 
cultivated and the acreage and location was decided in relation to the quality 
and quantity of the soil, as well as to the subsistence needs of the members 
who were paid in kind. Prices of crops was another important factor. The 
government decided the price for each crop and marketing was organized 
through a national organization, the Agricultural Marketing Corporation 
(AMC). No private merchants or private large-scale sales were allowed in 
the region of Gojjarn. 

In general, the overall farm plan for the production year in the Selassie 
Producers' Cooperative was designed with very little involvement of the 
peasants-members themselves. Their executive committee was responsible 
for the division of the work throughout the months and days of the year. In 
this task they were guided and helped by employees of the Ministry of Agri- 
culture. That the land use plan was designed according to a national model, 
that prices were determined by a governmental organization and that loans 
from the Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank had to be mortgaged 
and interests paid at a speed and rate determined by the Bank, all meant that 
the peasants in the Producers' Cooperative had very little control over the 
different elements in the cooperative's agricultural production strategy. 

The Producers' Cooperative in Selassie is an agricultural Producers' 
cooperative (APC). It is a new way of organizing the production of farm 
products. Although the work in this sphere was not performed by men 
alone, it was seen as a male responsibility. On the other hand, the process- 
ing of crops and animal products, which was the responsibility of women, 
was not on the agenda of the Agricultural Producers' Cooperative. In this 
respect the Producers' Cooperative can be said to have been an arrangement 
designed for the reorganization of male activities. 

Membership in the Producers' Cooperative was in practice reserved to 
one person per household. In married households this was, with only one 
exception, the man. Thus the Producers' cooperative was not an option for 
women. Neither was it an option for married women, since they could not 
become members unless exceptional circumstances prevailed. It was, how- 
ever, an option for single women. As we shall see presently, married 
women were also affected by the PC and could take certain measures in re- 
lation to it. 

Important matters connected with the household and its members were 
usually discussed and agreed upon by the couple. Therefore it is reasonable 
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to assume that those men who withdrew from the cooperative before regis- 
tration time, had been influenced in their decision by their wives. A few 
women, whose husbands had insisted upon joining the cooperative against 
their will, had divorced their husbands and left the area. The question there- 
fore arises why some women reacted negatively to their husbands joining 
the PC. To understand this we must find out what was demanded of those 
husbands who joined. 

The inhabitants in Selassie had been informed that those who joined the 
PC would have to turn over their oxen to it and that they were to be refunded 
by instalments over a couple of years. There were rumours going around 
that even cows would become common property and that if wives of mem- 
bers wanted to divorce their husbands, they would not get any of their ani- 
mals back. This meant that they would be left without cattle with which to 
remarry and could be forced to stay with their husbands even in those cases 
when they might actually have preferred a divorce. Therefore many women 
and their parents families felt that their independence was at stake. As a con- 
sequence most of the men who joined the PC were asked to provide a guar- 
antor for their wives. The guarantor had to be a man who was not going to 
join the PC. His duty was to repay the property a wife had brought into the 
marriage, if she wanted a divorce and her husband was unable to pay her 
because of his PC membership. As the guarantor had to be rich in cattle, 
several men had great problems in finding one. 

In a longer perspective it seems probable that the cornrnunalization of 
cattle in the PC will influence the marriage procedure and the choice of part- 
ners open to the children of members. Sons can become members of the PC 
in their own right. For daughters this seems less probable, however, at least 
before they have been married. Their first marriage partner might, if they 
have no cattle, have to be a member of a PC. If they are lucky the girls may 
also be supplied with marriage cattle from relatives to avoid what is seen as 
an unhappy arrangement, since the position of a girl who married a young 
man with cattle but who had none of her own, is considered more as an em- 
ployee than of a wife. In due time these questions might become irrelevant, 
however, especially if the whole Ethiopian peasantry become members of 
cooperatives and girls start working before they marry. 

Another type of change resulting from PC membership which could be 
discerned but which people did not discuss, touched upon the concept of 
work. In households where the husband was not a PC member the produc- 
tion and consumption was, as we have seen, undertaken jointly by all the 
family members. There was an important gender specification and comple- 
mentarity in the jobs carried out by the husband, wife and male and female 
children. When the husband joined the PC he also entered another produc- 
tion unit outside the household. This step introduced a new distinction be- 
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tween male and female work making the work of the wife appear more 
'domestic'. Male work, on the other hand, came to be carried out in a group 
other than that of the household, and was also to be judged according to in- 
dividual input. Thus both the time spent on work and the quality of the work 
done, came to define the male income while no such changes adhered to fe- 
male work. 

For single women, the changes were different. As in most parts of 
Ethiopia, women in Selassie did not plough or sow but depended on a man 
to do this type of work. A divorced or widowed woman could arrange her 
living in different ways. If she lived in her area of origin and had land use 
rights there, she would usually come to an agreement with a man to farm for 
her. Unless the man was a brother or close friend, who would help her 
without remuneration. If she had her own oxen, seeds and labour input and 
the soil had been recently ploughed (the more recent the better) she might be 
able to keep as much as 75% of the harvest from the land. The less she her- 
self could contribute to the deal, however, the less she would get. Through 
discussions with the women who had joined the PC it was obvious that they 
all thought that they now had a greater material security than before. In spite 
of the fact that they did not plough and sow they could always work in the 
PC and they were remunerated for their work. When the men ploughed and 
sowed the women did other tasks. Although ploughing and sowing got the 
highest work marks the labour contribution of the women was always 
counted. On the few occasions when nobody in the PC had had enough 
food they had been given wheat as a gift from the government and they felt 
secure that if they were in dire need of help the government would again as- 
sist them.. 

Another important aspect of membership was that the single women felt 
they had a better control over their lives. They did not need to beg a man to 
plough for them but could manage as members of the cooperative. Many of 
the women also felt socially strengthened through the membership. The 
other members were like new and additional kin to them; they felt so close 
that one woman even said that she expected to be buried by them. 

There was, however, another dimension to the living conditions of the 
female members, something which made their lives very different from that 
of their male co-workers. After a working day of nine to ten hours in the 
scorching sun the women came home exhausted to a second full day's 
work. All of them had young children who needed food and water. One lady 
mentioned that once when she had been all alone at home, she had been too 
tired when coming home from work to cook and clean and even to fetch 
water. For two nights she had gone to sleep without even drinking water, 
although she felt dried up after the hard work in the sun. All the women 
considered the fetching of water to be the hardest task after a day's work. 
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The female members tried to cope with this situation in different ways. One 
kept a divorced daughter at home instead of remarrying her. Some post- 
poned the marriage of their daughters. One mother, who only had small 
children, let the eldest, only five years old look after them and bring the 
baby into the field to be breastfed when he cried too hard. These tasks and 
preoccupations of the female members again highlight the fact that the Pro- 
ducers' Cooperative was an association set up to reorganize male activities. 

From the ethnographic description on the peasants in Selassie we have seen 
that the daily life of women and men differed. The tasks performed in each 
household were gender-specific, a practice which was initiated very early in 
life. Men shouldered the main responsibility for agricultural production and 
domestic animals, while women were responsible for processing farm 
products and managing the household's resources to make them last until the 
next harvesting season. The fact that the tasks were so gender-specific cre- 
ated a strong role interdependence between the members of the household. 
Husband and wife in particular were so dependent upon each other that it 
was almost impossible for an adult to live without a spouse. Cooperation 
within the household was fundamental for the survival of all its members. 
Outside the household, however, very little cooperation in work existed until 
the introduction of the agricultural Producers' cooperative. 

Although the members of the household were dependent upon each 
other's performance, husband and wife were economically independent of 
each other. Both men and women had the same rights to land and both were 
equally endowed with animals upon maniage. This factor may be related to 
the weak marriage bond as divorce was frequent. In their reaction to the in- 
troduction of the PC it became obvious that women cherished their economic 
independence and that they had a common interest in preserving it. This as- 
pect of the PC organization was not experienced by men in the same way. 
They were more concerned with other implications of the PC, which, as it 
dealt with new ways of organizing all farm activities, directly touched upon 
the male sphere of responsibility. The focus, interest and reactions of men 
and women, therefore, differed from a gender point of view, when they 
were confronted with the PC as an option. 

From the descriptions and experiences of the PC it is possible to see that 
the women did not constitute a homogeneous group. Instead, we found 
great variations in the reactions between two groups of women, namely 
those who were single and without cattle, and those who were married. 



The Producers' Cooperative as an Option for Women 

It may seem strange to discuss the single women who had joined the co- 
operative as a group since they were only six (including the lady whose 
husband could not work) out of 63 single women in Selassie (10%). Thus a 
majority of the single women had not joined the PC and the reasons for this 
could be considered more valid and interesting than those presented for the 
women who joined. However, there were many different reasons why the 
majority of the single women had not joined, just as in the case of the men. 
The women who had not joined were first of all a more heterogeneous group 
than those who had joined. Several were too old to be able to work in agri- 
culture at all. Some had oxen that they did not want to loose through joining 
the cooperative. Many of those who were in a similar position, in relation to 
age and oxen, as those who had joined had, however, applied only after the 
cooperative had been started. This was mainly due to the fact that they had 
received little information about it since they had not attended the PA-meet- 
ings where the cooperative venture had been announced. This in turn re- 
sulted from the practice that PA-meetings were mainly a male affair. Since 
the single women applied later, it was possible for the men in charge of the 
PC, who feared that the women might be a burden, to refuse them entry. 
For these reasons, few single women were able to join in the same circum- 
stances as the original members had. 

To the single women who had joined the PC, the cooperative was the 
most rational alternative. On the one hand it improved their economic situa- 
tion, i.a, since they had no oxen when they joined, but also because it gave 
them material security. On the other hand, it also gave them a feeling of so- 
cial independence since they no longer had to beg a man to work for them 
and bargain with him about the pay. 

The married women, on the other hand, reacted to a situation in which 
they felt their position and independence threatened. Some demanded that 
their husband should not join the cooperative, others divorced their hus- 
bands, and a third group demanded guarantors. This was all for the sake of 
the cattle, which for the women represented economic independence. 

From these examples it is obvious that the way people view an option, as 
in this case represented by a Producers' Cooperative, depends on the cul- 
tural and economic history of their society, as well as on how their opportu- 
nities and their differential access to the society's resources. In this case sin- 
gle women seemed to find more advantages in joining the PC than men, de- 
spite the fact that the PCs were designed for the latter. Such paradoxical dif- 
ferences are difficult to elucidate unless we obtain factual information at the 
local level. Only then will we be able to understand why different groups of 
women just as different groups of men or households can act and react dif- 
ferently, when confronted with a new option. 
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The Political Economy of 
Agricultural Producer-cooperative 

Zimbabwe 
Clever Mumbengegwi 

Recent research findings on Agricultural Producer Cooperatives in Zim- 
babwe indicate that the record of achievement as individual economic enter- 
prises has so far been rather limited!l These cooperatives were established 
after independence (1980) as an aspect of the government's programme of 
socio-economic transformation of the inherited agricultural sector.2 Gov- 
ernment policy documents indicate clearly that they were intended to be 
modern, large scale, socialist economic units in which the cooperative mem- 
bers are the owners, workers and managers within the framework of the 
overall policy towards producer cooperative development. As such, all non- 
labour means of production were to be owned jointly by the members, 
labour was to be collectivized and the distribution of the net product was to 
be social in character. Thus, the conception of producer cooperatives as 
classic socialist enterprises fitted elegantly into the government's macro- 
economic policy objectives of transforming the Zimbabwean economy along 
socialist lines. The government of Zimbabwe espoused Marxist Leninist 
principles and was committed (at least on paper) to socialism as the only 
logical way to dismantle the highly inequitable, colonial, capitalist econ- 
0my.3 

Although private commercial agriculture was to be retained in the transi- 
tional period: the decision to organize and promote agricultural producer 
cooperatives was intended to be the rural aspect of the transition to social- 
ism. Intensive and systematic planning of the schemes and initial material 
support in the form of an establishment grant, adequate ago-ecologically 
suitable land, credit, extension and other back-up services were intended to 
generate an impressive performance that would indicate to the non-collec- 
tivized farmers the superiority and tangible benefits of collective agriculture. 

However, these expectations have been unfulfilled and the initial enthusi- 
asm for cooperatization is now dampened both at the levels of policy and 
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cooperative membership. After an initial upsurge in the numbers of regis- 
tered producer cooperatives, this has leveled off after 1983. The perfor- 
mance of these schemes has generated a considerable amount of interest 
among local researchers and some non-governmental aid agencies (NGOs). 
However, the results of this research remain largely unpublished and hence 
is not generally available. What is common to the findings is that the per- 
formance of the individual producer cooperatives is either poor and incon- 
sistent with the original policy intention, or they have been verging on dis- 
astrous results. For example, one study found that land and labour produc- 
tivity on five schemes were respectively, 39% and 53% of the average pro- 
ductivity on private commercial farms of a similar scale. Net incomes ac- 
cruing to cooperative members of between Z$75 and Z$260 per annum were 
only 40% of the targeted income of 2$400 per annum.5 This is marginally 
comparable to the annual income of small-scale peasant farmers and 
nowhere near the commercial agricultural minimum wage. Partly as a result 
of this unimpressive income performance, some producer cooperatives have 
faced a membership decline as disillusionment and impatience over this poor 
performance has set in. 

Another survey of 77 agricultural producer cooperatives, conducted in 
1984, found that only 42% of the schemes have experienced a build up of 
membership, while 22% had difficulties in attracting new members and 36% 
experienced a clear drop in member~hip.~ These findings are corroborated 
by numerous internal reports on the funding of NGOs and more signifi- 
cantly, by the recent study by L. Chitsike, the permanent Secretary in the 
Ministry responsible for cooperative development.7 Although several 
caveats can be drawn to caution the general picture painted so far, the critical 
issue being raised is that if these trends are not arrested, the whole producer 
cooperative development programme faces the risk of eventual collapse. 
This would give credence to the now common perception that producer co- 
operatives are unsuited to African conditions and alien to its socio-cultural 
setting. 

The failure of producer cooperatives would have a magnified significance 
in view of their intended role in the post-independence strategy for overall 
socialist transformation. The "Government Policy on Cooperative Develop- 
ment" states the objectives for Producer Cooperatives as extending beyond 
the usual goals of improving the economic position and standard of living 
members. In addition, they are specifically intended to eliminate exploitative 
production relations inherent in capitalist agriculture; realize economies of 
scale from high volume through large-scale production; facilitate develop- 
ment and the adoption of advanced production and management techniques; 
circumvent the technical constraints associated with small-scale peasant pro- 
duction and allow for more rational factor utilization; and enable lower cost 
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government provision of essential services.* It is clear that the government's 
intention was to make these schemes the show cases for further cooperative 
development and the foundation upon which to build its socialist objectives 
in agriculture. 

This paper does not seek to document or dweli on the failures and weak- 
nesses of the individual cooperative schemes schemes. To do so would be to 
miss the central issues in any cooperative development strategy. For a start, 
the scanty evidence presented earlier was collected at the most formative 
stages in the history of the schemes and the programme as a whole. We de- 
liberately refrain from making any negative judgements as to their long-term 
prospects. What we seek to do is to outline a framework of analysis that 
may help to shed more light on the apparent unimpressiveness of the Zim- 
babwean experience so far. 

Most research on producer cooperatives elsewhere in Africa has con- 
cluded that failure has been the hallmark of African attempt to cooperatize 
production. However, little attempt has been made to explain the causes of 
this failure from a broader political economy approach, which focuses on the 
concrete and objective conditions during and prior to the cooperatization 
process. Emphasis has been laid on the internal constraints and organiza- 
tional weaknesses specific to the cooperative form of organization. While it 
is acknowledged that such factors are crucial to the success and performance 
of producer cooperatives, one cannot afford to ignore the factors arising 
from the political economy into which they are being introduced. As L. 
Cliffe (1985) has correctly pointed out, wherever cooperatives are being in- 
troduced 

... as an integral component of some overall strategy for rural transformation, 
they cannot be simply evaluated as isolated units of production whose success 
depend on their internal features? 

Evaluation and correct diagnostic assessment of the causes of the failure of 
Producer Cooperatives in Africa must be located in the broader analysis of 
the political economy of agrarian transformation and transition to socialism. 
The utility of this approach is that it clearly brings out the linkages between 
the often cited internal causes and the external factors constraining the per- 
formance of producer cooperatives as individual economic units. The inter- 
nal sources of failure such as poor management, low production perfor- 
mance, low cooperative members' incomes, weak internal incentives, high 
membership turnovers, and low motivation are found more often than not to 
be mere manifestations of a more general problem located at the level of the 
national political economy and factors external to the cooperatives as eco- 
nomic enterprises. 
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This paper seeks to examine Zimbabwe's experience with producer 
cooperatives in agriculture after independence. The main focus of our analy- 
sis is the identification of the underlying causes of the apparently unimpres- 
sive economic performance. We try to weave an argument that links both the 
external and internal factors and demonstrates their symbiotic relationship in 
determining the potential success or failure of any producer cooperative de- 
velopment programme, whose intention is gradually to move towards 
agrarian socialism. 

Among the external factors, the following questions are crucial. What is 
the political context into which the producer cooperatives are being intro- 
duced, and in particular, what is the class character of the state that is seek- 
ing to promote them? In the overall framework of socio-economic transfor- 
mation, what roles and functions are the cooperatives intended to fulfil? Are 
those roles and functions consistent with the general transformation taking 
place elsewhere in agriculture and in other sectors of the economy? In other 
words, is the strategy for the implementation of specific policies towards 
producer cooperatives conducive to a sustained performance and develop- 
ment of the cooperative sector? In practical resource terms, what govern- 
mental or non-governmental support, both in quality and quantity, is flow- 
ing to producer cooperatives during their most vulnerable and formative pe- 
riods? Answers to these questions would go a long way towards explaining 
whether there is a consistency between the policy on paper and actual prac- 
tice on the ground. They will also assist in demonstrating whether there ex- 
ists a climate conducive to successful performance of cooperatives in agri- 
culture and the transformation towards socialism. 

Among the so-called internal factors we focus mainly on how the political 
economy of the cooperatization process at the national level shapes the inter- 
nal conditions characterizing the producer cooperative schemes. 

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF AGRARIAN REFORM IN ZIMBABWE 

An agrarian reform programme in which the establishment of producer co- 
operatives, or the collectivization of agriculture, are the ultimate goals, must 
contend with the role and place of collectives in the economy both during 
and after the transitional period. At every stage of the reform, they must be 
assigned a specific role and function as an integral part of the overall strategy 
for the economy. The specific role is partly determined by the political econ- 
omy and class character of the state initiating the reform, while the overall 
strategy depends on careful analysis of the factors specific to a country. The 
class character of the state is not a matter of subjective choice by the ruling 
elite. It is the outcome of the relative power of the various interest groups 
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prior to and during the reform. The Zimbabwean case is an instructive ex- 
ample of how a "Marxist-Leninist" party can be "captured" by the anti-so- 
cialist, anti-collective interests groups. 

Zimbabwe achieved independence after a protracted war of national liber- 
ation in which the major grievance was over the racial and inequitable distri- 
bution of land. Most of the land suitable for intensive farming was owned 
by a white agrarian bourgeoisie of settler farmers and transnational capital. 
The peasantry, which participated in the war, had been forced by successive 
colonial regimes to occupy the "Tribal Trust Lands" (now called Communal 
Areas), which were the most unsuitable for intensive farming. The object 
was to transform the peasantry into reservoirs of cheap black labour for 
white farms, mines and industry. Thus, as a matter of objective necessity, 
land redistribution became the cornerstone of government policy in agricul- 
ture. The manner in which this proceeded and the content of the agrarian re- 
form programme is instructive to the political economy of agrarian transfor- 
mation. 

Firstly, the attainment of independence failed to resolve the question of 
state power and this coloured the process of agrarian reform. A radical pro- 
gramme of socialization of agriculture demands a state apparatus which rep- 
resents the interests of the peasants, the landless and the unemployed work- 
ers, in the specific sense of possessing the will, the ability and the means to 
effect the required radical reforms. Without any of these attributes, any in- 
tention for a radical agrarian reform, no matter how genuinely held, will re- 
main at the level of rhetoric. In the Zimbabwean case, despite the existence 
of the will, there was neither the ability nor the means to effect any radical 
transformation of agriculture along producer cooperative lines. The 
"capturing" of the state began with the Lancaster House Constitution, by 
which the country attained independence. This ruled out the ability of the 
state to expropriate land from the white agrarian classes. Land intended for 
redistribution had to be purchased at the full market value on a "willing 
seller-willing buyer basis." Any compulsory acquisition by the state had to 
be paid for in repatriatable foreign currency. This constitutional condition 
reduced the ability of the state to effect a substantive land redistribution pro- 
gramme. 

As an aspect of the same condition, the state became dependent on for- 
eign donors (initially the British) to carry out the programmes. Furthermore, 
land acquisition meant that resources which could have been used to give 
adequate material support to the new settlers were being used to purchase 
land, and the resultant foreign exchange shortages inhibited the state from 
greater compulsory acquisition. Thus, the conditions on which indepen- 
dence was achieved removed both the ability and the means for effecting a 
radical agrarian reform strategy. 
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Given that international recognition of the new state depended on its ob- 
servance of the above constitutional guarantees to white farmers' private 
property, it meant that the state had to restrain land-hungry peasants from a 
popularly based takeover of land. Where peasant takeover of land could 
have been regarded as an act of revolutionary consciousness and part of the 
transformation of the socio-economic base, instead this became viewed as 
criminal infringement and such peasants who dared to occupy farms were 
labelled "squatters" and subject to forceful eviction. Thus, with the peas- 
antry effectively restrained from a popular participation in the land redistri- 
bution exercise, we notice a planned, technocratic and bureaucratically ad- 
ministered programme from the central government. Given the predomi- 
nance of the colonial civil service in the initial years, the administrative re- 
structuring of the implementing agencies and the lack of adequate financial 
resources, the land redistribution exercise proceeded at an unimpressive pace 
in relation to the stated targets. 

The second stage in the "capturing" of the state came as a result of de- 
bates as to how much land was to be redistributed and with what effects on 
the national economy. The commercial farmers, in alliance with transnational 
capital, (including foreign "experts") argued for some, but not much land 
redistribution. Their arguments, based on the need to maintain agriculture's 
role as a source of food, industrial raw materials, employment and foreign 
exchange, were very persuasive to a state that was all too aware that even if 
it wanted to, it could not redistribute as much land as the peasants expected. 
The guaranteeing of agriculture's contribution, in practice, meant the contin- 
ued existence of the commercial farming sector and the distributional imbal- 
ance in agriculture. 

The final stage in the "capturing" process was at the level of the economy 
as a whole. The capitalist economy in industry, mining, construction, distri- 
bution, finance and trade, remained in the hands of the tiny local and the 
dominant international bourgeoisie. Agrarian reform cannot be implemented 
as an isolated phenomenon. It has to be linked to an overall strategy of so- 
cio-economic transformation and in these process, to develop new forms of 
linkages between agriculture and other sectors of the economy. In the cir- 
cumstances in which no coherent strategy of transforming the non-agricul- 
tural sectors was developed, it meant that any radical agrarian reform would 
be in disarticulation with the non-transformationist trends in the entire econ- 
omy. Thus, any beneficiaries of the agrarian reform would lack a clearly de- 
fined place, role and function in the untransformed capitalist sectors of the 
economy. The linkages between industry and agriculture that developed to 
service a dualistic colonial economy, could not easily be extended or re- 
formed to incorporate the new cooperative sector. Thus, agrarian reform 
could not be successful if all other sectors remained under the control of the 
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colonial and transnational bourgeoisie. The nature of the bourgeoisie drasti- 
cally reduced the state's ability to implement any radical reforms. To expro- 
priate a predominantly foreign or the tiny white bourgeoisie closely linked 
with international capital, poses more capital and international problems than 
expropriating an indigenous bourgeoisie. In the light of this, we see also the 
emergence of a black petty-bourgeois class aspiring to be in alliance with the 
former, of which high-ranking policy-makers were not excluded. 

Thus, the above discussion sets the context of the Political economy into 
which producer cooperatives were introduced, which may help to explain 
their poor performance. The following points need to be re-emphasized. 

i) Even if the state's ideological preferences were for a socialist agrarian 
reform in which producer cooperatives were to be the major element, the 
objective political conditions were not conducive to such a radical transfor- 
mation. The state had been "captured", not out of its own volition, but by a 
configuration of class forces that made it powerless to implement a radical 
agrarian reform. 

ii) The producer cooperatives, as an element of agrarian reform, did not 
have a clearly defined role and function in the national economy. Whereas in 
the Soviet Union, collectivization was necessitated by the food and raw ma- 
terials needs of the socialist industrialization strategy. The Zimbabwean pro- 
ducer cooperatives were mere experiments standing out as disarticulated 
segments of a predominantly capitalist economy. They were not part and 
parcel of an overall plan for the socialization of the entire economy. Thus, in 
evaluating cooperative experience and performance, it is necessary to take 
into account these wider political-economy issues. 

Producer Cooperatives and Land Redistribution 
Given the geographical and ago-ecological separation of the peasant and 
commercial farming areas, land redistribution had to take the form of a 
physical resettlement of peasants from communal to former white farms that 
had been purchased by the state for this purpose. Two major models of re- 
settlement were developed. 

Model A 
This involves the resettlement of formerly landless peasants, or those with 
insufficient land as well as the urban unemployed, on an individual basis. 
Each settler is allocated a 5 hectare plot plus common grazing land for up to 
20 livestock units depending on the ago-ecological region. This model is 
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not of current concern to this paper and shall not be discussed further except 
where it is relevant for comparative purposes to producer cooperatives. 

Model B 
This model forms the operational framework for establishing producer co- 
operatives in Zimbabwe. It provides for a group of between 50 and 200 
persons to approach the implementing ministry with the intention of being 
resettled on a group basis. All the members must satisfy the normal criteria 
for resettlement, i.e., being landless, unemployed or having insufficient 
land. Government provides a large farm or group of farms to be operated as 
a producer cooperative. Technically, the farm remains state land, and the 
cooperative operates it under a system of permits - to cultivate, reside and 
graze stock. The continued validity of the permits is at the discretion of the 
responsible minister after consideration of the productive performance and 
land use of the cooperative. Thus, all rights and privileges conferred by the 
permits belong to the group as a whole. The farm cannot be subdivided into 
small holder units. Thus, by the model design, land, labour and capital are 
collective and the distribution of the net product is agreed by the members. 
In addition, government provides an initial "Establishment Grant" of 
Z$63,000, credit facilities through the Agricultural Finance Corporation, 
cooperative education from the Ministry of Cooperative Development and 
technical support and extension services from Agritex. Finally, the group 
has to be registered as a cooperative society under the Cooperative Societies 
Act (Chapter 193) of 1956. 

The decision to implement two parallel resettlement models can be ex- 
plained in terms of several factors. Firstly, peasants' subjective conscious- 
ness does not necessarily equate the struggle for land redistribution to be 
synonymous with cooperatization. Model A was therefore intended to 
swiftly satisfy peasants' land hunger and material desire to be petty com- 
modity producers. Model B was meant for the "younger and more ideologi- 
cally conscious", especially ex-combatants who had acquired a collective 
approach to solving economic problems during the war of liberation. As 
such, a two-stage process was considered to be unnecessary. Secondly, in 
establishing producer cooperatives the government was concerned to pre- 
serve elements of the benefits of large-scale commercial agriculture through 
a resettlement pattern that maintains the basic production and infrastructure. 
Collectives seemed to fulf~l this requirement while at the same time changing 
the exploitative social relations of production within the enterprise. For this 
reason, we see producer cooperatives being established in the prime agri- 
cultural regions I and 11. The properties earmarked for Model B schemes had 
to be large with a well-developed infrastructure. Thirdly, the government 
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was also compelled by its own ideological position (especially during and 
soon after the liberation struggle) to be seen not only redistributing land, but 
pursuing a socialist transformation in agriculture. Thus, producer coopera- 
tives had the attractiveness of redistributing land, preserving large-scale 
farms intact and forging a socialist outlook to agricultural organization. 

The pursuit of these parallel schemes raised a number of implementational 
and policy-related issues. How much emphasis was to be placed on each of 
the models respectively and how would the two models dovetail into a long- 
term programme of agrarian transformation? In the case of Model B's, 
which by planning requirements were in direct competition for prime agri- 
cultural land already effectively occupied by white commercial farmers, how 
much land is to be taken away form the latter and with what effects on over- 
all commercial agricultural production? Who are to be the beneficiaries of the 
two different schemes and what is the most appropriate criteria for resettle- 
ment on to Model A and Model B schemes respectively? The manner of res- 
olution of these issues has a direct impact on what has taken place so far and 
partly explains the limited extent and success of producer cooperatives. 

Although cooperatives have been at the centre of government priorities in 
policy documents and ministerial statements, the weight attached to them, in 
practice, has been very limited. As of 1985, government had purchased 88 
former commercial farms at a cost of 2$6.1 million totalling 167,967 
hectares. Forty-six of these farms had been resettled by December 1984 
while 42 (with 66,989 hectares) remained vacant pending cooperative reset- 
tlement.1 Thus only 60% of land allocated to producer cooperatives had 
been utilized for that purpose. In contrast, by the same time 2.5 million 
hectares had been acquired and 35,000 families resettled on model A 
(individual) basis. Compared with the 3,000 cooperative members, it means 
that the producer cooperatives constitute only 8% of the entire resettlement 
programme. The government planning targets were 162,000 families in the 
three years 198112 to 198314. Although overall resettlement targets have 
been under fulfilled by 78%, the most severe underfulfilment is in coopera- 
tive resettlement. Part of this underfulfilment is due to the lack of imple- 
mentational machinery, which is a constant temptation to the Ministry of Fi- 
nance to cut budgetary allocations to producer cooperative development. 
Chitsike, (op.cit) points out that by December 1984, only 15.8% (or 
2$903,914) of the 2$5.72 million budgeted for producer cooperatives had 
been disbursed in the three years of the programme. Some cooperatives re- 
ceived as little as 5% of their budgeted amounts while 53% received no 
funds at a11.12 Partly due to this, no budget allocations were made for pro- 
ducer cooperatives in the 198415 fiscal year or since then. It would appear, 
therefore, that the slow build-up of the cooperative programme was less re- 
lated to land shortage as it was to the lack of implementational capacity in the 
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government. As a result of this slow build-up, competition for commercial 
farm land, for Model B schemes has not been a real issue and the impact of 
any possible trade-offs minimized. 

A further implication is that producer cooperatives remained a very 
marginal aspect of an already marginal land redistribution exercise, meaning 
that they could not possibly fulfil a specific economic mission to other sec- 
tors of the economy. They remained curious experiments not integrated into 
a general process of structural and socio-economic transformation. This 
factor, more than any other, conmbutes both to the lack of enthusiasm with 
cooperatives at the national level, and to the poor performance at the 
individual cooperative level. This must necessarily be the case, since bud- 
getary allocation of resources in the prevailing economic conditions is done 
in the light of anticipated adverse repercussions to other sectors of the econ- 
omy of failure to perform at the anticipated level. Whether producer cooper- 
atives function or perish at this juncture, the inherited capitalist economy 
would hardly feel the impact. Only the already weak cooperative members 
would feel the pinch, while the few ideologues can do nothing more than 
lament the demise of a socialist experiment. This highlights the point that as 
long as producer cooperatives are implemented on an experimental basis, 
and the assistance to them is given after consideration of foregone costs and 
benefits, they will always be the first victims of any exogenous shocks to 
the economy as a whole. 

The political economy of agrarian transformation specific to the Zimbab- 
wean experience, i.e., the powerlessness of the state to effect a radical land 
reform programme while simultaneously transforming other sectors of the 
economy, is reflected at the level of strategy and implementation which in 
turn created serious problems for the economic performance of the individ- 
ual cooperative schemes. At the theoretical level, a powerful argument can 
be developed to demonstrate that the single stage creation of cooperativeness 
was neither necessary, nor consistent with the Marxist-Leninist conception 
of socialization of production. But first, we must examine in greater detail 
how the specific manner of implementation and the policies towards pro- 
ducer cooperatives created conditions on the schemes that are inherently in- 
consistent with prospects for impressive performance. 

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION AND THE 
RESULTING INTERNAL CONDITIONS ON THE SCHEMES 

The implementation of the programme for establishing producer coopera- 
tives was influenced more by short-term considerations, than with the long- 
term planning of a new sector to f i t  in with the overall changes planned for 
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the economy as a whole. In the immediate post-war period, the over-riding 
concern with land redistribution, relief of population pressure from the 
overcrowded communal areas, provision of employment and income gener- 
ating opportunities for the unemployed and the dislocated rural masses, 
overshadowed longer-term considerations as to how this might impinge 
upon the economic viability of the schemes. 

These short-term considerations are reflected in the criteria for resettle- 
ment (see below), which favoured the then poor and more marginalised sec- 
tions of the rural populace. While this criteria would have suited the individ- 
ual pattern of resettlement (Model A), it could not be extended to producer 
cooperatives with any measure of scientific justification. By their nature, 
producer cooperatives as socio-economic organisms are complex, sophisti- 
cated and highly demanding in terms of resource inputs, the techniques of 
production, internal organization, management and distribution of work re- 
sponsibilities among the members. 

These aspects, commonly referred to as the "internal factors" determining 
performance are, in most cases, shaped by the conception and implementa- 
tion of the programme. To discuss them in isolation from the overall political 
economy of implementation would be to miss the underlying reasons of why 
they are often bottle-necks in the successful performance of producer coop- 
eratives. 

Although the initial target group for cooperative membership were the ex- 
combatants, and indeed, the initial impetus for forming producer coopera- 
tives came from this group, empirical surveys of the origins of members 
show that the majority are landless peasants. This was again due to the fact 
that although ex-combatants formed the nucleus around which producer co- 
operatives were formed, their numbers were far too few to make a viable 
labour force. Hence, planners incorporated former peasants into the schemes 
as an immediate response to land pressure in the communal areas. Also, 
destitute ex-farm employees, abandoned by white farmers on selling their 
farms to the government, had to be incorporated into the cooperative mem- 
bership. In the survey referred to earlier," it was found that 65% of the 
members on the five schemes studied were ex-communal farmers, 16% 
were ex-farm workers, 10% former urban unemployed and only 8% ex- 
combatants. Of the membership composition, only 39% could be considered 
as farmers in their own right - having been mainly peasant farmers. How- 
ever, being a farmer in the communal areas is a very different experience 
from cooperative farming in terms of work routines, the types of decisions 
to be made and the organization of labour and management capacity. This is 
exacerbated by the fact that former communal farmers were either landless, 
or had insufficient land - implying that their farming experience was mini- 
mal. The ex-farm employees, while possessing the knowledge of production 
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routines, lacked the decision-making and managerial experience relevant to 
the producer cooperative form of organization. 

The totality of the membership composition suggests that the agricultural 
skills base, the managerial input and the potential for impressive perfor- 
mance was weak ab initio. This is compounded by the low levels of formal 
education and vocational training acquired by the members prior to joining 
the cooperatives. Our findings showed that 28% had no formal education at 
all, 25% had barely 4 years of primary school, 42% had up to seven years 
and 2% had elementary secondary education. Whatever on-the-job skills 
which were acquired by the members, were not directly relevant to farming. 

Given the complexity of producer cooperative organizations, it could 
have been expected that such a configuration of farming skills and educa- 
tional conditions on the schemes would result in production and manage- 
ment difficulties for the cooperatives. Planners, in setting the criteria for re- 
settlement for Producer Cooperatives failed to give recognition to this fact. 
There is yet another problem related to this. The government's wish to pur- 
sue a single stage process of cooperatization meant that resettled members 
had to fit into a predetermined, unfamiliar framework of production and or- 
ganizational relations and farming techniques. They did not have the benefit 
of iterative trial and error which would allow each group to arrive at its own 
most optimal position in relation to the above. This means that the errors 
made from contradictions among the members from diverse backgrounds 
and different motivation would be reflected in poor results at the level of 
production and incomes accruing to members. 

These intra-membership contradictions were reflected in the reasons cited 
for joining the cooperatives. The desire to earn a higher income, to have ac- 
cess to more land and to have gainful employment were cited by 87% of the 
members. Only 13% mentioned the ideological commitment to producer co- 
operatives and a response to government's call for socialist transformation 
and the destruction of capitalism. Thus the major motivational factor for 
joining the producer cooperative schemes was more economic than 
ideological. This confirms Maganya's assertion that peasants' subjective 
consciousness is not to be cooperative members but to be efficient petty 
commodity producers. 

Of the 87% who cited economic reasons, 43% considered cooperative 
membership as an occupation in transit to a job in the capitalist sector while 
8% considered it an occupation of last resort having failed to secure even the 
most menial jobs in the formal sector. This suggests that if left to their own, 
the majority of members would not have opted to join producer coopera- 
tives. These attitudes were bound to impinge negatively on their perfor- 
mance as part of the cooperative labour force. The decline in membership 
build-up mentioned earlier is clearly a result of the failure of producer coop- 
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eratives to fulfil the members' material hopes and expectations. This, in 
turn, was the result of the internal conditions created by the political econ- 
omy of the programme implementation. 

There is yet another aspect of the implementation which accounts for the 
poor results achieved so far. The planning requirement that these schemes be 
run as large-scale unified commercial concerns, to preserve elements of the 
former capitalist commercial farms, carried with it certain implications for 
both resources and management endowments. The average farm size is over 
2,500 hectares with a man/land ratio of 152. However, land endowment 
can only be used as a measure of long-term potential. In the short-term, land 
utilization is the more accurate indication of resource endowments since it 
reflects the current capacity to make good what is available. Our findings 
showed a land utilization of less than 10%, while Chitsike's study found 
figures in the same order of magnitude. 

A critical question is why land is under-utilized by members whose moti- 
vation is economic rather than ideological? The key explanation lies in that 
land is only one aspect of the resources required to run successfully a large- 
scale farming cooperative. It requires a degree of capitalization and technol- 
ogy of production that can sustain a large labour force and facilitate land 
preparation, cultivation, planting and harvesting at the appropriate time. The 
marginalised economic origins of the members arising from the criteria for 
resettlement meant that it was impossible for the producer cooperatives to 
raise initial capital for machinery and farm implements from internal sources. 
The initial poor performance compounded the under-capitalization by ruling 
out any possibility of internally generated investible surplus from the farm. 
Thus, the extent of land underutilisation is a reflection of the lack of devel- 
opment capital necessary to achieve a reasonable scale of operations. 

Given the inevitable thin material and capital base that would arise from 
the implementation of the programme, it was incumbent upon the imple- 
menting authority (government) to mitigate this short-coming by providing 
the initial capital requirements of these schemes. To some extent, this was 
done, at the level of Z$63,000 per cooperative scheme. Taking a maximum 
membership of 200, this translates to a per capita grant of Z$315. Such a 
level, on a once-off basis, can hardly be considered a sufficient capital base 
to initiate a viable cooperative farm at the level anticipated by the policy. This 
grant was barely sufficient to purchase a single tractor and its farming 
accessories like planters, cultivators, harrows, etc, which clearly would not 
be adequate to fully utilize the land granted. 

As previously mentioned, the disbursement of the "Establishment 
Grants" was slowed down to such an extent by bureaucratic inadequacies in 
the implementing machinery that a significant number of producer coopera- 
tives were without it at the time they needed it most. To compound this pat- 
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tern, there were no other sources of long-term credit to which producer co- 
operatives could have access. Most commercial banks and private financial 
institutions have lending criteria that rule out the fragile schemes for their fi- 
nance - not to mention the political and ideological prejudices inherent in 
the inherited financial system. The only avenue open to the cooperatives was 
the state-owned Agricultural Finance Corporations' Resettlement Loan 
Scheme. This provides for seasonal, short-term credit for farming inputs 
like seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. Rather than serve to ease the bottle- 
necks, it compounded the problem. Due to low management skills, 
cooperatives took AFC loans for inputs which, in many cases, may never 
have been used or were improperly applied due to production bottle-necks 
arising from a lack of farming equipment. The seasonal repayment burden 
imposed by these loans further constrained the cooperatives' ability to rein- 
vest proceeds from their production. 

The Resettlement Loan Scheme did not include medium- to long-term 
borrowing for land improvements and capital equipment, yet this would 
have been the most vital lending programme at this stage of cooperative de- 
velopment. This points out the lack of proper planning, at the level of con- 
ceptualisation, to achieve consistency with policy intentions. The manner of 
implementation and the limited external material support in terms of capital 
could not ensure that these schemes operate as viable large-scale economic 
units. 

The scale of operation demanded by policy and the collective form of 
labour organization and execution of work tasks, implied a measure of ide- 
ological consciousness and cooperative education on the part of members. 
The erroneous assumption by policy-makers that all those who joined were 
"ideo1ogica11y conscious" was short-sighted. As a result, there was little in 
the form of cooperative or pre-cooperative educational training given to 
members on joining the producer cooperatives. Collective labour organiza- 
tion was not only foreign to the majority but motivationally demanding in the 
sense that there is no direct link between members' work contribution and 
the income accruing to members. The latter depends on their efforts, indi- 
vidually and collectively. In this case, the possibility of the "free rider" 
problem common to collective labour organization would have dampening 
effects on incentives and motivation. 

Given the democratic nature of producer cooperatives, the overall per- 
formance of the group might be at the level of the lowest common denorni- 
nator, if members are not politicized and conscientised into understanding 
the collective effects of their individual actions on the cooperative as a 
whole. The lack of such education resulted in internal disputes leading to 
expulsions and counter-expulsions, embezzlement of funds and poor man- 
agement of the schemes. 
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Perhaps this problem goes deeper than has so far been suggested. The 
producer cooperatives were a new phenomenon in the Zimbabwean political 
economy. It meant that both the members, the policy-makers and imple- 
mentors, had no wealth of experience from which to draw on to deal with 
the problems associated with the internal organization and management of 
collective labour. That there was no programme of producer cooperative ed- 
ucation and management training was a reflection of weaknesses at the level 
of the national political economy. Given this, it could hardly be expected that 
the schemes would be run and managed with any measure of efficiency. 
Thus the short-term considerations of rapid land resettlement without proper 
planning for producer cooperatives resulted in low-level management skills 
which is not consistent with the demanding nature of democratically run 
producer cooperatives. 

Our survey, cited earlier, found that a significant proportion (ranging 
from 29% at some cooperatives to 88% at others) of ordinary members neg- 
atively rated the running and management of the cooperatives by the elected 
committees. The most frequently mentioned management weaknesses in or- 
der of importance were, lack of financial accountability, allegations of em- 
bezzlement of funds, disunity among committee members, undemocratic 
practices, and the lack of imagination and the inability to motivate the ordi- 
nary membership. The importance of management in the production perfor- 
mance is illustrated by the close association between management rating by 
members and the economic performance of the enterprise. The committees 
which received a more positive rating also had better production and income 
results. 

Our examination of the so-called "internal factors" points to the in- 
evitability of the existence of unfavourable material and social conditions on 
the schemes given the political economy of the implementation of the pro- 
ducer cooperative programme. The ultimate result will be producer coopera- 
tives adequately endowed with land, constrained from full utilization by a 
thin and narrow capital base and low educational, managerial and en- 
trepreneurial skills, which translate into poor production and income per- 
formance. 

At another level, this configuration is a net result of the absence of objec- 
tive conditions in Zimbabwe for the introduction of producer cooperatives. 
Conceding that although the state had the will to effect a socialist agrarian 
reform, the experience of implementation demonstrates the absence of the 
necessary ability and means to effect it. Political considerations aside, the 
limited magnitude of state support to the cooperative sector can be construed 
as arising from resource constraints at the national level. 

Given this lack of resources to back up the collective nature of labour or- 
ganization, a relevant question arises as to why government insisted on col- 
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lectivizing labour on the schemes? To understand the essence of this ques- 
tion, one would need to examine the theoretical foundation for the collec- 
tivization of labour in production. The socialization of labour is dependent 
upon the existence of a high level of material, scientific and technical devel- 
opment, which generates tendencies for cooperation in the production pro- 
cess irrespective of the normative inclinations of governments or leaders. 
Any attempt, therefore, to graft a collective form of labour organization on 
premature material, scientific and technical conditions would be inconsistent 
with the pre-conditions and the general laws of motion leading to the collec- 
tivization of labour. 

In the Zimbabwean experience, policy-makers were bent on collective 
labour as an aspect of socialist transformation to the negation of creating the 
requisite material and technical conditions that would make the process a 
self-propelling and an internally necessary one. It has been documented 
elsewhere14 that those cooperatives which were not characterized by the in- 
ternal disarticulation between material-technical conditions and the collective 
organization of labour performed much better than those characterized by a 
low and thin material-technical base linked to a collective labour organiza- 
tion. 

Thus, the policy-makers7 insistence on the producer cooperatives being 
run as enterprises with collective labour organization was a conceptual error 
given the state's inability to provide the material and technical support to the 
schemes. Such collectivization of labour generates more internal problems 
than benefits in production. The essence of this argument is that the collec- 
tivization of labour without the necessary preconditions for sustaining it, is a 
recipe for disastrous performance. Where resource constraints are a factor, 
flexibility in the conceptualization of how labour should be organized is a 
clear advantage over a doctrinaire adherence to what is essentially the ulti- 
mate ideal after all the pre-conditions have been satisfied. Cooperators on 
cooperative farms could have been allowed to experiment with various 
forms of organization even if it might have been regarded as a temporary re- 
treat form the goal of collectivization. 

The Chinese individual responsibility system, or the Mount St Mary's 
experiment with the subdivision of a farm into smaller family cultivated 
units15 could be interim possibilities until the objective level of material- 
technical development renders them unsuitable and an inefficient way of or- 
ganizing labour. The policy choice to prescribe collective labour organization 
in Zimbabwean cooperatives, even when the objective conditions did not 
warrant it, was also a result of the short-term political benefits, which was to 
be seen to be pursuing a strategy, in the cooperative sector, consistent with 
the principles of socialist agriculture. 
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PRODUCER COOPERATIVES AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE POLICY 

The above analysis, of why producer cooperatives have had only limited 
measures of success, locates the problem at the levels of the national political 
economy and the political economy of the implementation of the programme. 
The "internal difficulties" constraining performance are more clearly under- 
stood in this context. Improvement in the future must involve policy changes 
at this level as well as at the cooperative level. What then are the future di- 
rections of policy if producer cooperatives are to take root as the rural aspect 
of socialist transformation? Answers to this question can only be conjectural 
since, by definition, socialist transformation is not a technical exercise but a 
major political upheaval involving changes in class alignments in the state 
apparatus. Whether such changes can occur in the near future is a matter of 
grave doubt given the record during the first six years of independence. 

The consolidation of vested interests in the inherited system and the grip 
of international capital has deepened to levels greater than in 1980. On the 
doubtful assumption that when the relevant provisions of the Lancaster 
House Constitution elapse in 1990, there will be a revival in the state's abil- 
ity to implement a radical agrarian reform programme, certain comments can 
be made on the future direction of policy towards producer cooperatives. 

The comments made throughout this paper on the inconsistency between 
policy intentions and actual practise can only serve to underscore the impor- 
tance of proper planning both at the conceptual and implementation levels. 

On the conceptual level, future policy must clarify the role of producer 
cooperatives in the macro-economy. If they are to be regarded as an integral 
part of the economy, the question arises as to which economy - the colo- 
nial or the transformed socialist economy? What is clear from the short 
experience so far, is that producer cooperatives do not and cannot have a 
significant role and linkages within the inherited colonial capitalist economy. 
If they are to have a role and linkages in the transformed socialist economy, 
it is imperative that planning for producer cooperatives should be an integral 
part of the planning for the transformation and socialization of the entire 
economy. This is not likely to be easy, but neither is the process of socialist 
transformation. 

Several issues also need to be addressed at the implementational level. 
Firstly, the criteria for resettlement on producer cooperatives needs to be 
carefully reexamined since it results in conditions on the schemes that are 
contradictory to the policy intention of building viable, large-scale socialist 
enterprises. Under these conditions, cooperatives would require consider- 
able resource inputs in cooperative education, training, management and 
agricultural skills acquisition by members. 
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From a planning point of view, this is clearly necessary if performance 
results are to be improved. The corollary to this is that the pace of imple- 
mentation would be further slowed down, raising political pressures for 
more land from a land-hungry peasantry. This immediate pressure can be 
defused through the Model A individual resettlement programme. However, 
the current policy error is in the presentation of the two models as alterna- 
tives rather than different stages in a single process over time. If they are 
viewed in the latter sense, then one finds that the Soviet, Chinese and East 
European strategy of a two-stage process to collectivization had much to 
recommend it. Not only does it give policy-makers the opportunity to deal 
effectively with short term problems of land redistribution, but also a 
breathing space to properly plan the future cooperative sector without the 
self-imposed pressures for rapid progress and immediate results. If this is 
done, then the criteria for resettlement ceases to be a major issue determining 
the internal conditions on the schemes. Producer cooperatives will then be 
gradually established through consolidation of individual holdings as and 
when the material-technical conditions become ripe for collectivization. 

The above suggestions for future policy are of little assistance to the im- 
plementor who is forced to operate within the present policy. Some useful 
comments could also be made in this regard. 

Firstly, the resettlement criteria should be changed if the existing policy 
on resettlement is to continue. The landless, those with insufficient land, the 
unemployed and the destitute farm workers must be clear candidates for 
Model A schemes since their production and organizational systems closely 
resemble those in the communal areas with which most of the settlers have 
strong links and experiences. Candidates for Model B producer coopera- 
tives, must be the progressive farmers who have been successful on com- 
munal peasant holdings and who may want to try their skills at large-scale 
farming. With sufficient state inducements in the form of material support, 
they may find it an attractive proposition especially if it means higher in- 
comes and standards of living. This might augur better for the type of 
demonstration examples policy-makers had for producer cooperatives. 

Secondly, the state must generate both material and moral incentives to 
the sector through increased loans and grants especially during the formative 
years. The notion that grants and loans advanced to cooperatives is money 
poured down the drain must be abandoned in favour of the well-accepted 
principle that cross-sectoral subsidization is the sine qua non of the devel- 
opment process. Even if loans and grants are eventually written off as un- 
collectible, their purpose will have been fulfilled if they put producer coop- 
eratives on such a sound economic footing that they can continue without 
them. 
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Thirdly, there must be a clearer policy on land tenure for producer coop- 
eratives. The system of permits, described earlier, adds to members insecu- 
rity. The present cooperatives operate under extreme stress and insecurity. 
Not only is the land not theirs, and with the physical means of production 
provided by government and non-government aid organizations combined 
with no guarantees of ownership security, but they are also threatened by 
local peasants who see the cooperatives as intruders on land that they think 
should have been distributed to local people.16 This insecurity tends to 
stimulate consumption orientation rather than investment and accumulation 
for the future. Land tenure legislation giving social tenure to the cooperative 
group in perpetuity or for specified periods of long duration (e.g. 99-year 
leases) would be a move in the right direction. Despite these suggestions for 
improvements in short-term policy towards producer cooperatives, the long 
term prospects would gravitate towards the issues raised earlier about the 
need for the reconceptualisation of the role and place of producer coopera- 
tives at the national level. 

NOTES 

1 See Mumbengegwi C. "Some Aspects of Zimbabwe's Post Independence Agricultural 
Producer Cooperatives: A Profile and heliminary Assessment." Department of 
Economics Mimeo, U.Z. June 1984 (72 pp) and Chitsike L.T. "Agricultural Co- 
operative Development in Zimbabwe" Harare, May 1986 (429 pp). 

The inherited colonial agricultural sector is characterized by a dualism between the large- 
scale commercial farms (formerly white) and the small-scale peasant sector 
(formerly Tribal Trust Lands). The structure was characterized by highly inequitable 
land distribution along racial lines and wide differentials in production, productivity 
and incomes. 

3 Given the record over the last six years, this commitment seems to now lie in abeyance. 
During the Transitional period, the government's overall policy towards agriculture is to 

pursue a three-pronged approach which: 

(i) maintains the commercial agricultural sector intact; 
(ii) seeks to develop the communal areas in situ; and 
(iii) introduces producer cooperatives as an element of socialist agrarian trans- 
formation. 

See Mumbengegwi C, as in note 1. 
See Mumbengegwi C., and Mazur R, "Survey of Collective Cooperatives in Zimbabwe: 

A Report for The Organisation of Collective Cooperations in Zimbabwe" 
(OCCZIM) Harare: February 1985 (92 pp). 

7 See Chitsike L.T. as in note 1. 
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Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Settlement (Govt. of Zimbabwe) "Government 
Policy on Cooperatives Development" Harare, October 1983. 

9 Cliffe L. "Experiences of Agricultural and Rural Cooperatives in Socialist Countries of 
Africa" Mimeo Paper for FAO Regional Symposium Addis Ababa, October 1985. 

L. Chitsike op. cit., p. 240. 
l ibid. p. 240. 

l2  Mumbengegwi C. as in note 1. 
l3  Mumbengegwi C. "Agricultural Producer Cooperatives in Zimbabwe: Problems and 

Prospects" Forthcoming in the Proceedings of the 9th Southern African Universi- 
ties Social Science Conference 1986, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania. 

l4  Mount St Mary's is a Cooperative in Wedza district of Zimbabwe. In violation of the 
policy, the members subdivided the cooperative farm into individual 12 hectare 
plots and operated them on a family basis. 

l 5  Comment by L. Chitsike (Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Cooperative Devel- 
opment) at a workshop on cooperative ~e~ i s l a t ion  held at ~adoma,  June 24-26, 
1986. 



The Need for Cooperative 
Reorientation - the Ghanaian Case 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Ghana has a mixed economy with the following sectors: a state sector, a 
private sector, a joint statelprivate enterprise sector, and a cooperative sector. 
The cooperative sector consists of a sub-sector of conventional or "true" co- 
operatives registered as such, and an emerging informal sub-sector of local 
self-help organizations of small producers operating like cooperatives, and 
often so called, but not registered as such. Public policy has intermittently 
viewed the cooperative form of economic organization as an instrument for 
rural economic development. Cooperative development, however, has un- 
dergone frequent and major changes in direction and,today, is in a state of 
stagnation, lacking focus, and with no well-defined role or prospects in the 
economy. There is therefore a need, widely recognized in the country, for a 
review and re-orientation of cooperative development. The object of this pa- 
per is to contribute to that exercise. This paper begins with a sketch of the 
genesis and growth experience of cooperatives and allied structures, follows 
with an outline of the main problems and issues confronting cooperative de- 
velopment, and ends with proposals for more effective strategies of cooper- 
ative promotion in Ghana, and possibly for Africa. 

Genesis and Growth Experience 
Cooperative enterprise was first introduced in the cocoa industry around 
1928, cocoa being the country's main export crop and economic backbone. 
The Department of Agriculture organized farmers into groups to teach them 
improved ways of fermenting cocoa for higher-quality beans. Early success 
stimulated a rapid expansion of cooperatives in cocoa and other crops, and 
this enhanced other functions as well (e.g. thrift and credit, and farm input 
supply). By 1937, there were over 400 cooperative societies. 

In 1944, a Department of Cooperatives was created specially for cooper- 
ative development. By 1960, the cooperative movement had grown consid- 
erably, and had become an economic and political force in its own right. 
Primary societies had formed unions; unions had formed national associa- 
tions, about 18 in all; and the associations had come together to form an 
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apex. In 1960161 the Government initiated a radical reconstruction of the 
colonial economic heritage. Agriculture was to be transformed and modern- 
ized on the socialist model: state farms, settlement farms and coopera- 
tivelcollective farms were rapidly set up. Production cooperatives (for joint 
production) were also introduced. 

The state-sponsored farmers organization, the United Ghana Farmers 
Cooperative Council, was given sole responsibility for cooperative devel- 
opment and it became the apex of the movement. The existing apex and na- 
tional associations were either abolished or merged and placed under the 
UGFCC. The Department of Cooperatives was dissolved and its staff trans- 
ferred to the UGFCC or re-distributed to other bodies. This also happened 
to three service departments of the Ministry of Agriculture. Between 1962 
and 1965, over 900 "cooperative" farms were hastily set up. 

The process was reversed when the Nkrumah Government was over- 
thrown in 1966. The new Government allowed the old cooperatives to re- 
establish themselves, with their own democratic institutions and structures. 

Succeeding governments have retained a permissive and liberal approach 
to the development of cooperatives, allowing other types of rural and farm- 
ers self-help organizations for income-generating activities to be formed, 
e.g.nnoboa groups (traditional associations), crop associations, commodity 
credit groups (sponsored by banks), community farms, women's groups, 
and external donor-assisted rural peoples' participatory organizations. Often 
loosely called cooperatives, these types are sometimes regarded as pre- 
cooperatives in the cooperative development process, as described below. 

The cooperative set-up involves 2 principal organizations: the Department 
of Cooperatives and the Cooperative Movement. 

The Department is responsible for the development of cooperatives in 
Ghana, i.e. development, registration, supervision, auditing and education 
of members and officers. It is the link between Government and the Move- 
ment. 

The Movement has a four-tier structure: primary societies, district and re- 
gional unions (secondary level) national associations (tertiary level), and the 
apex organ of the Movement, the Ghana Cooperative Council. 

At the lowest level are the primary societies which undertake production 
enterprises. It is estimated that there are about 5,000 primaries, engaged in 
various economic activities with 1.5 to 2 million total membership. At the 
secondary level there are district or regional unions funded by the primaries 
for a specific economic activity and comprising representatives of those so- 
cieties. They serve the interests of the societies within their area (district or 
region). The national associations represent the apex of the individual soci- 
eties in the particular economic activities. At the head of the associations is 
the Ghana Cooperative Council, the central organ of the movement. Its 
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functions include cooperative development and education, as well as repre- 
senting the movement at national and international levels. The sector is also 
served by its own Bank and a Mutual Insurance Trust, which is currently 
being developed. 

In terms of the number of societies and membership, the cooperative sector 
may seem fairly large, with an estimated membership of about 2 million 
(about 16% of the total population or 30% of the working population). In 
terms of the range of activities, it is quite significant. Its share of aggregate 
economic production, however, is another matter. Though the data on 
cooperative enterprises are fragmentary, the general indication is that their 
share of output is small, on the order of less than 10%. Production coopera- 
tives account for much less than that; they rank lowest in the sector, behind 
input supplies and marketing (which is the leading activity), primarily of co- 
coa. 

At the enterprise and sectoral level, evaluation is equally hampered by a 
lack of adequate and relevant data. Based on a limited survey by the writer 
and on interviews with members of selected societies, cooperative associa- 
tion leaders and officials of the Department of Cooperatives, some tentative 
assessments may be made using the indicators specified below (Dadson, 
1985). 

Evaluation summary 

Indicator Evaluation 

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

Productivity improvement 
Farmers 
- crop land ratio per member 
- other resources per man 
- yield index 

tailors ) 
soap-makers ) 
blacksmiths ) 

Incomes and living standards 
Better extension services 
Access to technology 
Participation (grass roots) 
Vertical integration 
Other: economy-wide 

- less than private farms 
- more (less efficient) 
- below private farms 
- about the same as non- 

cooperators; could be higher 
with bulk contracts and Technical 
assistance 

- inconclusive 
- slightly better than before 
- prospects appear better for cooperatives 
- negligible, limited 
- advancing linkages weak 
- small share; potential exits 
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Problems 
It is clear that the impact of cooperatives on the economic status of their 
members and on the economy in general is not significant. At all levels co- 
operatives are beset by a host of problems which hamper their operations. 

At the primary (i.e. enterprise) level, nearly all cooperatives face prob- 
lems of inadequate finance (initial and working capital), transport facilities, 
raw material supplies and inputs generally, and equipment, management and 
administration, participation, and discriminatory practices in business trans- 
actions from public agencies and other noncooperative entities. These factors 
affect efficiency; societies have difficulty keeping their operations going. 

Unions and Associations are confronted by a similar set of problems: 
capital shortages, transport facilities, staff qualities, discrimination. Like the 
primary societies, they suffer from a lack of facilities for data collection, 
analysis, and information. Under these conditions, most of them are unable 
to offer adequate services to their primary societies. 

The Department of Cooperatives also faces problems of staff shortages, 
inadequate transport, budgetary allocations, and a perceived general low 
priority for its functions It lacks data collection capacity and research capa- 
bilities. Its development and regulatory functions are severely hampered by 
these inadequacies. 

Cooperative leaders and officials believe that these problems will continue 
to persist and obstruct cooperative growth as long as there is no clear-cut 
policy for cooperative development and backed up by a well-formulated 
strategy. Specific areas or elements of reform which are normally suggested 
refer to legislation, education and training and technical support by the Gov- 
ernment. There is some disagreement on the respective roles of the Move- 
ment and Government in cooperative development. Ultimately, it is agreed, 
the Movement should be its own developing agent; but for some time to 
come, until capacities are developed, the Department must be prepared to 
play a supportive and catalytic role. 

The Movement is currently re-grouping its unions and associations 
(secondary and tertiary) into 4 federated associations, namely: 

(a) agricultural cooperatives: to cover cocoa farmers, food crop farmers, 
fisheries, poultry and livestock; (b) industrial cooperatives: covering dis- 
tillers, bakers, blacksmiths,and other small-scale industrial societies; (c) 
consumer cooperatives; and (d) service cooperatives: credit unions,the Co- 
operative Bank, insurance, builders and housing, transport. An internal au- 
dit union is also proposed. The current, although controversial, moves to 
form a federation of agricultural cooperatives (GHAFACOOPS) are in line 
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with these reform proposals,and have been initiated by some cooperative 
leaders with apparent government support. 

Concerning the Department of Cooperatives, its performance would be 
greatly enhanced if its budget allocations were increased, and if the Depart- 
ment diversified its staff recruitment in order to procure the necessary range 
of specialists and professionals which its development and regulatory func- 
tions require (i.e. not only general administrators, but also management 
specialists, economists, and statisticians). 

The most important change suggested for the cooperative management 
system is contained in the cooperative law (reform) proposed in 1976. It 
takes into consideration the unique features of cooperative management as 
compared with other corporate forms. It involves simultaneously the mem- 
bers (owners) of the society, its directors (office-bearers), and the manage- 
ment committee and hired staff. Additionally, it seeks to enhance the growth 
of democratic and participatory processes in cooperative management. 
Therefore, it sets out a management structure composed of: (a) members, (b) 
office bearers, (c) committee of management, and (d) a supervisory board. 
The respective roles, powers, duties and compositions are specified. The 
committee of management may hire a manager and other staff to manage the 
society's affairs. The potential of this structure to achieve the ends of demo- 
cratic and participatory management will depend on supportive programmes 
being made available, namely: membership education on cooperative princi- 
ples and participatory processes, management development opportunities, 
research support, and mechanisms for monitoring and evaluation involving 
all parties. 

In addition to seeking more effective ways of promoting the conventional 
cooperative, post-1966 policies have permitted and even encouraged the 
formation of informal self-help organizations as forms of rural economic or- 
ganization. 

In the 1970s, Government adopted the traditional practice of mutual as- 
sistance in farming, the nnoboa system, as a model for rural development. 
Similar self-help organizations have been promoted by financial institutions, 
the churches, women's organizations, donor agencies, and other bodies. 
They are loosely called cooperatives by those who organize or sponsor 
them, and by the beneficiaries and the general public. They are in fact not 
true cooperatives in the conventional sense, and are not registered as such. 
They may more aptly be called quasi-cooperatives. Some of them are re- 
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ferred to, in official papers, as pre-cooperatives, especially where they are 
regarded as enterprises that could mature into true cooperatives, such as the 
nnoboa. A brief description of these organizations follows. 

Nnoboa Groups 
The word nnoboa literally means mutual assistance in weeding. It is a tradi- 
tional form of cooperation involving group action and mutual aid. It is based 
on social, ethnic and family factors in the area. It is voluntary, informal and 
temporary, the group dissolving on completion of the task. It can be con- 
trasted with the conventional cooperative which entails a permanent and 
continuous commitment to an enterprise, operates within as well as outside 
the limits of its community, and requires an institutional and bureaucratic 
framework. The nnoboa system is used widely in traditional farming and for 
social projects, (e.g. construction of feeder roads, health centres, wells, 
etc.). Hence it appeared to offer a means of developing multi-purpose coop- 
eratives from a familiar traditional system of labour organization. 

The principles of development by nnoboa were as follows: (1) nnoboa 
were to consist of 10 people wishing to farm together; (2) a group would 
acquire land themselves, to be farmed part collectively, part individually 
(family); (3) nnoboa groups would be registered under the cooperative law, 
if they wanted such legal recognition; (4) each group could develop at its 
own pace into a multi-purpose cooperative organization; (5) in each village, 
a crop association was to be formed consisting of farmers growing the same 
crop; and (6) crop associations would be registered by the Ministry for ex- 
tension purposes. 

The scheme was to be started on an experimental basis, with not more 
than four in number in each of the regions, and was to be jointly coordinated 
by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Department of Cooperatives. 

Once it was launched, however, hundreds of groups (of 20 to 30 mem- 
bers each) were formed and registered in the early stages. The most popular 
reasons for joining nnoboa groups were found in a survey to be: (a) ex- 
change of labour (87% of those interviewed); (b) to gain access to credit 
(65%); and (c) to procure mechanization and other services (33%). (See 
Dadson, 1984.) 

The nnoboa scheme failed, however, to take root: the technical support 
services provided by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Department of Co- 
operatives were grossly inadequate. Participants lacked their own resources 
and management capability. 
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Group Farms sponsored by Banks 
Financial institutions have started providing production credit only relatively 
recently, from the mid-1960s. The first to start a small-farmer credit pro- 
gramme was the Agricultural Development Bank (ADB), established in 1965 
to provide low-cost credit facilities to small-scale agriculture and rural in- 
dustries. Initially, only farmers cultivating at least 2.5 ha. of land and pro- 
viding an acceptable degree of security qualified. As this excluded many 
producers, the Bank evolved (in 1968) a new scheme, the Commodity 
Credit Scheme (CCS), under which farmers have obtained loans through 
farmer groups. These groups are formed for single commodities, e.g., rice, 
maize, yams, shallots, etc., to facilitate the administration of loans and tech- 
nical assistance. Proposals that members should operate block/group farms 
were dropped. 

Other banks have adopted the ADB approach, such as the Social Security 
Bank (SSB) and the Ghana Commercial Bank (GCB) since 1976. Members 
of the "Commerbank Farmers Association" (CFA), as the GCB groups are 
called, operate their own plots, as in the CCS of the ADB. In addition, the 
GCB encourages each association to cultivate a large-scale group farm as a 
joint enterprise. The bank stands ready to provide all the necessary inputs 
and assistance for production, marketing, etc. For their individual opera- 
tions, farmers get small loans of $50 to $100 per farmer. There are over 
10,000 associations with more than 150,000 members. It should be noted, 
however, that bank-supported farmer groups are not cooperatives as such. It 
is known that they use group action to support their individual production 
activities. 

Community Farms 
When the growth of socialized agriculture was stopped in 1966, succeeding 
government administration have tried to phase out state participation in 
farming by (a) selling some of the farms to the private sector or (b) convert- 
ing others to cooperatives, to be formed by the farm workers themselves. 
Concerning the second option, two major state agricultural organizations - 
the Food Production Corporation and the Ghana National Reconstruction 
Corps (GIWC) (a youth farm settlement organization) - have been con- 
verted into 'Lcommunity" farms with an initial capital grant by the state, and 
are expected to operate like cooperative farms and become self-financing. 
The GNRC is organized as an integrated organization, and called the Na- 
tional Agricultural Cooperatives Limited (NACOL); the P C  is expected to 
adopt this model. 
h the early phases of the current government's "revolution", another type 

of community farm also sprang up. These were collective farms organized 
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by factory workers and defence committees (organs of the revolution). They 
lacked both voluntary and democratic components as well as technical ex- 
pertise and a stable management system. d he^ disappeared after one season 
(1982). 

Women's Self-Help Groups 
Informal self-help groups are common among women. (See: Eugenia Date- 
Baah, et al, (1979); and C. K. Brown & L. 0. Gyekye, (1984). They pro- 
vide susu (rotatory credit) for fishmongers, petty-traders, commodity asso- 
ciations for organizing procurement, transport and related services and to 
social groups. 

Self-help groups for economic projects among women are organized by 
the National Council for Women and Development (NCWD), the major na- 
tional women's organization set up by the government to devise and operate 
technical assistance programmes to improve women's participation in the 
development process and to raise their socio-economic status. NCWD has a 
Projects Committee and a Technical Committee which identify economic 
projects together with village women. In establishing a project, field orga- 
nizers help women to come together in informal groups ("cooperatives" or 
associations), and where necessary, establish operational links with suppli- 
ers, credit sources and markets. Women's producer groups have been 
formed for farming, soap making, and processing (e.g., palm oil, and fish). 
Such groups have become important for transferring new technology and 
techniques to women. They are not true cooperatives as defined by law, but 
are capable of being developed into modern cooperative enterprises. 

Adult Non-Formal Education Groups 
The Department of Social Welfare and Community Development (DSWCD) 
has an integrated non-formal adult education project in a number of sample 
villages designed to promote the socio-economic development of rural fami- 
lies. The aim of the pilot project is to involve local peoples in problem 
identification and self-help activities, including income-generating enter- 
prises. 

The Department uses Group Facilitators to organize local groups; it oper- 
ates a revolving fund out of which groups are provided seed money for 
group projects, such as cassava processing, food marketing, input procure- 
ment, etc. The seed money is interest-free, but its use is subject to counter- 
part contribution of working capital, group participation in decision-making, 
record-keeping, and repayment. The process is regarded as pre-cooperative 
development. 
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People's Participation Project: iiFAOJ' Self-Help Groups 
With the aid of the Government of the Netherlands through the FAO, Ghana 
is trying on a wider scale an approach to rural development which seeks to 
promote popular participation through self-help organizations (SHO) of the 
rural poor. The pilot project, called Peoples Participation Project (PPP), is 
one of the FAO follow-up activities of the world conference on agrarian re- 
form (WCARRD) held in 1979. Its aims are to broaden experience in par- 
ticipatory activity to develop a suitable methodology of group self-develop- 
ment, and to initiate and expand field action projects in selected African 
countries using experiences gained in the Small Farrner Development Pro- 
grammes from Asia and Latin America. 

The specific objective of PPP is to assist government and NGOs to plan, 
implement and evaluate for replication participatory pilot projects which aim 
at: (a) supporting village-level self-help organizations in rural employment 
and income-raising activities; (b) promoting such SHOs to be more effective 
receiving (acquiring) mechanisms; and (c) stimulating linkages with existing 
national and local rural service agencies. 

PPP has the following basic characteristics: (1) project participation is 
limited to the rural poor - smallholders, tenants, share-croppers, fisher- 
men, artisans, etc; (2) group promoters help initiate group formation; (3) 
groups should be small and homogeneous; (4) groups should identify for 
themselves (with assistance if necessary) income-raising activities and other 
opportunities for productive investment; and (5) groups should be supported 
by arrangements which link them to resources and services on preferential 
terms, e.g. collateral-free loans, input supply. 

PPP has the following components: (1) participatory training workshops 
for group-members, the group promoters (GPs) and group leaders in their 
respective roles; (2) group involvement in planning and implementing their 
projects, with the help of GPs and experts where necessary (action re- 
search); (3) monitoring and on-going evaluation, with members participating 
in self-evaluation and the improvement of group plans; and (4) the project 
should provide an organizational model for expansion or replication in other 
areas. (See Dadson, PPP in Ghana, An Operational Manual, 1983.) 

The Ghana project was started in 1983 in two action areas (districts), two 
NGOs being appointed as implementing agencies - the Presbyterian 
Church for one area (Begoro District), the Roman Catholic Church for the 
other (Wenchi District). It was expected that over the 3 years of the first 
phase, a total of 240 groups (of 8 to 15 members each) would be formed 
with the assistance of 6 GPs. As of mid-1986, over 200 had been formed, 
of which 160 are still active. Some of the problems have been the long delay 
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in effecting arrangements to enable the implementing agencies (NGOs) to 
take charge of the project, and other organizational bottle-necks. (See Brown 
and Sarpei, 1985.) But there have been encouraging successes: (a) PPP 
groups have established promising links with local banks and other institu- 
tions involved in small farmer assistance programmes; (b) PPP groups show 
evidence of growing rural group self-confidence and self-reliance; and (c) 
GPs have been successful, acting like project loan officers, in helping their 
groups achieve relatively high loan repayment rates. A final evaluation study 
is under way (Dadson, Terminal Evaluation Report of PPP Phase I ,  forth- 
coming December 1986). 

To sum up the section, two major trends in cooperative structures have 
been noted. First, the conventional cooperative is seen by government as a 
form of rural production organization worth promoting, especially among 
small producers. Support, however, is inadequate; and progress is therefore 
slow. Second, other forms of group action similar to cooperatives but less 
formal in operation are emerging as bases for rural economic development. 
These are being assisted by both government and non-governmental agen- 
cies. Due to lack of data, a conclusive evaluation is not possible, but the 
possibilities of the informal structures are clearly attractive. Conspicuously 
lacking, however, is a mechanism for overall coordination or direction of 
purpose. 

The account in the preceding section clearly portrays an uncertain pace of 
progress in cooperative development. Therefore, this concluding section 
outlines some principles and strategies for promoting cooperative enterprise 
and development. It consists of three parts: the first part outlines the ele- 
ments of a promotional strategy, the second deals with supporting services, 
and the third with some factors that may facilitate or hinder cooperative de- 
velopment. 

Promotional Strategy 
For cooperatives to develop among economically and socially weak seg- 
ments of the population, some intervention is necessary. Such intervention 
must aim at stimulating participatory development from below, even if the 
stimulus is from above; it must aim at improved economic status and even- 
tual independence or autonomy. A promotional strategy should have the 
following features: 
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1. The setting up of cooperative enterprise must be based on technically 
sound feasibility studies; this service may be done by the Department of Co- 
operatives, or a consultancy service funded by the Department or other or- 
ganizations. 
2. Members of a cooperative should first mobilize the necessary resources 
from themselves (shares, land, labour, equipment, etc.). Only then may ad- 
ditional resources be sought to complement internal resources (credit, etc.). 
3. The nature and objectives of the cooperative enterprise should be deter- 
mined by the members themselves, not imposed. Advice or technical assis- 
tance may be sought; but participatory decision-making should be the key 
factor. 
4. The basis of group action is economic though non-economic factors may 
also be important. The enterprise should generate income quickly and be vi- 
able to sustain interest. 
5. Equally important is social homogeneity which reinforces solidarity and 
facilitates participation. 
6. The enterprise should grow at a pace consistent with members capacity 
for self-management. Overhasty expansion with imposed assistance is 
counter-productive in the long run, as experience indicates. 
7. Cooperative management should at all times be the responsibility of the 
members and their leaders. It should not be subjected to control by advisers 
or other agents. 
8. Monitoring and evaluation is necessary for self-strengthening and ac- 
countability. It should be on-going and participatory, externally assisted 
only where necessary. 

Supporting and Promotional Services 
Several institutions are involved in cooperative development: the societies 
themselves; their associations, unions and apex bodies; the Dept. of Coops; 
Banks; the Cooperative College; etc. Several supportive services are needed; 
they are performed by these institutions in varying degrees: extension, book- 
keeping, data collection and analysis, financing, auditing, etc. It is necessary 
to be clear who can best do what and why, for the objective to be achieved, 
etc. For supportive services to be effective, they should be comprehensive 
and integrated and they should be coordinated. The table set out below pro- 
vides a tentative summary of these relationships and how services may be 
integrated and coordinated (p. 16). 
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Other Factors that Affect Cooperative Development 
Several factors affect the chances of successful cooperative development and 
organization of SHOs by the rural poor. They are economic, social, political 
and historical. Some of the questions which arise under these headings are 
listed below. The nature of the answer will indicate the prospects and the 
nature of response required. 

Economic questions include the following: (a) How far can prospective 
cooperators, being resource-poor, mobilize their own resources to start their 
project? (b) Can sufficient external resources (banks, promoting agencies) 
be mobilized to augment these resources? (c) Are promoting agencies ade- 
quately funded to be effective as promoters? (d) Will other agencies (input 
suppliers, marketing agencies) collaborate to support emerging societies? 
What policies are needed to promote collaboration? (e) Are there facilities or 
capabilities to conduct feasibility and market studies? 

Social questions revolve around the following: (a) Is it possible to have 
homogeneous groups? (b) What factors enhance participation? (c) Can 
group promoters be recruited from the same cultural background? 

Supporting Services 
Political and organizational questions include whether: (a) there is a well-de- 
fined policy for cooperative and group development; (b) such policies are 
backed by adequate resources and implementation strategy and mechanisms; 
(c) there are coordinating mechanisms; (d) there is a favourable attitude on 
the part of government to NGO involvement in cooperative and SHO devel- 
opment; and (e) there are adequate laws and safeguards for cooperatives. 

Finally, there are historical questions. (a) What are the lessons from ear- 
lier experiences with cooperatives? Have they been considered in renewed 
and recent attempts? (b) Do quasi-cooperatives and other forms of informal 
groupings offer cost-effective alternative paths to the same goals? Do they 
address some of the problems and lessons of previous experience? 
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Service Obiectives Organization responsible Remarks 

1. Financing of: 
(a) coop. enterprises initial capital, working 

capital. etc. 
member shares, dues, Coop. Banks self mobilization first aid. 
other banks credit. grants later. 

@)promoting agencies promotional work; assistance to Govt.; banks; external donor, 
coops (cash & material supplies) national association 

movement should aim at 
self reliance 

2. Education & Training palticipation; management devel- Coop. College; Association; NGOs, Rewrds and accounts 
(a) members opment information 
(b) promoters leadership dev.; cadres; technical Coop. College; Acwuntant General's Training: secondment 

skill Department; service agencies 

3. Manpower (staff) mgt. recruitment and motivation of staff Coop. mgt committee; dev. agencies 
(a) coop enterprises may assist 
@) pranoting agencies recruitment and motivation of staff agencies; Department may assist 

4. Public relations creating favourable economic GCC and associations; Dept.; 
environment; relations with other 
sectors; seeking favourable policies; 
wntracts 

5. Planning, monitoring increase viabiiy; feasibility studies Members; promoters, research 
evaluation, research appraisal; monitoring and cm-going institutes, Universities 

evaluation; participatory processes 

6. Statistics data for mgt. and evaluation Members; promoters; local agencies; 
Department 

7. Aid, tech'l assistance 
(a) book-keeping regular book-keeping and reporting Dept.; group 
@)management tech'l advice to mgt. committee Dept.; group 
(c) legal positim tax preferences; price policies; Department; association 

contracts 
(d) registration corporate status; Dept. of Coops; other 
(e) auditing, arbitration conflict resolution within and Association; Department 

between coops. 

8. Extension technology transfer; new ideas Min. of Agric., Industry, etc. 

Contracts; education 
system. 

members' participation 
whenever feasible 

Decentralize from 
capital 

Any relevant agency 
with capacity 
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Consequences of Self-Help 
~romoiion for ~ooperativG 
Development ~ o l i &  in Africa 
Hans Munkner 

The following remarks are comments on the First African Ministerial Co- 
operative Conference organized by the International Co-operative Alliance 
(ICA) Regional Office for East, Central and Southern Africa at Gaborone, 
Botswana, in May 1984 and on the ICA Bilingual Regional Seminar for 
West Africa at Accra, Ghana, in April, 1986. 

Today, almost everybody involved in development policy related to African 
counties agrees that in the long run the only reasonable approach to devel- 
opment aid is to help Africans to help themselves. Yet, few of the policy 
planners and programme or project administrators appear to have a clear idea 
of the consequences which a systematic and deliberate policy of promoting a 
self-help capacity would entail for planning, executing and financing such 
measures in the future. 

Most programmes or projects are still designed under the assumption that 
the donors, who know how certain problems can be solved, give their 
know-how and the necessary funds to beneficiaries who have to learn from 
the experts employed by the donors to teach them. While this approach may 
be appropriate for many technical matters, it is not suitable in the field of 
self-help promotion. Helping others to help themselves means: 

- to work systematically towards enabling the recipients of such aid to be- 
come self-reliant partners rather than to remain beneficiaries of outside as- 
sistance, 

- to help to create framework conditions within which the policy-makers, 
planners and administrators of the countries concerned, and better still the 
population of the respective countries, can design their own models of de- 
velopment, rather than depend on the transfer of models and ideologies 
from abroad. 
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In order to devise a more appropriate development policy for self-help 
promotion, it will be necessary to reconsider current practices of programme 
or project planning, design and funding. It will entail the abandonment of 
those approaches and measures in the foreign aid programmes and national 
development schemes which are obstacles to self-help promotion. 

In this paper an attempt is made to analyze recent policy statements on 
self-help promotion, as seen from the African point of view, against the 
background of past experience with self-help promotion. 

The International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) organized two important 
meetings on cooperative development policy in Africa, bringing together top 
policy-makers and cooperative leaders. These were: 

- at Gaborone, Botswana in May 1984, under the heading "Review of and 
Strategies for Co-operative Development in East, Central and Southern 
Africa", where 7 Ministries responsible for Co-operative Development 
(from Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zim- 
babwe), 7 Heads of Co-operative Departments, 18 Chairmen and General 
Managers of Co-operative Apex Organizations and 3 Principals of Co-op- 
erative Colleges attended (cf. proceedings of the First African Ministerial 
Co-operative Conference, Gaborone, Botswana 11-12 May, 1984, ICA 
Regional Office for East, Central and Southern Africa, Moshi, August 
1984). 

- at Accra, Ghana on 23-25 April, 1986, under the heading "Co-operative 
Law in West Africa - Ideology and Legislation", where Heads of Co- 
operative Departments and Chairmen of Co-operative Apex Organizations 
from 14 West African counties, both anglophone and francophone, at- 
tended (cf. Report on the Seminar on "Co-operative Law in West Africa 
- Ideology and Legislation, Accra, Ghana, 23-25 April, 1986, published 
by the ICA Regional Office for West Africa, Abidjan, The Ivory Coast, 
1986). 

These meetings were organized by the ICA Regional Offices at Moshi, 
Tanzania and Abidjan, The Ivory Coast, respectively. For the first time, a 
critical review of past and present cooperative development policy was pub- 
licly undertaken by those responsible, both in government circles and in the 
cooperative movement. 
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The results of both meetings showed that there is an increasing awareness 
of the shortcomings of past cooperative development programmes devised 
by development planners. 

Financial and other limits of government's involvement in cooperative 
development were acknowledged and the need for a clear and realistic policy 
for the promotion of self-sustained cooperative development was empha- 
sized. 

To quote Mansour Seck's paper "Critical Elements in Co-operative Leg- 
islation for an Autonomous Co-operative Movement", Accra Seminar Re- 
port, p. 51: "Initiating new strategies based on clearly defined lines of action 
becomes more than a requirement, a necessity". 

The Recommendations of the Accra Seminar (Accra Seminar Report, p. 
13) stated that: 

... making the cooperative movement members responsible in the management 
and development of their enterprises with a view to achieving complete auton- 
omy for the cooperative movement. To this end, the government must avoid in- 
tervening directly in the setting up, the administration, the management and des- 
ignation of the various organs of the cooperatives. 

Some elements of such a constructive cooperative development policy have 
now been identified. However, the ideas on how a new and better coopera- 
tive development policy could be drawn up and implemented are still some- 
what vague. 

There is some hesitation in departing from old established rules of top- 
down planning and government sponsored cooperative development pat- 
terns. This may be because new procedures that would have to replace the 
old ones are not yet clearly defined and the ideas about the character of co- 
operative societies to be promoted continue to be vague and confused (even 
at ICA level). This is whether cooperative societies are instruments for the 
implementation of government's development plans or whether they are au- 
tonomous self-help organizations for the promotion of their member's own 
interests. 

In the following, an attempt will be made to clarify these issues and to 
propose changes in current cooperative development policy in African coun- 
tries. To some extent these are reflected in the Report of the Gaborone 
Meeting and in the papers presented at the Accra Meeting, but they are not 
analyzed and expressed in a systematic and comprehensive manner. 
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It is important to take stock of the experience gained with state-sponsored 
cooperative development schemes. It is obvious in most countries of Africa 
that attempts to introduce cooperative societies as a model of organization 
from outside and to convince the population to accept this model as "theirs", 
have failed to bring about the self-sustained development of autonomous 
cooperative movements. 

Mansour Seck in his paper "Critical Elements in Co-operative Legislation 
for an Autonomous Co-operative Movement", Accra Seminar Report, p. 51, 
quotes President Senghor's statement of 1976: 

Certainly, we have trained men technically, rendering them more productive, in 
fact, more conscious of their needs but not men cultured in the sense of being 
conscious of their capabilities in all areas of development. They were taught to 
work but not to do without supervision. In short, they were not taught to extri- 
cate themselves from their role of recipients of assistance in order to meaning- 
fully play their role as co-operators taking into their hands their own destiny. 

Rather than investigating the reason for this failure, many development 
planners blame the concept of cooperation as being unsuitable for solving 
the problems of African farmers, craftsmen, workers and consumers, and 
they try to avoid working with cooperative societies in their plans. Others 
simply ignore the bad results obtained in the past with their programmes, 
and try even harder to implement their concept of state-sponsored coopera- 
tion in the same manner as before. 

A better approach to finding a solution to the problems of state-sponsored 
cooperative development is to study the reasons why cooperatives have ac- 
quired such a bad reputation both among development planners and among 
the African population; and try to identify strategies which could help to 
bring about more a successful cooperative development.' 

Reasons for Failure 
Some reasons for the failure of cooperative projects and programmes which 
have been promoted and implemented by government agencies, with the 
help of foreign donors, are well-known and documented: 

- Cooperatives were created on a large scale without much preparation, by 
offering short-term incentives, e.g. access to loans in cash or in kind 
which otherwise would not be available. 
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- In some countries administrative and political pressure was used to impose 
a model of cooperation on peasants, by creating monopolies for the supply 
of inputs and the marketing of produce or by making membership 
compulsory. 

In all these cases, the intention of the promoters of cooperatives focussed 
on priorities of national development rather than on the interests of the indi- 
vidual members. 

Cooperatives were conceived primarily as instruments of government for 
carrying out plans made by Government officials, financed with government 
funds and accordingly government controlled. 

The citizens called upon to cooperate (mainly peasant farmers) were seen 
as persons who were unable to organize themselves without guidance, out- 
side assistance, supervision and control. 

The models of organization were (and still are) predetermined in almost 
every detail (e.g. model by-laws are prescribed from which people are not 
supposed to deviate), government intervention and government control left 
(and still leaves) no room and no incentive for active participation by coop- 
erative members. 

But there is also little reason why members should actively participate in 
such cooperatives. 

- Their share contribution and liability (if any) are usually purely nominal, so 
that members do not have to commit themselves and thus have no stake in 
the cooperative. 

- Often the rules according to which "their" cooperatives are operating are 
not known to them (e.g. by-laws available only in the official language, 
which they cannot read and understand; by-laws containing complicated 
procedures which are different from their own rules and values). As a re- 
sult, there is no member control over office-bearers and employees of co- 
operatives, many of whom are elected, appointed or seconded from gov- 
ernment staff in undemocratic ways. 

- Control exercised by government officers is usually ineffective either be- 
cause it does not reach the societies due to lack of qualified staff or due to 
lack of transport, or it does not curb malpractices because of powerful 
vested interests, and government officers teaming up with influential lead- 
ers for their own benefit. 

- Income that could be earned by cooperatives is either siphoned off by high 
prices for inputs and low prices for produce, by embezzlement and corrupt 
practices which go undetected or unpunished, or remain low because of 
losses due to lack of storage facilities, transport or capacity for processing. 
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Under such conditions it is not surprising that persons refuse to join co- 
operatives or if compelled to join, show little interest in actively participating 
in their affairs. Such "Cooperatives" deserve the bad reputation that they 
have earned themselves. 

However, this does not mean that people are indifferent to forms of 
organizations, which help to promote their own interest and improve their 
living and working conditions. 

In all counties of Africa self-help activities have found other venues for 
organization such as traditional rotating savings and credit associations 
(ROSCAs) adapting themselves to the conditions of a money economy, 
mutual aid working groups of young people (e.g. Nnoboa in Ghana, Narn 
in Burkina Faso), young farmers' clubs, saving clubs, informal village 
groups, women's groups for production and processing of food crops and 
handicrafts.2 

For a long period of time development planners considered cooperatives 
to be the only genuine form of organized self-help, while these alternative 
forms of self-help organizations were largely ignored. 

Today, while cooperatives have degenerated into state-controlled devel- 
opment tools, the informal and unconventional types of self-help organiza- 
tions become more and more attractive to development planners. 

The abundance of new forms of self-help organizations, most of them 
having their roots in autochthonous forms of mutual aid although some fol- 
low imported models, shows that there is a self-help potential, self-help ca- 
pability and a readiness to form or join self-help organizations. This is so 
only if they work to the satisfaction of their members, if their rules of 
operation are known and accepted, if members' commitment is matched by 
tangible benefits derived from being a member and if members can control 
their self-help organization. 

With this in mind, the reasons for the failure of government sponsored 
cooperative development become more obvious. 

For government development planners and also for many foreign donors, 
cooperatives are first and foremost instruments for planned development as 
seen from the macro-economic level. From this point of view, promoting 
cooperative development means investing in institution building, providing 
channels for the supply of inputs and the marketing of products in a way that 
serves the national interest best or that helps to implement the government's 
political programme. 

Usually cooperative development plans and cooperative legislation are 
framed along this line. To quote the report of the Gaborone Conference 
(Para 7.1): 

More often than not, policy statements on co-operatives focus attention in mat- 
ters that affect the nation rather than the individual co-operator. 
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The idea that cooperatives in their original (and most successful) form are 
private business organizations of people who pool their resources to help 
themselves has been lost from sight. However, experience has shown that 
state-controlled cooperatives that are used as transmission belts for imple- 
menting the government's policy do not mobilize a people's resources for 
development. 

Helping Others to Help Themselves 
Helping others to help themselves is a concept which is difficult to imple- 
ment and which, to some even appears as a contradiction in terms.3 

In fact, there is a very narrow margin between helping others to help 
themselves or self-help promotion. On one hand, it is a matter of encourag- 
ing self-help by enhancing the self-help capability of people by means of in- 
formation, education and training or by assistance in gaining access to scarce 
resources, loans, marketing channels, and by setting favourable framework 
conditions. On the other, it concerns replacement of self-help by outside as- 
sistance by providing artificial growth conditions in form of grants or soft 
loans, free services, or programme packages which allow only passive par- 
ticipation of the "beneficiaries". This leads to government planned, managed 
and controlled schemes in which the members' role is reduced to that of 
workers who carry out plans, follow orders and receive rewards determined 
by the development planners. 

To quote again Mansour Seck's paper, Accra Seminar Report, p.51: 

The Rural Co-operative thus appeared once more like an outgrowth of the 
administrative technical departments which were to serve as a distribution channel 
for loans and equipment supplied by the state and a product collection point 
without any initiative from members other than a formal registration qualifying 
them to receive assistance from the state. 

Success Criteria 
In theory, the success criteria for self-help promotion are known and ac- 
cepted? 

- Self-help can only develop among individuals who are aware of their abil- 
ity to improve their own position - which is felt as being unsatisfactory 
- by their own effort, individuals have to be willing to act jointly with 
others who have the same or similar problems, in order to achieve their 
common objectives. 
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- Self-help implies self-determination of goals, active participation in plan- 
ning, execution and evaluation of self-help activities. 

Accordingly, self-help promotion means: 

- to help self-help groups to generate their own leadership by offering train- 
ing opportunities and the chance to acquire practical skills, 

- to create favourable conditions for the development of self-help activities, 
i.e. a suitable legal framework which allows self-help organizations to op- 
erate as officially recognized legal entities; to provide protection against 
unfair practices; to give access to profitable business activities (such as 
export of cash crops), which allow cooperatives to build up their own 
capital base, in order to form their own institutions for self-help promotion 
and to build up their economic power. 
To quote again from the Gaborone Conference Report (Para. 6.3.1.): 

... Governments should be willing to release those income-generating activities 
presently being run by parasfatal bodies to be undertaken by co-operatives, so as 
to help them to attain self-reliance. 

Self-help promotion with active participation from the target population in 
goal setting, planning, decision-making and evaluation, means the initiation 
of a slow and gradual process of building up self-help capabilities and local 
leadership. It means, furthermore, the emphasis on micro-economic effects 
and the provision of immediate benefits for the members of the self-help 
groups, which only indirectly and in the long run will contribute to the 
overall development of the country. For development planners and foreign 
donor agencies such forms of self-help promotion are extremely difficult, if 
not impossible to carry out under present-day planning and implementation 
procedures both at the national and international levels. 

This may be one reason why the trend is to continue planning for state- 
sponsored cooperatives as instruments for the implementation of govern- 
ment's plans. This occurs even though it is (or should be) known that such 
"cooperative" development programmes will usually not mobilize people to 
actively participate, using their own resources in development efforts, and it 
does not initiate self-sustained self-help activities. 

In this respect the Gaborone Conference Report recommends (Para. 
6.3.2.): 

Governments should devise a system whereby co-operative knowledge could be 
disseminated within Government circles, so as to ensure support of co-operative 
development within government ministries. 
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CONSEQUENCES OF CONSEQUENT SELF-HELP PROMOTION FOR 
COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT POLICY 

For government planners and foreign donor agencies involved in coopera- 
tive development projects and programmes, systematic and deliberate pro- 
motion of self-help capabilities of the target population requires major ad- 
justments of the approaches and procedures in the fields of project or pro- 
gramme planning, execution and evaluation. 

Planning 
In the field of planning, three problem areas can be identified in which plan- 
ning procedures for self-help promotion projects and programmes need to be 
revised. 

a) Project Identification. The usual methods of project identification exclude 
the target groups. Plans are made for them rather than with them, either by 
foreign experts on the occasion of relatively short project identification 
missions, or by government officials pursuing national development policies 
from the macro-economic point of view, who formulate requests for the 
funding of projects or programmes. 

In many instances there is no time and even no intention to undertake a 
careful ex-ante evaluation and an in-depth prefeasibility study with the active 
participation of the target group. More often cooperative development pro- 
jects are selected to fit into a general programme that is currently promoted 
by foreign donors and for which financial contributions can be expected 
(e.g. The Peoples' Participation Programme, P.P.P. of FAO, Integrated 
Rural Development Programmes, Regional Rural Development Pro- 
grammes, to mention only a few). 

Instead of acquiring detailed knowledge of the target group and their spe- 
cific needs during the planning stage of the project and setting the goals to be 
achieved by the project in collaboration with the target group, the project is 
in the true sense of the word "projected" into the target area and upon the 
target group. The people have to accept it as it was planned (as passive 
beneficiaries) and they can only try to adjust it to their specific needs and ca- 
pabilities while the project is being executed. 

It is even more serious when unplanned and unexpected negative side ef- 
fects of the project are not discovered during the planning stage, although 
efforts have been made to refine the planning methods so as to detect unde- 
sirable side effects as early as possible. Still, many unplanned negative ef- 
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fects are only ident

ifi

ed during the execution of the project or even during or 
after the final evaluation.5 

Is follows that projects and programmes for self-help promotion require 
much more intensive and much longer periods of ex-ante evaluation and 
planning in close contact with the target population, and which gives the tar- 
get group an active role in the planning process. 

b) Planning of the Financial Contributions to Self-help Promotion Projects 
and Programmes and the Use of Funds. The funding of self-help promotion 
projects or programmes usually depends on a political decision by the re- 
spective government to release certain funds or on a request for outside 
funding. Such allocations are made by development planners without any 
chance for the target population to express their own views. A further prob- 
lem is that budget rules are usually very rigid and require that the purpose of 
the allocation and the use of the funds are laid down in some detail, so as to 
allow the funding agency to make sure that the funds can only be used for 
the purposes for which they were released. 

This means that, except in cases where the target group was given the 
opportunity to participate in the pre-feasibility study and in the planning of 
the project, and where the government accepts the views expressed by the 
target group, the allocation of funds and the detailed plans approved by the 
funding agency leave room only for passive participation of the 
"beneficiaries" and often even determine how the contributions to be made 
by the target population are to be used. 

In order to adjust the budget rules to the requirements of self-help pro- 
motion, there is need to allow for soft plans, and to give the field staff exe- 
cuting the projects or programmes a greater margin of discretion in the use 
of the funds allocated to the projects or programmes. There should be a 
possibility for plan-adjustment, taking into account the experience gained 
during the first phase of the project or programme; or the possibility to allo- 
cate a budget for a package of measures, with flexibility in the use of the 
funds for one or the other of the package components. 

Where budget rules remain inflexible there is the danger that the target 
population will participate in the project or programme only to the extent that 
they qualify for project or programme funds, but not for the achievement of 
the planned objectives. 

c) Time Periods. The time periods for self-help promotion projects or 
programmes are subject to similar limitations as the budget rules. 

Very often the time periods proposed for cooperative development pro- 
jects at the planning stage do not take account of the speed of development 
which can be expected in view of the capacity and willingness of the target 
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group, but are rather set according to the budget periods (usually 2 or 4 
years). 

This way of determining time periods may be suitable for technical pro- 
jects (construction of roads, warehouses, etc.), but it is totally unsuitable for 
investment in human resources. Development of self-help capability, gener- 
ating of leadership, and the establishment of self-help institutions require 
mainly pedagogical inputs, learning by doing, gaining experience. 

The process of learning and of accepting changes in patterns of be- 
haviour, in adjustment to changing living conditions, is usually slow and 
cannot be accelerated without the cost of negative results. Artificial and su- 
perficial changes may be achieved by offering incentives, but such changes 
will not induce lasting effects. 

Therefore, suitable planning periods for self-help promotion projects or 
programmes should provide for time periods of 8 to 10 years or even 
longer, during which the funds allocated to the project or programme could 
be used for a generally agreed purpose and for measures contained in the 
package, but also in a sequence determined by or in collaboration with the 
target group. 

Execution of Projects or Programmes 
In the field of project or programme implementation, the staff in charge of 
self-help promotion projects or programmes should integrate the target pop- 
ulation, from the very beginning, into its activities. Helping to build up self- 
help organizations does not mean building up such organizations for the tar- 
get group, but rather to help the target group to build up such organizations 
by itself. 

Identification of the problems and needs common to the majority of the 
members of the target group, study of existing patterns of cooperative, and 
analysis of unused or ineffectively used local resources, has to be made to- 
gether with the local population at their own speed. Existing links of social 
organization and social limits of solidarity have to be studied and taken into 
account in the project or programme implementation. 

In self-help promotion activities much of the work has to be done at vil- 
lage level in local languages. This means that local promoters have to be 
found, trained, equipped and financially supported. In self-help promotion 
projects and programmes the role of foreign advisers vis-8-vis their national 
counterparts as well as the role or the project team vis-8-vis the target group 
have to be reconsidered. 

As opposed to the current definition of the roles of "expert" and 
"counterpart" in the field of development aid, the foreign specialist should 
consider himself as the counterpart to the national specialist, who is sup- 
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posed to learn technical skills from the foreign specialist. Otherwise, the na- 
tional specialist is an expert in his own right, especially in knowing the 
needs and aspirations of the target group and who will take over the work of 
the foreign specialist at a later stage of the project or programme. But even 
the national specialists for various reasons are often not close enough to the 
target group, due to a lack of solid training, motivation and realistic service 
conditions.6 

In self-help promotion work, the main task is to develop local know- 
how, local leadership, local professional skills and local institutions with the 
help of the project or programme. The process of learning by doing, implies 
that people are allowed to learn by making their own mistakes. This requires 
that the project staff accepts its role as an adviser who can warn against 
decisions that may have detrimental effects but cannot prevent people from 
doing what they decide. 

To facilitate and promote the development of such self-help institutions is 
much more difficult and time-consuming than to build up such institutions 
(or rather their physical infra-structure) by the project staff, and then to hand 
them over to the target population, which may not be able to take over and 
maintain such institutions after the end of the project. 

Here again rigid and short time frames are detrimental. Under the pres- 
sure of unrealistic plans, many cooperative development projects are com- 
pleted in a hurry. They are handed over to the target group irrespective of 
their capacity to take over, or the facilities created by the project are handed 
over to national public institutions although it was planned to hand them 
over to self-sustainable local organizations. 

In the past many wrongly conceived, politically motivated cooperative 
development projects and programmes have been implemented with the as- 
sistance of foreign donors. These projects did not improve the living condi- 
tions of the target population but on the contrary had serious negative ef- 
fects, not only at the micro level but also for the country as a whole. 

The villagization and Ujamaa programme in Tanzania from 1975 until 
1983, and the programme of building up district farms (fermes agro-pas- 
torales d'arrondissement, FAPAs) in the first Republic of Guinee up until 
1984, are two extreme examples of such wrongly conceived "cooperative" 
development programmes. 

These are now attempts to avoid the imposition of "imported" models of 
self-help organizations upon people who are unable and unwilling to commit 
themselves and their resources to such institutions, which are foreign to 
them and which operate according to rules which they do not know and 
which they do not control. In these attempts, there is a tendency to encour- 
age the modernization of authentic local models of self-help organizations 
based on the joint family system and to encourage such local groups to work 
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together at a higher level in cooperative societies and thereby gain access to 
resources which the local groups alone could no achieve. 

These are ideas underlying the new cooperative development policy and 
the new cooperative legislation in Senegal (1983)7 and Burkina Faso 
(1983).8 

To help to build such self-help structures integrating local autochthonous 
self-help organizations and member-controlled cooperative societies may 
take many years. But it may also be the only way to achieve the objective of 
promoting self-help organizations on a solid base, turning cooperation into a 
new local custom and establishing institutional links between the informal 
sector and the "modern" sector. 

Evaluation 
In the field of evaluation, plan implementation alone cannot be considered an 
appropriate measurement of the success of a self-help promotion project or 
programme. 

It is not enough just to assess the degree of achievement of the targets set 
out in the plan by formal and quantitative criteria such as the number of co- 
operatives created, number of warehouses built, number of training courses 
organized and amounts of money spent in line with the plan. The quality of 
development achieved by the project or programme also has to measured. 

This can only be done by measuring the degree in which the promoted 
self-help organizations have become capable of managing their own affairs 
with their own resources. Criteria for such measurement of development 
quality were already proposed in the fifties by cooperative development 
agencies, according to which cooperatives were graded into different cate- 
gories of maturity, taking into account their ability 

- to keep proper books without outside assistance, 
- to conduct their meetings regularly and to keep proper minutes, 
- to manage their funds in a proper way (no overdue debts, no outstanding 

loans, building up of reserves), and in general 
- to promote the interests of their members.9 

In this way it is possible to measure the success of self-help promotion 
projects and programmes, by investigating how many societies have been 
lifted from one category to the next, higher, category during the period un- 
der review. 

Another method of evaluating the results of self-help promotion projects 
and programmes, developed by the FAO in collaboration with research 
workers of the University of Marburg,l0 is to assess: 
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- the development-oriented efficiency of a project or programme, i.e. the de- 
gree of achieving the objects of the development planners, 

- the institutional efficiency, i.e. the degree of achieving economic efficiency 
and financial stability of the joint undertaking of the target group, the co- 
operative enterprise, and 

- the member-oriented efficiency, i.e. the degree of accomplishment in satis- 
fying the members' needs. 

Often in the past emphasis was placed on the first two levels of effi- 
ciency. Success was measured by the amount of credit distributed, the in- 
crease of turnover of cooperative enterprises, the introduction of a new 
book-keeping system, the construction of warehouses. However, the third 
level of member-oriented efficiency was often overlooked or given low pri- 
ority, although it is the degree of members' satisfaction which determines 
their readiness to participate actively in self-help organizations. 

A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF APPLYING THE PARTICIPATORY APPROACH 
TO SELF-HELP PROMOTION PROGRAMMES OR PROJECTS 

A new method of planning and conducting seminars with foreign specialists 
on self-help promotion, developed by the German Foundation for Interna- 
tional Development, can be quoted as one of the few examples where the 
approach proposed in this paper has been put into practice.11 

According to the classical pattern, still widely used for this kind of activ- 
ity, participants from developing countries are invited to attend a seminar, 
with a fully structured programme and planned well in advance. They are 
invited to listen to a number of speakers, each handling a well-defined topic 
and including a discussion of his presentation. 

For the target group such a seminar leaves room for passive participation 
only. The participants have to take what the organizers have planned for 
them. Because the programme is fixed in advance, in almost every detail, 
and lays down what has to be done by whom, there is little possibility of 
changing the schedule once it is planned and approved by the funding 
agency. 

The underlying concept of such a seminar programme is that those who 
know are called upon to teach those who do not know. It is assumed that the 
lecturers know more about the subject matter than those who listen. Whether 
the contents of the lectures is relevant and beneficial to the participants or 
whether they take part in the event with only polite disinterest or even with 
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some reluctance, can only be discovered - if at all - during the final eval- 
uation. 

For the organizers the programme is considered a success if it was carried 
out according to plan. 

This method of planning and execution of seminars is not only encour- 
aged but virtually prescribed by budget rules. A programme will only be ap- 
proved and funds will only be released if it is in conformity with these rules. 
This means in our case that a lecturer can claim a fixed fee for each lecture, 
but not for participating in discussions. The usual pattern of a working day 
in such a seminar is: 

- arrival of the lecturer in the morning, 
- presentation of one or two lectures usually prepared without full knowl- 

edge of the special interests and the professional background of the partici- 
pants, 

- an ad hoc discussion which is usually too short, 
- departure of the lecturer and arrival of the next. 

In such a seminar the possibilities of adjusting the programme, other than 
minor changes, to suit the specific interests of the participants are practically 
excluded. 

However, the model of a seminar with a full and active involvement of 
the participants should be designed in a different way. 

The planners agree on a general subject matter to be studied and dis- 
cussed during the seminar, on the time and funds available and on the target 
group. A tentative skeleton programme is elaborated. This proposed pro- 
gramme is discussed with the participants at the beginning of the seminar 
and may be changed substantially before it is finally approved. 

Instead of inviting a number of lecturers to present their special topics, 
some experienced resource persons are invited to stay for the duration of the 
seminar or at least for a few consecutive days. They may present lectures if 
the participants agree that this would be of interest, but normally they will 
only make short introductory statements and, instead, take part in the serni- 
nar as active, well-informed discussion partners on an equal footing with the 
other participants. The resource persons will take over certain functions 
within the seminar whenever the group feels that this would be useful, e.g., 
acting as advisers to discussion groups, sharing their knowledge and 
experience in both formal and informal discussions. 

The resource persons are paid a lump sum for their active participation 
and availability over the whole period of time. 

In order to encourage maximum active participation of all persons at- 
tending the seminar, numerous roles are created for the participants: 
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- daily changing of chair-persons for the plenary sessions, 
- special committees (e.g. social committee to organize the social pro- 

grammes for evenings and week-ends, evaluation committee), 
- daily changing evaluation teams which are given the task to present their 

evaluation of the past day at the beginning of the next day, including sug- 
gestions on how to improve the programme, 

- joint mid-term and final evaluation of the seminar as seen from the partici- 
pants' as well as from the organizers' points of view. 

When applying this model of a seminar, the one-way flow of information 
from those who teach to those who learn is replaced by a two-way comrnu- 
nication system. The barrier between those who give and those who take is 
pulled down and each participant is considered a resource person in his or 
her own right and is expected to make contributions. 

Even though the cost of organizing such a seminar may be slightly higher 
than that of conventional seminars, this will be more than compensated by 
the greater impact of this kind of education and training exercise. 

The same pattern applied to projects of self-help promotion would mean: 

- to plan and approve a general package of activities and the financial means 
to carry them out (e.g. a revolving fund for the promotion of small-scale 
industries in rural areas) but 

- to leave the detailed planning and execution of the project to a mixed team 
composed of representatives of the donors and of the recipients both on an 
equal footing, 

- to give first priority to the goals set by, and based on, the needs of the tar- 
get group and to adjust the project to such goals, 

- to allow the target group to take an active role in the execution of the pro- 
ject even if this means a less professional performance and learning 
through mistakes, 

- to insist on contributions by the target group so that they show their com- 
mitment to the project and their willingness to take certain risks, 

- to carry out a continuous joint evaluation, so as to assess the results not in 
terms of implementation of predetermined plans or in term of funds spent 
according to a fixed schedule, but rather in terms of the quality of devel- 
opment that has taken effect among the target group, 

- more flexible time periods and budget rules, which allow development at a 
speed and in a direction determined by the target group as well as the real- 
location of funds from one activity to another when necessary.12 
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Self-help promotion means the enhancement of the capability of people to 
help themselves. Self-help promotion can only be successful if the promot- 
ers systematically try to achieve their objective of making those who are 
promoted independent of such outside assistance. 

Development of self-help capability takes place in the heads of the target 
population, therefore self-help promotion, to a large extent is a process of 
building up awareness, motivation and competence of people, it is an in- 
vestment in human resources, which needs to be planned, executed and 
evaluated in a special way. 

To quote the Gaborone Conference Report (Para. 6.3.6): 

Governments should emphasize manpower development for cooperatives in order 
to ensure continuous sound management from within the movements them- 
selves. 

The current practice of project and programme planning, implementation 
and evaluation may be suitable for technical projects like building bridges 
and roads. It is not appropriate for projects and programmes to develop hu- 
man resources for self-development. If programmes and projects for self- 
help promotion are to become more successful, we have to consider our co- 
operative development policy. 

At the Accra meeting the new cooperative development policy of Senegal 
was presented as follows (cf. Mansour Seck's paper "Critical Elements in 
Co-operative Legislation for an Autonomous Co-operative Movement", 
Accra Seminar Report, pp. 49,56 and 57): 

"- Privatization of the Rural Economy through the liberalization of activities; 
- Conscientization of economic actors through their structures; 
- Withdrawal of the State from its supervisory and guidance functions ... 

and 
- a tendency to render the Co-operative Movement autonomous by sup- 

pressing the supervisory aspect, recurrent throughout decrees 60-177 and 
absent in the new legislation ... 
Members of these new organizations should enjoy a certain number of 

privileges in order to run the activities of their cooperative enterprises, that is 
to say, the power and the right to: 

- take any decision affecting the life or their organizations; 
- choose and recruit their staff; 
- decide upon the various actions to be undertaken by their organizations; 
- look for necessary means for the operation of their enterprises; 
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- use their various resources." 

In the paper on ICA's Role in Promoting Co-operative Development in 
West Africa, presented by Babacar Ndiaye, Accra Seminar Report, p. 90, it 
is stated that: 

The main objective of the ICA policy is the creation and expansion of indepen- 
dent, democratic and economically viable organizations in which men and women 
can participate on an equal footing. 

These organizations should be capable of serving the members efficiently and 
contribute to social justice in the respective countries. 

Cf. Miinkner, Hans-H. and Ullrich, G. (Eds.), Cooperative Law in East, Central and 
Southern African Countries - A Comparative Approach, German Foundation for 
International Development, Food and Agriculture Development Centre, Berlin 
(West) 1981, DOK 1070 Ala S 79-86-80, pp. 26 et s q .  

On ROSCA see Bouman F.J.A. and Harteveld, K., "The Djanggi, a traditional form of 
saving and credit in West Cameroon", in Sociologia Ruralis, Vol. XVI No. 1-2 
1976, pp. 103 et seq.; on work associations and savings and credit associations see 
Seibel, H.D. and Damachi, U.G., Self-Help Organizations- Guidelines and Case 
Studies for Development Planners and Field Workers, a participative approach, 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Bonn 1982, pp. 19 et seq.; see also Miinkner, Hans-H. 
(Ed.),  Towards Adjusted Patterns of Cooperatives in Developing Countries, 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Bonn 1984. 

Cf. Miinkner, Hans-H., "The Concept of State-sponsored Cooperatives" in Baldus, 
R.D., Hanel, A. and Miinkner, Hans-H. (Eds.), Government Promotion of 
Cooperatives and Other Self-Help Organizations for Rural Development, German 
Foundation for International Development, Food and Agriculture Development 
Centre, Vol. 2, Berlin 1981, DOK 1063 A/a S-79-88-80, pp. 119 et s q .  

Cf. Miiller, J.O., "General Socioeconomic Conditions for the Active Participation of 
Members in the Development of Rural Cooperatives and Other Self-Help 
Organizations", in Baldus, R.D., Hanel, A. and Miinkner, Hans-H. (Eds.), op.cit. 
(note 3), pp. 37 et seq.; see also Miiller, J.O., "Conditions and Motivations for 
Participation in Autochthonous Self-Help Organizations and Cooperatives" in 
Miinkner, Hans-H. (Ed.), Towards Adjusted Patterns of Cooperatives in Developing 
Countries ..., op.cit. (note 2), pp. 17 et seq. 

Cf. Jeetun, B. and Miinkner, Hans-H., "Entwicklungspolitische unerwiinschte Neben- 
wirkungen von ForderungsmaRnahmen im SHO-Bereich", Gutachten im Auftrage 
der Deutschen Gesellschaft fur Technische Zwammenarbeit (GTZ), Marburg 1986. 

Cf. Miinkner, Hans-H., "The Role of Governmental Development Bureaucracies in 
Promoting Self-Help Organizations - Examples from French-speaking Africa" in 
Miinkner, Hans-H. (Ed.), Towards Adjusted Patterns of Cooperatives in Developing 
Countries ..., op.cit. (note 2), pp. 11 1 et seq. 

Loi No. 83-07 du 28 Janvier 1983 portant statut gCnCral des coopCratives, SCnCgal. 
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Ordonnance No. 83-021/CSP/PRES/DR du 15 Mai 1983 portant statut des organisa- 
tions B caractkre coopkratif et pr6-coop6ratif en Haute-VoltaDurkina Faso. 

Cf. Campbell, W.K.H., Practical Co-operation in Asia and Africa, Cambridge 1951, pp. 
52, 53.; Minishy of Commerce, Eastern Nigeria, Eastern Nigeria Co-operative 
Field-Workers' Manual, Official Document No. 18 of 1964, p. 17; Report of the 
Royal Commission on the Co-operative Movement in Ceylon, Sessional Paper 
No. I1 - 1970, pp. 52, 53; Odede, 0. and Verhagen, K., "The Organization of 
External Supervision as an Integral Part of Promoting Co-operative Development", 
in Konopnicki, M. and Vandewalle, G. (Eds.), Co-operation as an Instrument for 
Rural Development, International Co-operative Alliance, London 1978, p. 108. 

l 0  Cf. Kuhn, J ,  and Stoffregen, H., How to Measure the Efficiency of Agricultural 
Cooperatives in Developing Countries - Case Study Kenya, FAO, Rome 1975; 
Diilfer, E., An Analytical Method for Evaluation of (Rural) Cooperatives in 
Developing Countries, FAO, Rome 1976; Miiller, J.O., An Empirical Method for 
the Assessment of Member Goals in Rural Cooperatives - Prerequisite for an 
Analytical Approach to Evaluation, FAO, Rome 1976; Hanel, A. and Miiller, 
J.O., Improving the Methodology of Evaluating the Development of Rural Coop- 
eratives in Developing Countries - Case Study Iran, FAO, Rome 1978. 

l 1  Cf. Ullrich, G. and Krappitz, U., Participatory Approaches for Cooperative Group 
Events, German Foundation for International Development, Food and Agriculture 
Development Centre, Feldafing 1985, DOK 1264 N a  S 79-153-84. 

l 2  For application of this approach to revision of cooperative legislation see Miinkner, 
Hans-H., "How to Create an Appropriate Legal Framework for Village Coopera- 
tives - Case Study Upper-VoltaDurkina Faso", in Kuhn, J., Miinkner, Hans-H. 
and Hanel, A. (Eds.), Promotion of Self-Help Organizations, Konrad-Adenauer- 
Foundation, St. Augustin 1985, pp. 234 et seq.; Miinkner, Hans-H., "Participative 
Law-Making: A New Approach to Drafting Cooperative Legislation in Developing 
Countries", in Verfassung und Recht in Ubersee, 19 Jahrgang -2. Quartal 1986, pp. 
124 et seq. 





Community Cooperatives For 
Development: The Basaisa Village 
Experiment 
Salah Arafa 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is composed of conceptual and methodological observations on 
an indigenous private voluntary organization (PVO) which was developed at 
the Basaisa Village in Egypt. This organization could fill the gap between 
individual inhabitants in small communities and existing administrative units 
of local government. 

The newly developed organization is called the Community Cooperative 
for Development (CCD). This local micro-organization was found an essen- 
tial prerequisite to community-based initiatives and participation in local de- 
velopment projects. The paper accounts for the the factors affecting the co- 
operative performance, the people's participation and efficient mobilization 
of local resources. It also reports the cooperative to-date activities and future 
plans. 

COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EGYPT 

The first cooperative legislation appeared in Egypt in 1923, and it was con- 
cerned with agricultural cooperatives organization. In 1927, another legisla- 
tion was enacted permitting small craftsmen, traders and farmers to form 
cooperative societies for consumption, credit and agricultural purposes. The 
cooperative movement then progressed very slowly in the 1930s and this 
was in fact a reflection of the relative economic stagnation of the country at 
the time. 

During the Second World War the government relied heavily on the co- 
operatives for the distribution of supplies and fertilizers. As a result, be- 
tween 1939 and 1944, membership increased tenfold. 

In 1948 the number of societies reached 2,009 with a total membership of 
776,040. Most of the societies were credit and supply cooperatives; mar- 
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keting activities were negligible, and this deprived the peasants of many of 
the benefits rendered by cooperatives in Western countries. 

The Agrarian Reform law of 1952 made it possible for all peasants own- 
ing no more than five feddans to participate in cooperatives. 

Land Reform Agricultural cooperatives organized on a locality basis 
numbered 623 in 1968. Each group of cooperatives in a geographical area 
form a combined cooperative, and on the top of this structure we find the 
General Cooperative Society for Land Reform. 

According to a law issued in 1969, agricultural cooperative societies are 
either defined as 'multipurpose' or 'specific', and the Union is the apex of 
the agricultural cooperative structure. 

In accordance with Decree-Law No. 267 of 1960 concerning General 
Cooperative Organization, and the Presidential Decision No. 2348 of 1960, 
many industrial cooperative societies were created in the different Gover- 
norates. A new procedure cooperative law was issued in 1975. 

Efforts have been made to promote cooperative activity in the housing 
sector through the establishment of the General Organization for the 
Cooperatives Housing. New consumer cooperatives were established under 
the supervision of the General Organization for Consumer Cooperatives. 
Table I shows the different areas of cooperative activities. 

The Higher Institute of Cooperative and Managerial Studies was estab- 
lished in 1960 and it offers a four-year study course with a Bachelor's De- 
gree. The average yearly enrollment is around 15,000. 

Rural social centres started as an experiment in 1939, with each serving a 
population of 10,000. Their objectives were to provide villagers with a vari- 
ety of social services, through the work of resident specialists. Expansion in 
these centres was held up by the lack of funds and still more, by the scarcity 
of trained personnel. Contribution from villagers was required ( = 2 feddans 
and L.E. 1,5000). The rural social centres have had their weaknesses, but in 
most cases, their achievements have been impressive. 

Table I: Areas of Cooperative Activities by the end of 1969. 

Type of Activity No. of Societies 
Consumers 75 1 
Agricultural 4,146 
Land Reform 639 
School 1,500 
Housebuilding 500 
Rural Industries 356 
Land Reclamation 15 
Insurance 10 
Cattle Breeding 5 
Others 1,033 
Total 8,958 
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There are cooperative societies for different activities in many different areas 
and supervised by a number of different organizations that belong to gov- 
ernmental ministries. Members appreciate belonging to the cooperatives and 
have an interest in fulfilling their own individual needs. Members come from 
various communities and different environments. There are also many gaps 
both on the horizontal and the vertical levels. The rural poor need encour- 
agement to organize themselves and need employment-generating programs 
and income-generating activities to give them a fair share of the available re- 
sources and services. 

In 1937, the total cultivated land area in Egypt was 5.76 million feddans 
while the total population was 15 million. In 1985, the total cultivated area 
increased to 5.90 million feddans while the total population had reached 48 
million. The gap is widening between agricultural resources and the popula- 
tion growth. 

Developing community cooperatives was an appropriate means of organiz- 
ing village people (all age-groups) into a self-managed participatory institu- 
tion at the village community level. This enabled them to receive credit and 
technology, to increase production, to  narke et and process their output and to 
improve their living conditions. There was a vital need for such a compre- 
hensive and integrated approach that would increase the community con- 
sciousness at the lowest level, and which addressed all sections, all sectors, 
and all age-groups of the community population. The cooperative production 
projects could generate funds used for needed services and for subsidizing 
the cost of new technologies that are appropriate for the community. Such 
cooperatives could also provide information, awareness and training, as an 
investment in human and local resources. 

Our present approaches to rural development are piecemeal and frag- 
mented rather than integrated and comprehensive. They do not consider rural 
development as an articulation of resources and of the needs of all sections 
of the population, in all sectors of life, and at all levels within and beyond 
the village community. 

The ILOs position paper for full employment in the second development 
decade and for ensuring development with equity, specifies a concentration 
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on the poorer sections, using an integrated multisectoral approach with a 
multi-level decentralization of planning and execution. It also specifies the 
use of spatial planning techniques and the need for more reliable mapping 
and data. 

Integrated rural development, as viewed here, is a multi-level, a multi- 
sector and a multi-age and sex group concept, as indicated in Figure 1. 

The ancient villages were never atomistic or individualistic; rather, they 
were collective and communistic in their approach to the problems of devel- 
opment. Cooperation around the water wheel for irrigation is a clear example 
in rural Egypt. Today this is no longer true. Forces for an atomistic or indi- 
vidualistic approach to development are so great that they must be con- 
fronted. Communities must be united in the cause for their own material de- 
velopmen t. 

In Egypt nearly 60% of the 48 million inhabitants live in villages where most 
of the labour force is still engaged in agriculture. The official definition of a 
village in Egypt tends to be a statistical one, in which a settlement with as 
few as 1,000 or as many as 15,000 could constitute a "village". It is esti- 
mated that there are nearly 5,000 such villages. On the other hand, there are 
nearly 30,000 smaller settlements with a population of less than 1,000 and 
in which over 15 million rural inhabitants live. 

Basaisa is a small "satellite" village located in the heart of the Nile Delta 
about 100 km from Cairo and about 15 km from Zagazig, the capital of Al- 
Sharkiya province. It has a total population of 318 people (Jan. 1983 sur- 
vey) grouped into 63 families in 45 households. Life is dependent upon and 
organized around the rhythmic cycle of traditional agriculture, in which men, 
women and children all have a vital role to play in the production and pro- 
cessing of the crops that provide their livelihood. Characteristically, in satel- 
lite villages such as Basaisa, there are none of the government institutions 
that are usually present in mother villages. 

A locale like Basaisa represents a prevalent type of human community in 
rural Egypt, possessing little in terms of land and socio-economic resources. 
It typifies the periphery of the periphery in Egypt's pyramidic structure (Fig. 
?\  
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discussions about issues of concern. This opened the way to talk about new 
ideas, stimulated initiatives, and helped to build up trust between the vil- 
lagers and the project team. From the households, we moved to wherever 
people naturally congregated (the Mosque and the village Mandara) to open 
up further discussions and lay the foundation for the people's participation 
in community projects and for the democratic process at the village level. 

Ideas are initiated through dialogues and discussions in an atmosphere of 
egalitarian exchange in which the research team listens and tries to stimulate 
the villagers to "raise their voice". 

The role of the research team was to work with the villagers, to train 
them, and to help clarify the intentions of action by posing questions for the 
villagers to answer and to answer questions posed by the villagers. In other 
words, the team invited the inhabitants to engage in a critical discourse and 
to formalize a plan of action in order to find a solution. 

The general methodology used in introducing new systems or improved 
technologies to the village community, stimulated local innovations and in- 
digenous technologies, and increased the awareness as well as strengthening 
local participation in the process of development. The planning, design, im- 
plementation, operation and maintenance of the systems introduced were 
undertaken in consultation with the village inhabitants. After several demon- 
strations and field tests, the process of evaluation and the users response 
were discussed in group meetings and many end-users were interviewed. 
Training courses and workshops were conducted whenever necessary. 

It is important to note that Friday is the official holiday in Egypt, when all 
inhabitants (farmers, workers, and students) are available in the village and 
it is a suitable time to initiate the process of interaction. 

COMMLJNITY COOPERATIVES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

Although Egypt's decentralization program has supported the development 
of the smallest administrative units of local government (called Village 
Councils), these local units are relatively large in size, servicing populations 
up to 25,000 in the rural areas, and exceeding two million in some urban 
districts. Such administrative units are not, therefore, of optimum size to 
fulfil certain assumed functions such as the development of a sense of com- 
munity, local resource mobilization, active participation of inhabitants, or the 
provision of basic services. 

One can assume an inverse relationship between local resource mobiliza- 
tion and the size of the community served. The same relationship holds be- 
tween people's participation and the size of the local unit. This correlation is 
evidenced in the difficulty almost every urban district has in mobilizing local 
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contributions. In local units with large size populations, little sense of com- 
munity, or benefits to the community from most new services and projects, 
has ever been established. 

Rather than creating more government structures under the local units to 
address these needs, the project developed an indigenous private voluntary 
organization (PVOO at the village level which filled the gap between indi- 
viduals and existing local units. The newly developed organization was 
called the Community Cooperative for Development (CCD). Local 
organizations, whether governmental or non-governmental, are essential 
prerequisites for community-based initiatives and for participation in local 
development projects. 

Being small and rather independent of bureaucratic constraints, such 
agencies can afford to experiment with ideas, technologies, organization and 
anything else. 

The larger the scale, the greater the tendency towards institutionalization 
and bureaucratization; this leads to a steady diminution of people's 
participation and genuine voluntariness. Size also implies hierarchies on the 
one hand, and dependence on official funding, patronage and program-ap- 
proval on the other. 

The success of the CCD is dependent upon making oneself superfluous, 
as the community is first awakened and then gains with the organization and 
skills to become self-reliant. 

If the rural poor are to be uplifted and rural communities helped to accel- 
erate the development process, then it is necessary to organize them, forge a 
community of interest and encourage group action. 

The CCD, seeking radical social changes and economic transformation, 
needs to expand geographically and sectorally to achieve the critical size re- 
quired to trigger the intended chain reaction. 

BASAISA CCD: A LIVING EXAMPLE 

The idea of the CCD was first discussed in a group meeting in 1979, fol- 
lowed by a series of individual discussions and interviews, and finally it 
was implemented on an informal basis in early 1980. The membership fee 
was %.E. 0.1. (10 piasters) per person per year and one share was L.E. 1.0. 
By the end of the year 1981, the members themselves requested the elected 
board to increase the membership fees to L.E. 1.0. By the end of 1982, 
many people from neighbouring communities had joined the CCD at Ba- 
saisa. By the end of 1983, the organization was officially recognized and 
registered at the Ministry of Social Affairs, as two societies: 
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Figure 1: A multi-sector, multi-level, multi-age-sex, and multi-section con- 
cept of integrated Rural Development: A schematic view. 

SECTIONS 

POPULATION GROUPS 

In common with the nearly 30,000 other satellite villages in Egypt, Ba- 
saisa had no direct access to state or regional services. There were no clean 
sources of water, electricity, health clinic, youth club, schools, drainage 
system, paved roads, banks, adequate communication and transportation 
systems, cooperative societies, ... etc. These facilities and organizations are 
necessary for the development of communities. All of them are linked di- 
rectly or indirectly to issues of energy resources and use. These villages are 
characterized by a preponderance or small, fragmented, land holdings and 
the majority of families are poor; a vicious cycle of poverty and dependence 
dominates. 
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Figure 2: Pyramidal structure of communities in Egypt. 

Basaisa village is surrounded by a number of other villages, and the 
communication between them is largely dependent on donkeys or walking. 
The distances between neighbouring villages range from 2-5 km. Agricul- 
tural residues represent about 98% of the total energy consumed in domestic 
activities and of this, 80% is used for cooking alone. Energy needs for irri- 
gation and other agricultural processes are nearly totally provided by human 
and animal power. 

During the past few years several renewable energy systems as well as 
new economic and social systems have been introduced, field tested, and 
developed in the village of Basaisa. 

The study can be described as "Participatory Discourse Oriented Action Re- 
search". This is characterized by a continuous dialogue between actors and 
researchers, enlightening the actors as well as the researchers about the 
meaning of actions intended, and eventually resulting in increasing auton- 
omy of actors in relationship to researchers, and to an emancipation from 
questionable and restraining beliefs in the inevitability of the given order of 
things. 

From our initial encounter with Basaisa, we learned a mode of interaction 
that became our basic pattern during every visit to the village since that first 
Friday visit in 1976. Through the pattern of hospitality, when we met inside 
the houses, small groups of people would gather round and would open up 
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Figure 3: The organization of the Community Cooperative for Development 
at Basaisa. 

PRODUCTION SERVICE 

PROJECTS PROJECTS 

1) Community Development Society, with registration number (554) A 
Sharkiya governorate (LCD). 

2) Community Cooperative Society for Family Production and Village 
Industries, with registration number (1) Al-Sharkiya governorate (SCOP). 

The organization of the CCD and the relation between its micro-organiza- 
tions is shown in Fig. 3. Benefits accruing to the societies from their loan 
programs are combined with other local resources and invested in commu- 
nity projects and services. The loan payments collected by the cooperative 
have become a revolving fund. There has never been a loan default. Social 
laws in these communities seem to be much stronger when compared to state 
juridical laws. All households in Basaisa are members of the CCD and 
nearly all inhabitants of Basaisa are involved, one way or another, in its ac- 
tivities. Table 11 shows the people's participation in the CCD activities. 
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Table XI: Basaisa Community Cooperative (Sept. 1986) 

Total number of members 250 
Number of individual production loans 52 
Amount of individual production loans L.E. 16,040 
Number of collective saving loans 66 
Amount of collective saving loans L.E. 33,000 
Number of participants in collective saving 135 

More than 70% of the rural people in Egypt have no access to credit. Re- 
gardless of the stated interest in extending credit to small farmers en- 
trepreneurs, many have no real access to bank loans. The majority must rely 
exclusively on intrafamily borrowing, loan sharks, or the traditional neigh- 
bourhood saving systems (Gammeiya). The latter is based on a group of a 
maximum of 10 people, relatives, friends or colleagues. Each saves a spe- 
cific amount of money every month, and then one of them gets the sum each 
one month. The maximum amount anyone can receive is 500 L.E. (of 
course with no interest). The system continues for a whole cycle. 

Based on such existing traditional neighbourhood saving systems, a col- 
lective saving and individual loans project was suggested by the AUC-Ba- 
saisa Project team. It was then thoroughly discussed in small groups and at 
general meetings in the village, and was finally approved for implementation 
in July 1983. 

THE SYSTEM 

Any member of the CCD can save any amount of money (one pound or 
multiple of it) and participate in the system. After 12 months of saving 
helshe becomes eligible for a loan of the maximum of 3 times the amount 
which he had saved during the previous year. The maximum limit of the in- 
dividual loan is L.E. 1,000. The loan is paid back within three years with no 
interest involved. 

In July 1983 the number of participants in the system was 7 and in 
September 1985,44 new members participated in the system. To-date there 
are a total of 131 participants and Table 2 illustrates some of the features of 
this economic innovation. 

A member of the community volunteered to be responsible for the pro- 
ject. He used only Fridays as an office day, used simple application forms 
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for participants and provided each member with a notebook to register and 
sign each payment. The year is calculated from the date of the first payment. 
The member's ability to pay back the requested loan is ensured by the Board 
members and by counting the average and number of payments in the year 
previous to the request. 

LOAN PROCEDURE 

When a cooperative member wants a loan, he or she speaks to the responsi- 
ble person, who helps the member fill out a simple application stating the 
amount, purpose, proposed repayment time-table, and the applicant's sav- 
ings in the past year. The responsible person studies each request, makes a 
decision according to the system's rules, and finally obtains the approval of 
the CCD Board of Directors to minimize favouritism. The social structure 
within the rural community exerts a kind of pressure to ensure that borrow- 
ers repay their loans. In such communities social laws are much stronger 
than state laws. The conditions for obtaining a loan are as follows: 

1) Members must have retained savings for at least twelve months before 
taking their first loan. 

2) Members cannot receive loans of more than three times the amount of 
their savings in the past year. 

3) Loans must be paid back within a maximum of three years. 
4) No one is permitted to request more than L.E. 1,000.00 in cash. 
5) There is no interest on savings or loans. 
6) The guarantor of a loan must be another cooperative member. 
7) The member can withdraw at any time and the member's savings are 

returned. 
8) The member can withdraw hisher savings at any time. 
9) After paying back their first loan, a member can request another loan at 

any time. 

The responsible person for the project accepts weekly savings and re- 
payments. Many members do not like to hold cash since they may be pres- 
surized by the family to spend it. Banks find the paperwork and the man- 
agement time required by weekly savings and repayments too troublesome, 
especially for scattered small rural communities. Every member knows 
where the responsible person lives so he can find him at any time of the day 
and on any day of the week. The responsible person does the accounts and 
record-keeping of the project and the project's finance is reviewed by the 
CCD Board of Directors in their monthly meetings. These reports and the 
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records become part of the Cooperative's legal record. Keeping records and 
the preparation of reports is a learning experience for the responsible person 
and the Board of Directors. 

The CCD puts all its funds in the saving system and can take loans 
whenever needed and pays back from it production projects in instalments. 
In this way the system can be guarantied to run over a long period of time 
with minimum help from outside the community. This innovative system is 
expected to be self-sufficient after five years of operation. 

FUTURE PLANS 

The CCD at Basaisa envisages the construction of an Integrated Rural Tech- 
nology Center for Training and Production (IRTECTAP), which would 
serve as a working model for similar centres in other rural areas. This Center 
would have three floors. The ground floor would house workshops for car- 
pentry, machine repairs, maintenance and demonstrations of rural technolo- 
gies. The first floor would be devoted to training and production in knitting, 
embroidery, sewing and other handicrafts. The second floor would house 
the village library, educational facilities for training and awareness and the 
Center's administration office. With these resources, the Center would be 
able to contribute to the area's development by: (1) Continuous flow of in- 
formation and demonstrations; (2) Village-based expertise for upgrading 
production; and (3) A locale for research and the dissemination of knowl- 
edge about appropriate technologies for rural development in the area. It is 
believed that the Center can reach and cover the Basaisa area within 5 years 
of operation. 

The CCD at Basaisa has already made a modest step toward reaching 
these goals, by having built a small two-room workshop and a room for 
training. But this is too limited for serving the potential beneficiaries within 
the area. A proposal has been accepted by the African Development 
Foundation for funding such a Center. 

The opportunity is there, and perhaps this is a moment in Egyptian his- 
tory when the conditions are propitious for a blossoming of social action. 
This opportunity cannot be properly harnessed without developing an ap- 
propriate infrastructure. In the light of our experience this must include: 

(1) The conceptualisation of the role and purpose of community coopera- 
tives for development. The activities and support of community cooperatives 
can be coordinated at different levels, i.e. Area, Governorate, Regional and 
National levels. 
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(2) There is considerable need for training, at different levels and for a 
variety of purposes. Such (regular, intensive, short, orientation, special) 
courses could be conducted by existing schools, universities, or PVO's. 

(3) Part of the Mass Media should be devoted to cooperatives - one or 
more newspapers and TV programs would fill a major gap in the dis- 
semination of information and in the exchange of ideas. 

(4) A Journal (monthly) would be a valuable means of follow-up, 
monitoring and evaluating what is new and what is going on in the field of 
community cooperatives. 

(5) It might be useful to foster a federation of funding agencies including 
national, international, institutional, governmental, industry private trusts, 
and banks. Such a body could be an associate of the federation of CCD's. 

(6) Organizing an annual two or three-day national workshop or seminar 
to which representatives from all CCD's and representatives from all gov- 
ernment bodies and institutions concerned should be sent, in order to present 
the state of the art and discuss and exchange future activities and programs. 

(7) Organizing an annual one-week fair for the agriculture, industrial 
products and handicrafts of the different governorates CCD's. The moment 
is opportune and the need is great. 
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provide examples in this book of the problems and progress of the coop- 
erative movement in Africa. The studies presented here were the major 
contributions to a seminar for African and European scholars special- 
izing in examining the development of cooperatives. The purpose was 
also to take stock of the developments which has taken place both in 
cooperatives and in research on them since the Scandinavian Institute for 
African Studies organized a pair of similar seminars in the early seven- 
ties, one in Nairobi, one in Uppsala. 

Certain themes reoccur: the relationship between the cooperatives and 
the state, the influence of the national economy on the local coopera- 
tives, the pros and cons of the producer cooperatives. The tone is now 
very much against direct state control. Other themes are new: the role of 
women in cooperatives, a cautious view of external assistance to central 
bodies, and the need for self-help groups. 

This volume presents the views and findings on these issues by of some 
of the most prominent researchers on cooperatives and rural develop- 
ment on two continents. The contributors are: 
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